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Foxremrd

The World Bank has long acnowledged the imporant relaonship between
education and economic develoment, and in particular, the critical role of bigher education
Institutions in providitg leaderhp for education stems as a whole. Ever since the World
Bank.began lending for educadon in 1963, its aim has been to assist developing cunties
expand and imprve educational syems. But the rapid epasn of higher education
systems over the last three deades compounded by the more recent global economic crisis,
has left.ay instutions short of funds in relation to the demands imposed on themL The
mpc has been most severe on insditons solely dependent on governments for findig.
the result has been delining quality as well as insufficient funds to help many needy
students meet higb lvig costs asodated with attending universities. It is therefore crucial
tht nations begq to find alternative or supplementaiy sources of revenues for higher
educadon institutio, as well as to, util scarce resources more effectively and efficiently
in pursuit of their educational objectives.

his stuy of bigher education finance and reform was conducted by the Education
and Employment Division of the Popuation and Human Resources Department of the
World Bank, as a major input to the Division's program of policy work on universities in
developing coutries

Ann 0. Hamilton
Director

; ~Poplto and Humanl Resources Deprmn
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and Human Resources Departmein at the World Bank. The team consisted of Adrian
Ziderman who directed the study, Douglas Albrecht, and Moussa Kourouma who provided
staistical support The study was carried out under the general supervision of Adriaan
Verspoor, Chief of the Division.

Ile authorse names are listed alphabetically. Douglas Albrecht is a consultant to the
Educadon and Employment Diision at the World Bank; Adrian Zidennan, formally Senior
Economist at the World Banlc is Professor of Economics at Bar Iba University, Israel.
Earlier presentations of this work have appeared as World Bank Discussion Papers
(Albrecht and Ziderman 1991, 1992a), in kgh1r Ebat5 (Albrecht and Ziderman 1992b)
and in the Woi .11 R uch Observer (Albrecht and Ziderman 1993).
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gave generously of his time in acting as a sounding board for many of the ideas presented
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L atrodctiornUnherlt Fnang and the Role of the State

Pressure to reform the financing of higber edAcation has mounted in virtualy every
part of the world. The problems compelling change have been developing for decades, but
the economic stingency of the 1980s has exacerbated the need for reform, bringn =mny
institutions to the brink of collapse. The confonting higher education systems is not
simly financial. There are justified concerns about quiality, relevance, equity and specffic
missions of institutions. In many countries, developing and developed, all thesi issues need
to be addressed. In writing this book, however, it is clear ftat putting the financial
structures of higher education onto a more solid fooing is essentil before many of these
other problems can be resolved. As we shall argue, it is not only a question of more
resources, but the framework withn which institutions operate that needs to be improved.

Overiew of the Argment of the Book

Tis book addresses the financing crisis facing universities in most parts of the
developing world, and in particular with the role that reform may play in easing these
financing pressures. The primary focus of the discusson is on degree granting universities,
although most of the messages pertain to other institutions as well. The root of the financial
cisis in higher education in many developing countries lies in the combination of a
dramatic, and continuin& growth in student uumbers -the outcome of often impos liberal
admissions policies to ensure wide acce to higher education - unmatched by public
expenditures on higher education. While low and middle-level income countries experienced
rpid student enrollm grwth in the 1980s, real public expenditures on higher education
fell. is erosion in real resoures available to universities has stmmed from conditions of
general economic hardship ruling in many developing countries, combined in particular with
parsimony in government budgets. Policy environments have not been conducive to the
promotion of greater internal efficiency within universities nor have they facilitated in these
countris the development of altetnaive, non-government, sources of funding. The
fiundametaImportance of ciarly understanding the nature and cause of financial problems
are set out in the next chtr.

A reaiic view of future developments in public spending does not indicate any
reversal of the current regime of tight public expenditure allocations to higher educaton.
We therefore turn to an non of the scope for the alleviation of financial pressures
on the higher education system through the development and extension of non-govemment
forms of fnding. These have received much attention in recent years as offering a solution
to the fiacing crisis f uversities. While such moves will be important, we shall argue
that they are unlikely to be sufficient and that their potential to redress financial problems
has been somewhat exagrated.

, . ~~~~~~~~~~~~~~1



The three major meases that have been suggested as potential solutions, to be
applied separately or in concert, are: greater cost reovy hough the introduction of
student fees or the raising of student fees from the nominal levels charged at present in
most comntries; delayed cost recety through a ime of student loans; and a broader
diversification of revenue sources, Particularly selling semices to industry. In Chapters 3, 4
and S we disCuSS, in turn, the efficac of these measures; we shall conlude that while each
would constitute an Important element of a broad program of reform of the university
system, in themselves they are likely to represent only partial solutions to easing the
financ pressures facing universities.

Greater cost recovety for instruction and, particularly, for student housing and meals,
while citical elements in a program of finana reform, wil have some adverse effects on
equity and access. However, these fears are often exarated. Greater cost recomrey would
reduce subddies needlessy paid to the less needy, and should be combined with well
targeted student support schemes for those in greater need. The evidence suggests that it
is not the presence of tuition fees as such that has acted as a major barrier to access to
universities as much as poor access to earlier education woptunities, the costs for some of
forgone earnings, and class attitudes to higher education.

Student loan schemes are potentialy valuable in facilitating more extensive cost
rcovety. They enable students to delay payments for higher education (whether for tuition
or lvg expenses) unti they are earning the 'nhanced income that their higher education
has made possible. However, where in place, student loan programs to date have benefited
only a small percentage of students, the sums involved relate to only a small proportion of
real ins onal costs and lving exene and, due to a co aton of highly subsidized
interest rges on loans and of payment default, the repayment proportion of loans has not
-ben high. We argue that wbile the performance of loan schemes can be improved, their
potential contribution to revenue geeation is likely to be limited, and that a system of high
tuition fees coupled with widespread loans is not a feasible option in many countries.

Increned cost recovey in terms of more realistic student fee levels (facilitated by
student loan programs) has a etnal role to play in policy reform that extends beyond that
of geneatg additional revenues To the extent that student tuition fees replaced direct
government sbsidies, usities would be encouraged to become both more competitive
and intrnay efficient; in cowmpeftng for students' fee income they would have to pay
ieaing attention to the quality and relevance of the coures they offer, pardcularly as
theq relate to the needs of the job market and emplyment opporunities.

It might be possible to achieve many of the benefits of a such a stdent-responsve
system. without moving strongly towards fee payenmt and cost recovery. As discussed in
Chpt 6, and illusa for Chile, stae subsidies to univesities could be maintined at
any gen leve, but channelled through the students, in terms of a student wentitlementi to
higher educion or through subsidized loans, from which students would pay fees set by
niversities.Tis too would faciitae student choioe, stimulae conmetition amongst
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unersities and make universities more responsive to labor market opportunities Of course,
it is possible to employ the two approaches in concert, dividing subsidies between direct
payments to uniersities and indirect payments via stuents However, in situations where
the labor market rewards degtrees rather than skills, the result may be that institutions wil
sell diplomas rather than education.

In addition to revenue diversification through cost recovery, unv;ersities may seek to
tap other sources of non-government fu g. Chapter S examines the potential role for suth
income-generating activides as the provision of short, ad hoc specialized comrses, the sle
of services to industry and the commercial management of research and university assets.
h is not feasible to expect revemue diverication through university-industry alliances to
resolve fumntal fnaial problems of universities in developing countries. Where
universit resources are not filly utilized, however, there remains significant potenstil to
generate intenl profits that could provide an important source of discretionary Lads.

Universities may not be free to take ful advantage of the limited opporities for
generating nonovernmental revenues because condition both within and outside the
unversity system are not conducive to such activities. In partilar, governments may impoe
h financial dependenc on universities by putting constraints on revenue diversification,
as wel as restrictions on the freedom of universites to allocate funds internally, as they see
fit. Government policy in this area, together with gvernment control over student
-enrollmnts, will need to be revised if universities are to succeed in escaping from the twin
Ils of low interal efficiency and low quality.

It Is in this con that Chapter 6 examInes the mecanisms through which
governments trasr and allocste resourcs to higher education. Given the limited
possities for outside revemne generation, the state will remain the major source of funds,
by far, in most univerty systems, though at a reduced level of funding. This strongly
suggets that prime emphasis needs to be placed on ensuring that the transfer mechisms
of government fding to unesities provide incentives for insttutions to operate efficiently
and nmake the most effective use of scarce finds in these times of financial stringency.
Unforttmately, the transfer of resources to universities has for the most part been on the
bsis of political it- and negotiatns, rather than on objective criteria related to the
ntern worngs of the uniersities. We discuss the improvements that would result (and

possible shor f) rom the use of sounder criteria for transferring funds to universities,
in pardcular the use oulput-based criteria ("payment by results") or input formulas, usually
,bsed on multipi enrolnt by parameters of unit cost

Meanwhile the rapid erosion of financial resources in relation to enrollments
continues apace, with little Incentive or capacity in place for universities to seek efficienqy
gains. is deterioration can be stemmed only if univerities are granted greater autonomy
over -decision makig in relation to admissions and resources, while ensuring accountability
to the providers of funding.

3.D .~~~~~~



Fitally, we consider the case for making use of a broader form of cost recovety -
repayment in kind through service to the community. While schemes of national and
community service are in place in many developig countres, they are concemed for the
most part with the personal development of the individual rather than with his potentdal
contrnbution to sodety. In Chpter 7 we discss exisng national service schemes and how
they may be refocussed to constitute a form of cost recovery, in lind, for bigher education.

While there is no one overall formula for redressinig ficial problems in
universities, the underlying argument of the book is that proper financal reform must
include at least two elements Fis, efforts must be made to mobilie more non-government
resources for hgher eduication to provide a stable source of funds, given what institutions
are expected to do. Second, the resources avlable to institutons need to be used more
productively. Such a reform will require a fundamental shift in the relation between the
government and institutions by creating an environment in wbich insitutions are free to
make decisions, but responsible for managing themselves better.

Be.re emarking on a detailed expition of this argument in Chapter 2, the next
two sections provide, respectvely, a view of the historical development of university funding
as it relates to the major themes of this book, and a conceptual account of university
finncial flow models, with empbasis on the role of government in university funding

Univrifty Fundln Historical Prpcie

HEgher education bhity real three import poiats relevsn to issues discussed
in tis book. First, it shows the exe unti the early nleenth century, to which university
fundin has been dependent on student and not govermnent funding universities were
consumer demand-driv Institutions. Second, as a consequence of this funding relationship,
instructors and institutions were much more responsive to student demands. Third, the
impetus for massive state intervention - both in finance and provision - was the training
of individuals for adstrative and techical careers in the civil service, a form of
employer-based taining. Subsequeindustonand ongoing te a advance defined
new, broader roles for the university in both basic rsarch and in the preparation of
professionl and techical persomnd for the gmwing private sector of the economy.

Before the existence of the modem university, which appared in Europe in the
eleventh cty, bigher level insctions ivaiably took the form of students hiring
teacher In India, for example, stdents would attend the homes of Brahmin scholars who
were bired and paid on the basis of their academic and moral reputation.

In most countries, higher education institutions trained elite administrators and
religious figures. n China, for example, private schools developed to train people to become
scholar astratos In Anient Greece, students paid itinerant scholars for moral and
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scientific trning that was Itended to prepare them to participate in public politcal life of
the polis, as well as to help them to enae their priae fortunes In the Islamic World,
studen could hire teachers inside mosques for relgious instruction: to this day, the al-
Azhar university bas preserved the tration of students hirng scholars in the central
mosqpe.

;j' ~~~ ~ pend m E rop w~itnesse waw fiuuilw of, lughrpuao
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evey Eurpean cmtry folowed suit !a establishing publicy supported nadonal university
systems.

Thus, Euaopean universities essntially became employer-based training facilities
with the government as the primary employer meeting the educational costs. In the
twentieth century, these systems exanded rapidly throughout the world, partlcularly as more
countries sought to Industrialize. The pattern of publicly uported institutions to provide
adminisratve ard technical manpower was exported to many developing countries that were
colonies of Eurs, powers. The universities initially traind the 'colonials" living in the
countly for th, e I qervice (a less expensive option than educating them at home) as well
as a selected i....' ;rrm the Indigenous populaons who could staff local governments. When
these countries 6bieved independence, the structure for the university systems was already
in pla and most gosernments chose to expand these institutions rapidly.

,,nacia ,Flows to Univrsties

The role of the state in unversity finance is dominant in most university systems; yet
pressures to augment existing revemne sources are becoming ever pressing in many countries.

ceasioy constrained gonme budgets, the greater priorities accorded to other sectors
(and to other sub-sectors within education), coupled with the upsurge in social demand for
higher educaion, fuelled in mawy countries by government-imposed open admission policies,
all combine to underscore the cisis in university financing and the need for inceased non-
-overnment sources of revenue for universities.

We now discuss three different scenarios for university financig systems, that
correspond to progressively broader sources of revenues. But they relate not only to
diferent funding sources but also to dffering fundam l conceptions of the societal role
that univerities should, or do, perfornL These thre financing models, which we referred
to av govement dominance, cost rovery and revenue diversification models, are
descibed in thesections that follow, and Ilustrated in ars I - IIL They are to be seen
as ostructs1to facilitate anlysi rather than as being fuly descriptive of financing sytems
acualy in plae.

undi t Fnance State Domnance

Cbhe IA Illustrates the traditionil financig relatio between the state and the
university system, found in many developing countries. This situadon may be described as
one of state dominance: state rn universities receive all their funding from the goernment
which also subsidizes student living expensesL In many systems, state subsidy of student living
-expnes approxmates, or even exceeds direct tranfers to universities to cover recurrent

pendltuis. 'ITpically, public funds are channeled to universites direcdy from ministries
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of fiace or education. However, some governments have establshed intennediate finding
organzations that ie between government and the uni yste in an attempt, at least
initialy, to insulate universities from political interventiois.

Chart 1.1
UNIVERSITY FINANCE: STATE DOMINANCE

GOVERNMEWl

1h d cassc model fr a buft ferotb Wye is Engotnds recnt2 defnc Univeri Grant Cmmiftte
(UGC( SUI simfl esat in oany British comnelhcountjII, Inaudin Hon Kong. India, Kenya.
aidst#n, N4ew -Z6alanW*d, ixi and ZJmbabe as Wl as in various odme countries such as Isral and tie Sudan.
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There are many reasons, bistoricasl, insttutona and polidcal, that may account for
the central role of governmet In u sit fancing and provWision in so many university
systems; some of these have been provided in the preceding secon. However, we shall
argue that the traditonal economics justificton for state subsidy and provision do not seem
able to explain the extent of goverment intvention in the university sector.

GUoer at Fnance veZses i Wbile most university systems are both state
run and heavily subsidized by the public purse, these two aspects of state imvolvement are
neither synonymous nor do they necessariy go together. Pivate universities may benefit
from lage state subsidies (as in Chile, for example), wbile in principle state universities
could cage full fees to students, obviang the need for state financial support Our concem
will be with university finance, but we wil need to touch on issues of provison too, since
in many university sstems issues of finane and provion are inexicably bound
toether.

A distinction also needs to be made between the financing (and provision) of two
very different university activities: the prvision of educational services and research (clearly
the central function of universities) and the anclay function of student living support. In
many uivrsity systems, student support represents a particularly heavy burden on university
fies. Agin, the state may offer financial support to cover students' living expenses (as
for non-residental students in the UK), it may both provide and finance student living
serces (the typical Francophone African model) or it may be involved in neither (the case
i most Latin American countries).

The Re of the state. The state is dominant in many university systems, both in
fidancing and in provision. Is there a peruasive economic rationale for this, or must we look
to the amalgam of historical, institutional and political factors in each country, for a
xplanation f this central role? The issue is somewhat differently defined for public sector

provion of higher education and for its subsidy by the state.

On the side of state provison, state involvement may be explained by large scale,
multi-product and jointcost naWre of the modern university, with cross-subsidization across
disdplines and major activities. Many of these activities are cosdy, particularly research and
set-up coss lhese may be beyond the means of private universities, particulary in small,
poor economies. While such arguments make a case more for subsidy than provion, a
strong government role in provision may, none the less, be in order as long as this remains
effective, responive and effcient There may be present factors that militate against
efficient public provion of higher education, such as bureaucratic practices and the lack
of the discpline. of market competition2. But in principle, there is no perception that
bigher education should not be provided by public universties the practcal issue is one of

2 Ift istb case, it is possible for th state mto fksbioncenivwes for efficinc (by simulaing
,: compette codiions), obvit need tot the discipe of privat muaket competiton; we retum to this
th. int C aw 6.
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providing an incentive framework for effidency, which may, or may not, be feasible in any
given case.

However, a more objeive justfication for state fimnne of higher education is
required: if the university educated were rewarded in the labor market by higher earings,
arguably it is they who sould bare the burden of the costs of their education. Two
traditonal economics arguments, wbich are often advanced to justify state sicbsidies, will be
considered briefly in tr the presence of positive extenality benefits of higher education
andc secondly, market fectos Neither of these are pervasive in the case of higher
education

The eternaity argument constitutes the clic economic justfication for state
subidy of a good or acdvity. In terms of higher education, the argument runs along the,
following lines. Iadividuals deciding on a course of higher education are motivated by
exected higher earins and other, maiy job-related, benefits; these may include job
satisfaction, status or wider career and study options in the future. They will not capture, nor
Will they take account of, any wider benefits that accrue to society as a whole from a better,
more highly educated population and workforce. From the viewpoint of society, individuals
will not invest sufficiently in higher education; such positive "tnality effects" justify the
subsidy of higher education, to ensure an adequate supply of higher educated individuals to
meet wider societal needs.

There is now a sizable literature that attempts to catalogue, and less frequently or
successfiuly, to measure the extenality benefits stemming from higher education3. These
range from the Iterpersonal level (more effective and efficient parents, the augmenting of
the output of fellow workers, etc), to the comumnity and regional level, through to that of
the nation as a whole. These latter benfits include the proviion of necessary human capital
inputs for economic powth and development, the benefits of research, the assumption of
entrepreneurilg and leadership roles, catalysts for economic and social change (a role which
may not always be positive). However, the point at issue is not whether such externalites
are important (clearly they are), but rather whether they are sizable in relation to the
privte benefits of higher education secured by individuals, thus jusrting lage subsidies.
A disinction needs to be made between undergraduate and vocationally oriented taught
masters courses on the one hand, and research and graduate studies on the other.

Available evidence on the large earnins advantages of first degree holders in private
sector employments (particularly for ountries where labor markets work well, without wage
differential dstortin) suggests that these private benefits are indeed sizeable. More
relevant, however, is a conideton of the relative size of etenaity benefIts from

educatin eWhile a university system of a given size may endow
society with significant externalites, once these have been secured the extra externality

3 Weisbod () is a assic refrence; Lee ad Bdnkma4 (1988 wvide a corse, and
rificaL Eview of bs lteatue
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benefits semming from am expansion of university output may be quite small: leadership
and entrenial roles consftiute a case in point. Here the case for large subsidies for
higher education at the undergrduate level is not strong.

The externality case for sbsidizing researcb (particularly basic researuch) and doctoral
sudent program is much stronger; indeed, it is likely to be the case that the marginal
benefits from research may increase with the size (and quality) of the research effort,
pardcularwly at given, specialid research-oriented departments

A case may be made for the subsidy of bigher education when economies suffer from
imperfections in capital and labor markets University education is, for many, the most costly
item that they are likely to purchase over their lifetime, apart from housing. In many
housing markets purchasers may, through mortage payment, effectively spread the high cost
over a number of years in the future; loans to finance the cost of higher education, however,
are usually unavailable, even in economies with wel developed fiancial markets. Unlike
other investments that can constitute the collateral for the loans that finance them,
education investments (which become embodied in the recipients themselves) are not readily
aoepted as security by lending Institations. The argument that high (realisic) tuition fees
would militate against social goals of university access and equity, provides the rationale (but
not the jusfification) for subsidized or zero fees. The appropriate goverment response is
the establishment of mechanims for student loans, that the market cannot supply, rather
than suidy. However, most studen loan schemes themselves are very hily subsidzd
only to the extent that labor market distortions resulted in low earnings advantages for
graduates, would these subsidies be justfied.

A more general argument for university subsidy is the need to keep fees low to
presere access for those coming from poorer, disadvanted backgrounds. However, this
would make out the case for targeted subsidy, through scholarships especially for the
cademically able, rather than for universal subsidies More lmportant, even university

systems that do not charge fees, whether in developing or industrialized countries, have been
dramatically unsuccessful in attrcting students from the lower socio-economic groups; the
brier to access does not lie primarily in fees.

Our overall onclusion, then, is that the exent of state dominance typically found in
deeloping countres cannot be justified m terms of an economic radonle alone. Some
retreat by the state, particularly in the realm of the financing of higher education, can be
justifie is conclusion has important implicatons for policy. It paves the way for a
:cosidertion of the possibilities of serious cost recovery in higher education as a means of
geeraientg additiona finances, a need that has become ever more pressing in recent decades

it the upsrge in the demand for higher education and consta, even falingL university
finances, stemming from the increasingly tight goverment budgetary environment.
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Univrsity Thance: Coat Recoiy

The distincton, drawn by Gareth Williams, between two very different approaches
to the role of higbher education insdtutions (OECD 1990) is relevant to our discuson of cost
reoovery. Universities may be regarded as 'service " institutions that can be relied upon to
serve the wider interests of society and the economy, or they can be seen as "commercial
enterpries" that provide services for the benefit of individuals. The former view which has
held sway, though less so m more recent years, corresponds to the scenario of state
dominance presented. It underlies much of the higher education epanson in Europe and
in many developing countries in the recent decades, and has been used to justify the heavy
subsidization of a lagey autoniomous higher education sector. However, the universities'
responses and the wider needs of society, as perceved by governments, have not always
coincided. In most countries this dissonance, buttressed by increasing pressures on public
sector budgets, has lead the government, as the paymaster, to seek ways of exerting greater
control over the higher education sector. This process constitutes a major theme of this
book.

The second approach of Williams, which sees universities operating in the context of
a producerconsumer relatonship with students, receives support from the new human
capital4 (ad income augmenting) view of education and proides much of the rationale for
moves towards increased cost recovery and tuition fee payment in university stems. Thi
view of higher education bears resemblance to the more traditional institutional context,
prior to the nineteenth centu. It also provides the framework, and justification, for
university financing arrangements that impose realistic tuition fees on students; we refer to
such a regime as the cost recovery model.

The cost recovery model, in which universities charge realistic tuition fees to students,
is iUustrated in Chat 1Z There are no university systems which are characterized by cost
recovery in a pure form (though there are particular universities that are financed in this
way); in pracce, cost recovery operates in tandem with, and complements, state subsidy of
higher education. Characterizing a system as one of cost recovery in practice relates to the
breadth of student coverage of fees and their size in relation to costs.

The presence of cost recovery tells us nothiing about the nature of higher education
provision. The public subsidy of state, as weU as private, universities could, in principle, be
minimal, with both receiving the bulk of their funding from student fees (similarly, priate
umversities could be in receipt of large state subsidies).

4 It is so ositent with the *screeW model of educaio, as discssed in ChapW 6.
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Chart 12

UNIVERSITY FINANCE: COST RECOVERY
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lbere are, three major benefits from a regime of cost recovery. Primarily, of course,
resources are generated for the system as students pay for (and thefore may value more
higbly) college education; but in addition, universities respond more effectively to student
demand (reflectig relative earni and shortages in the labor market) and also, universities
are forced to compete for students (in terms of price, qua! . education and subsewquent
marketability of skldls provided). Indeed, it is argued that suc4. a demanddriven university
system will achieve internal efficiency and societal relevance more successfully than does
direct government support.

High tuition fee systems may effect access negatively, th6y wiNl be more acceptable
socially if accompanied by scholarship support for able students from disadvantaged
backgrounds. However, a market oriented, student demand driven system (with extensive
cost-recovery and targeted schola s) may not be practicable in many country settings.
It might be regarded as socially as well as politically unwise to impose the heam burden of
high tuition fees, especially where parental income and saving are low and students do not
have recourse to alternative sources of finance. Many countries have introduced loan
schemes, covering either tuition, student living expenses or both, which are repaid from
subsquent earwing after graduation. This form of delayed cost recovery is a means of
efectivel delayng payment untl graduates from the system are able to establish themselves
in the labor market and benefit from the enhanced earnings that Inance earlier tuition and
living epenses. However, high levels of (often unintended) subsidy are present in most
stuent loans sebemes in practice.

Uivrsity flace Remne Dierication

The possibilities for extensive cost recovery may be constained in many developing
countries, partidlarly when labor market distortions narrow the labor market earings
advantage that university graduates may expect, and subse tly limit their ability to pay
realsc up-front fees or delayed ones through loans Mny unsity -systems have sought
to diversify revenue sources beyond cost zncovery of tditiona teaching activities, by
developing additional forms of income generation from newer non-traditional activities.
These activities include the prvsion of short ad-hoc vocationally oriented course, applied
contra research for industry, consultancy services as well as tapping alumni and industry
for donations and endowments.

Te revenue diverificadon model is illustated in Chart 13. Industry may contribute
to university finances directly or indirectly through research councils and sponsored studens
Since revenue diversification Implies also diversifying the outputs and actvities of the
uniers system, this proces may lead to a change in the role of universities away from
Waditiwoal teahing for degrees and research If revene diversification is pressed too far,
on too broad a front, serious issue concerning the appropriate role of the univeity may
arise. The potential for revenue diversification is likely to be quite limited, in practie, for
Xt system as a whole. However, in a university Wem comprisig a vaiety of types of
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itution wit differng missons, some institutions - certain polytechnics in Britain for
exmple - wma tilt strony towards market-based services to industiy.

Chart 1.3

UNIVERSITY FINANCE: REVENUE DIVERSIFICATION
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Jinaucu Plows: Some Country Examples

While no actal university ystem is financed exactly In conformity with the schematic
char, we big three country examples that may be generally chaterized as government
dominant, cost recovery and revenue diversification models, respectively.

_1a. A good emmple of state dominance is provided by the university system in
Senegal (Chart 1.4). This is a small university system that is entirely funded by the central
government; there ae no tuition fees, loan programs or revenue diversification but very
generous student support The Senegalese experience also ilustrates well the problem
common to many university systems of rapidly growing student numbers (the result of
externaly imposed libera admission policies), unmatched by expanded university
instrional budgets leading, in turn, to increasingly inadequate facilities, overcrowding, low
quality education aiu. high student repetition rates.

The state bears virually the whole of the universities financing burden in Senegal.
This burden extends beyond university operating costs, which constitute less than half of
finace flows. In addition to these educational expenditures, high levels of student support
(of two kinds) is provided by the government: a scholarship scheme, administered by the
Ministry of Higher Education, and student support services through the "Centre des Oeuvres
Unersitaies de Dakar' (COUD). These have grown dramaticaly in recent yeas Some
78 per cent of students now receive scholarships, half of which finances study abroad.
Student support services through the COUD, for wbich all students are currently eligible,
cover highly subsidized weals, lodging, medical services and trasportation; students
contrbut less th 16 percent of these social costs.

I Eiwgum. Terdaty education in the Philippines, because of the dominance of
prvate education, corresponds somewhat to a system of cost recovery (Chart 1.5). While
public higher education institutions receive massive support from the state, students (or their
households) do expend significant sums on tuition fees (albeit fixed at a low level in relation
to instmctonal CoSts) and also on school-related expenditures (which includes educational
material, books and transport). The Chart does not include information on student living
expenditues; however public support for this is minimal There is a small loan scheme for
tuition fees, but only one percent of all students avail themselves of this.

However, over 80 percent of all college and university students attend prive
stituthons, financed by student tuition fees. The Cbars illustrtes the high levels of student

expenditures both on tuition fees and on other education-related expeditures. Yet, while
they receive virually no subsidy support from the state, these institutions are far from free
of the influence of govenmuent Ibe quality of these private institutions suffers from a tight
system of detailed government control, including the imposition of detailed regulations of
the iternal m ement of the institutions and of price ceilings on tuition fees. In addition,
labor market distortions which reward diplomas rather than the quality of training,
compound the problem by encouraging such practices.
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Chart 1.4
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Chart S

UNIVERSITY FINANCE FLOWS: THE PHIUPPINES (1986r
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Chart 1.6

HIGHER EDUCATION FINANCE FLOWS: USA (1988189)'
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M1IIS& The higher education system of the USA may be described as one
characterized by revenue diversification: this is true of both its public and private sectors.
Chart 1.6 illustrates the major finance flows for the US higher education system For
illustrative purposes, it gives a highly simplified picture, given the breadth and heterogeneity
of the system as a whole; the Chart does not include education-related student expenditures,
living costs nor loa funds.

The pictue emering from the Chart is of a highly diversified system. The public
university sector receives less than half of its revenue from government allocations (mainly
at the state, but also at the federal and local levels) and tuition fee Income constitutes not
more than 40 percent of private sector revenues. Cost recovery is present in the public
sector too: nearly 15 percent of public sector revenues comes from tuition fees. Both sectors
rely heavily on revenues generated by market based activities. Sales and senices, including
revenues from other educational actvities, auxiliary enterpries and university hospitals,
constitate over a fifth of revenues for both sectors. However, expenditure data (not included
in the Chart) show that nee revenues from such market-based activities are quite small in
percentage terms, illustrating that revenue diversification may relate more to a
diversification of the output mix rather than the generation of net revenues. Grants and
contract income from government are sizeable in both secto

Most developing country university systems are based on the first model, of state
dominance. Although there is a great deal of variation in terms of revenue flows, those that
most approiate this model are currently -expenencing the most difficulties. In the
following chapter, we examine in more depth the nature and cause of the financial crisis
onfronting university systems.
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Chapter 2
Ibe FinaE l Cotett ad Poi Enyronment

What is the finial conext under which unirities operate in the developing world
today? This chapter takes as its starting point'the basic financial problem confronting
universities in most developing countries, namely that rapid expansion has not been
accompanied by atfunding Increases But pehaps more significantly than an
erosion of real resources have been govemment imposed restrictions on institutions that
have limited their caPacity to repond. A declie in resources might lead institutions to
become more efficient, to seek alternative sources of income, or to cut back on their
activities Such responses, however, have been rare ideed, many insitutions have actually
increased the number of staff We shall argue that this counter-intuitive reaction is actually
a logical response given the restrictive envronment within which institutions operate. The
continuing decline in per student resources and the failure on the part of institutions to
realign accordingly, stems in a lage part from the policy conditions under which higher
educadon institutions operate.

The first section of this chapter will explore the magitude of the financial problem.
The second section turns to the source of the problem, ie. the policy restrictions that have
prevented institutions from responding in an effective manner to funding shortages. These
restrictions are, first access (admissions) policies; second, penalties an insdtutions that seek
altemative sources of funds; and thi, limitations on the extent to which institutions may
alocate their funds freely as they see fit

The Flucnal Cotest

The most fundamental change in higher education ssems throughout the world has
been the attempt to democraie access. Rapidly expandling primary and secondary
enrollments, increased demands for skldled labor, and the growig perception of higher
educadon as a path to individual prosperity bave fueled the pressures to expand coverage.
During the past 30 years, the impt has been dramatic in developing countries. Between
1960 and 1987, higher education enrollmets ieased fo-fold in low-income countries
ten-fold in lower-middle income countries and nine-fold in upper-middle income countries.5

S Soure World Bak da. Income groups ar baed upon ft couny stn in th World
Dvepment Repot
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-nrollment ewpansion by region have been rapid throughout the world. Figure 2.1
ilustratest impacL hi Africa, enrollments increased nearly ten fold between 1965 and
1988 In Latin America, the growth was nearly eight five fold over the same period. For
East Asia and the Middle East, the rate was five fold and four fold respectively. Rapid
expansion alone, can often have sorious wipacts on the quality of instuction if insttutions
am not wel placed to absorb new entrts, or if admission standards fall to accomodate the
goals of expanson.

Although high educadon enrollments expanded rapidly, resources allocated to
isitutions did no keep pace In fact in many instances, particularly during the 1980s, real
resources acually contracted. That is, just as more was being demanded of higher education
institios, the government ability to fot the bill was decreasing, particularly as structural
adjustment progams were adopted in many developing countries.
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Through the 1970s, enrollments consistently expanded at a faser rate than public
resources devoted to higher education. While African enrollments expanded at an average
amual rate of 13.5 percent, real resources expanded 4.1 percent per year. In Latin
America, enrollment grew 12.9 percent per year while resources increased by 5.2 percent.
Similar trends occurred in Asia and the Middle East Between 1980 and 1988, however,
while enrollments often continued increasing public expenditure for higher education
contracted rapidly. In Africa, spending fell from 0.72 percent of GNP to 0.5 percent. Such
decies reflect the impact of public sector retrenchment in the wake of adjustment and
stabilization programs that were adopted throughout the developing world. Indeed, separate
data on Asia alone show that while enrollments continued growing by 6.8 percent per year,
real resources contracted by 4.7 percent per year.

Figure 22 illustrates the relationship between enrollment growth and annual changes
in public expenditure on higher education, according to country income groups. While the
growth of public expenditures failed to keep up with enrollment growth in high income
countries, expenditures actualy fell absolutely in low and middle income countries, over a
period that enrollments continued to expand. Table 2.1 summaris the impact of combined
enrollment expansion and diminishing public sector budgets for higher education. It lists the
unit recurrent eVpenditures for higher education (expenditures per student) in 1975, 1980
and 1988, for countries for which data were available for aU three years (see Statistical
Appendix).

Table 2.1 : Unit Recurrent Public Expenditure for Higher Education
by Income Level and World Region, Selected Countries

1987 US$

Number Of 75 1- 18 .. /
countries ___

LOW 8 Z436 1 ,925i _ ,1 0.49

LO<e Middle 6 4,872 3,89 1,73 0.40

Upper Middle 4 2175 1,773 12m 0.58

. _h 16 7,8 85 ,769 m87

REGION . ._._.__

Afiica 8 6,805 4,630 2,566 0.38

Asia 6 1o,08 818 605 0.56

Source: St8ts Appendix
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Figure 2.2
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The decline has been contmnuous and sizeable since 1975. For all country groupings
shown, the level of puiblically financed resources per stuident fell between 1975 and 1980,
with the exception of high income counitries.rTe decline continued into the 198Ws: there
is an association between income group level and the extent of the deterioration in funding.
In Sub-Saharan Africa unit recurrent expenditures in 1988 were only 38 percent of its 1975
level; for. Asian countries the corresponding figure is 56 percent. There was also a fall off
in per student public funding for high income countries in the 1980-1988 period.

The impact of this statistical decline in per student resources is subject to alternative
expantios.It could represent a deterioration of the resource base and declining quality

of higer educaion. Alternativel, decline could (formally) be interprete-d as resulting from
greater internul efficiency of universities, arising from a more effective use of given (or
declinin) total funding. or from ecnonomes of scale. While we shall argue, in Chapter 6,
that the latter view has some relevence for certaiun inutilzdcountries, the case Study

~ReUabl data for onl a few countries in. Letin America and the Middle Eas were availble obvatin

sqepaae oanmaI for thes region.
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evidence points dominantly to an explanation in terms of an erosion of public resources and
consequent declines in the quality of education provision.

The divergence between resources and enrollments is almost certain to continue in
the near future. Using forecasted GDP growth as an optitic proxy of higher education
budget growth, and enrollment forecasts based on primary and secondary school
enrollments, real public expenditures per student wouli fall another 25.5 percent in Africa
by the year 2000, and by 173 percent in the Middle ast and Northern Africa. I Latin
America, per student expenditure would grow by only 1.9 percent.

As long as higher education was reserved for elite groups, governments were able to
meet the full cost without much budgetary strin. But the fast paced enrollment growth has
not been accompanied by funding growth, paticulary during the economically stingent
1980s. This rapid erosion of public resources is clearly havig an important impact on the
quality of educational services.

Private Fiance

Thus far we have examined only the cianges in public expenditure per student Tbis
discussion is incomplete: private funds, either via fees (and other revenue generation) in
public universities, or from self-fnancing private institutions, may offset declines in public
resources. With the exception of certan Asian and Latin American countries, however, this
burden shifting has not occurred signficantly.

Table 22 illustrates that reliance on the private sector for epansion has not been
consistet throughout the world. In Sub4Saharan Africa, the Middle East and Northern
Africa, the private sector has played an insignificant role in both provision and finance. As
a result, the per student public expenditure declines have had much more significant impacts
- except where they have been offset by efficiency gains, and there is little available
evidence to suggest that any efficiency gains have been achieved. Experience in Asia and
Latin America has been different.

Overall, atuny Asian higher education systems have fared better during a period of
declining public expenditures for higher education because of the diverse sources of fimding.
Between 1975 and 1985, total enrollments grew 550 percent while public budgets grew 252
percent, a net declie of 46 percent per student.7 But full fee charging private institutions
have prolifeted, cost recovery has been expanded at publc institutions and some countries
(notably China, Thaiand, and Indonesia) have utized distance technology and Open

7 Cauaed from data in Tan and gt 1989. Counties ifde& Chis, India, Indones, Korea
Maaysia, Plppines Sti ka and Thaiand.
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Univerdties to provide low cost educational opportuities. All these steps have helped
significantly to offset much of the public expenditure decin 6

Table 22. The Contibution of the Private Sector In Hige Education
(mid 1980s)

(1) (2) (3) (4)

Fees in public Prvate sector
Earolled in Institutions as as % of total

Rion Private Sector % of total HE Revenues
(%) 1985Expenditre

Africa < 5 1.7 < 5
Asia 28.6 9.4 31

Middle East
North Africa 3.3 17 -

Latin America 33.6 5.8 21

Industrialized 17.0 10 -
countries

Sources: Column 2, Tan and Mingat 1989; Columns 3 calated in Chapter 3;
Column 4 Psacharopoulos, Tan, Jimenez 1986; Levy 1986; Tan and Mingat
1989.

In Ladn America student enrollmes grew by 370 per cet between 1975 and 1985,
while real public eVpenditure growth was only 210 per cet, representing a decline in public
expenditure per student of 37 per cent. The priva sector has expanded to relieve some of
the burden on the government But while most private institutions recover the full cost of
instruction from tuition fees, public institudons recover little from students, and suffer more
beaviy from enrollment expansions and public resource decline. Thus, even where the

8 The aggte dedies in per student resources could reflect the adopio of low cost distance3
schools or other low c6t non-unhesity institution Such institutions ha represented a
prprtion of enroIments, howe, in only a few Asian countIe
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priate sector has assumed some of the burden for paying for higher educaton, expendirs
per student are sdll dropping more quicldy than they are being offset by additional income.'

lsttutional Reactions

Given the rapid decline in unit resources for higher education, how have institutions
responded? If quality were to be maintained, three types of reaction might be expected.
First, institutions could increase revenues from non-government sources such as students or
contract income to make up for declining government income. Second, institutions could
try to cut back on their activities (i.e. teach fewer students or close inefficient programs
since they had less resources). hird, universities might improve their efficiency by
incr?asing student teacher ratios and student a trative staff ratios, improving facility
utilization and reducing expenditures on areas such as student welfare.

A few higher education systems have responded by increasing non-government
resources via student fees. As Table 2.2 suggests, however, these institutions have been the
minority; whfle, as will be shown, more institutions are doing so, this is not to an extent
necessary to make up for past revenue falls.

The second option of scaling back on activities has for the most part not been
pured. Enrollment expasion has steadily continued throughout the 1980's with the
exception of a few of the poorest countries in Africa (Saint 19). Some higher education
systems im Asia and Latin America, have curtailed enrollment growth in public institutions
and pushed additional students into private institutions during the 1980's. Such options were
pursued in Chile, Brazil and Indonesia, but these were exceptions.

Finaly, institutions might have simply chosen to use their resources more efficiently
by expanding student teacher ratios or reducing expenditures on student welfare. In Chapter
3, we wil demonstrate that student welfe costs continue to represent large expenditures
in many university systems. Table 2.3 examines student teacher ratios over time. It reveals
that for the most pat, they have remained fairly constant, despite the rapid inerease in
enrollments. Thus, despite growing student numbers and declining resources insdtutions
evdently have been hirg more teachers. In many countries, student teacher ratios even
decreased during the 1980s. How may this behavior be explaned?

Increasing the number of teaching staff has been a logical reaction on the part of the
universities to the pressures of increasing student enrolment and falling public subventions,
given the presence of government imposed constraints of their freedom to respond in other

9 i many in ac as stistics about the contribution of the private sector to ofset reveu shortflls can
be One can point toa Xhe relav role of pre finc but often thesem a not 
result of change in foe policies or relaiv private expansion, but due to the relaiv fall in the governmentfs
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ways In many university systems there has been a substiution of teaching staff for other
univerity inputs, as faling real salaries of university teachers (in common wath other civil
servants) have progressively made teachers relatively cheaper in relation to other university
inputs. But constant student teacher ratios may mask falls in quality of educational provision,
as much of the epansion in teacher numbers bas been in the form of additional junior,
inexperienced stat This process has been buttressed by multi-job holding of senior staff
in respone to low, and blling, real saaries.

Table 23. Hihw Education Student Teacher Ratios
By Income Levd and World Region

1975 1980 1988
INCOME LEVEL
Lower 10.5 11.8 13.2
Lower Middle 15.4 153 16.1
Upper Middle 13.2 11.8 12.0
High 12.6 12.8 14.1

REGION
Afiica 11.0 12.1 13.6
Latin America 13.9 14.8 13.1
Middle East 163 13.4 14.7
Asia 12.4 15.0 15.4

Source: Statisdcal Appendix

The stepest declines in university expendiures have been for hbram books,
laboratory equipment and mainenance of physical fcilities. Saint (1992) ilustrates the
conseqences for Africa. Whereas in 1984, African unversties spent 8.5 percent of their
budgets on research, books and lbray acqubitions, by 1990 this figure had fallen to three
percent. Simlaly, the mmber of lay books per student fell from 49 in 1979 to only 7
in 1988, reflectg the dimnishing capacity of institutions to pvide learing resources and,
probably, quality declines.

Tmm Poliy Envioment

Besides the constaints on publc expenditures in the wake of adjustment and the
poor economic performance in the 198(Ys, why has there been such a rapid decline in
resources per student in higher education and why have institutions not taken steps to
counteact thse declines? The simple answer is that most higher education institutions are
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required to operate in a policy environment that does not allow them the freedom to
reconcile enrolIments (and other activities) with their resources, nor does it permit them
(much less encourage them) to make efficiency improvements.

Although much is made of the virtues of university autonomy and academic
freedom, it is generally the case that universities must function within an environment that
is very much subject to government regulation and controL These restrictions not only
influence the incentive strucwe and institutional behavior of universities but also, as we
argue, influence the efficacy of more general reforms of higher education. The rest of this
section therefore examines in more detail the framework that has inhibited effective
functioning of many university systems, stressing the need to consider these impediments
along with more general reforms.

Admsnous Polies

Perhaps the most destabilizing form of government intervention is the imposition of
admissions requirements on higher education institutions, leading to larger enrollments than
universities would freely choose. Admisions controls take several forms. At one extreme,
al students who pass their secondary school exams are able to gain places in universities.
Ths "automatice admission policy is common troughout francophone countries utilizing a
baccalauete exam as an entitlement to university entry. A somewhat different form of
cntrol but which acheves similar disturbances, is that of government set enrollment targets
that institutions must satisfy. These targets are often negotiated at the time of budgeting,
as in Latin America, or simply set out in development plans by governments. These targets
do not constitute a problem for universities so long as resources are available to match
enrollment plans, but in practice funding is often not commensuate. A third form of
eollment control is government specification of the fields in which students must be
accepted. Governments may require institutions to accept many students in areas perceived
to be central to economic development, such as engineering and scientific fields. Since
these fields tend to be the more costly ones, universities have an additional burden imposed
on them

Governments impose restrictions on the freedom of institutions to formulate their
own admissions policy, for both political and economic reasons; but in the end neither of
these objectives may be satisfied. First, imposed admission policies often imply a rapid
erosion of funAding, since inututions are not allowed to charge tuition fees, and goverment
resources usualy do not keep pace wMith expansion. nstitutional resources are quickly
diverted away from instructional and research purposes and directed towards
accommodating studets wherever possible. Second, relatively automatic admissions policies
imply a falling standard of entering students which may create new financial burdens for
institutions, such as requiring them to provide remedial courses. In general, improvements
in the incentves for institutions to be more efficient can have litfle effect if fundamental
problems created by access policies are not addressed. Finally, rapid expansion of
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enrollmInts has often been justfied by the need for more higher level manpower. But in
many countries, labor market data suggest that the need is not so much for more, but better
trined higher level manpower.
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We shall argue that one of the most important ways to encoue reformonn inatim
by institudons is to allow them to generate revenues for themselves from the activides In
wbich they engage. Too often, govenmments stifle such initdatives at revenue diversficadon.

Governments have jusdfied tuidon restrictions on both economic and polidcal
grounds. Subsidized higher education began in order to provide sufficient manpower for
indust on. Low tuition was seen as a necessary means to expand enrollments. On the
other hand, free higher educaion also satisfied a politcal agenda to guarantee access for
as many people as possible. However, many studies have shown that free tuition Is a poor
(and extremely costly) path to equity, since children of wealthier parents are far more likely
to benefit from the subsidies than are poorer ones. Another rationaliation offered for
restrictions on income generation is the preservation of horizontal equity among
insdtutions. Japan, for instance, reapportions all revenues geriaS by individual
institutions. Thus, in practice, institutions generate revenue for all other instiutions. Such
a policy, howwer, may stifle initiatives at individual universities, and lead to overall
underfunding and detachment of institutions from their local environment.

Intemal AUoations

A tird categoty of gvernment restriction relates to limtions on the freedom of
stitutions to use their resources as they see fit. At one extreme, some systems are vex

liberal in this regard; inssdtutions receive block grants which they can spend as they wish."'
At the other extreme, each expenditure item must be approved, all staff members are
considered ciil serants, and fixed staffing argements and patterns are delineated by the
goVrmment. Such restrictions are usually justified as a means of ensuring aco ilit
for instance, prescribed staffin patterns are supposed to ensure quality controL

These restrictions have two inportant, but harmful, consequences. First, insdtutions
are prevented from seeking greater efficiency, since they cannot redeploy their resources to
achieve efficiency gains Wile havig to maintain staffing ratios, institutions then may lack
money to update their hlbraries. Second, institutions become extremely slow to respond to
changing extrna demands, since government approval must be sought to redeploy resources
from one program to another. As externeal environments change, particularly with a new
emphasis on private indsral development in many countries, insitutions need bot the
freedom as well as incentives to respond and adapt.

1
i sevea eouti, da for hita_e, wie uiares reeiv wt ar roeirrd to as %ok gate,

Wuvi are not free to deply mast of hes resous
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Goerment Restrictions In Practice

A central argument of this book is that reform must begin by loosenig the financial
restriction placed on institutions, to give them freedom to operate and to take initiatives that
will be rewarded on the basis of economic relevance to the environment. The state wll
need to Mp back from tightly controlling the behavior of institutions if those institutions are
to function properly. Such freedom will need to be combined with new mechanisms for
enuing accountablity of institutions.

To emhasize the need for new autonomy accountability relationships, Table 2.4
Illustrtes the extent of the problem of government control over higher education systems
in 26 countries. Rough apprations of the degree of control (high, medium or low) are
glvan on the basis of criteria listed in the explanatory note. Each of the cications
admittedly masks compleities iinherent in each system. The syswems are ananged in
descending order of the extent of government control.

Sveral important patterns emerge from the table. First, and perhaps most
Importatly, developing country higher education systems tend to be more severely restricted
in these areas than those of industriazed countries, particularly with regard to enrollment
decision maing. The sample here is biased since developing country systems are
deibertly under-represented. This is done to h4ighlt certain differences between
developing and industralized country higher education Wstems. The number of highly
restricted higher education systems would signicantly increase with the addition of more
developing countries to the list. Second, lower financial dependency correlates with lower
cotrol over eolLments and internal allocation of resources (although the converse is less
tue); therefore, financial diversification may be an important measure to promote
isitutional autonomy. An essential argument that we wish to maintain b that biher
eduction reform caot be sustainable unless the broad policy environment and restrictions
on instituions are addressed.
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Tabb 2A Deg of Govemet Cntrol In Higer ducation stems

COUNTRY ADMMSIONS FNANCE IUnRNALALOCATONS
government control gove e ol
- institutional dq1ependen on over internal

-rlmonts government budgentg for finaco

A%la Hig Hg HMO
Morwoco High High HigFh
Argntika Hig High Medium
France Hi Higb Medium
Honda Hi High Medium
Kenya Medium Hi High
Sudan Medim Higb Hig
Sweden Medium High Hi
Nethrlands Hih Hig Low
BraI Medium High Medium
China Medi Hi Medim
Demark Medium H Mediu
Finln Medium Hg Meim
India Modim Medium Hig
NMgoia Medium Hi Medium
Norway Medium Hig Medium
phwiippnes Medium Mediunm Medim
Indonea* Medim Medium Medium
Israel Medim Low Medium
Japan Medium LOW Mem

Vietnam * * MDiu Low Medium
Cbile * Medium LOW Low4
Ontaido, Canada Low Medim Low
Soth Aftica Medium Low LoW
UK * Lw Medium LoW
Japao (prva) Low LoW LOW

nte tit have iitiated reforms to ease autmony last dcd

Dfnkioton Notes:
AdndsomHigh degre of governmcen contrl implie that the goverment has established an automatic

asd 1-.' lhlP pob,ligig Intk,it to accep d applicsan with minum qulifications. Medim conrol
implies umbws ae set by but actualselecdon ne by n6 sLowcoal impl bthat

.. ~bft n co sa soubts n ld soled app_et
: u; Hlgb depw of pvw_mm oud hoplics d astkutions depend on pubfoods over 90 pent

of tOair operating budgeL Medium contrd implies some do of fund such as moderat ost
*owwq Low bveoot implies dto goves prespodide less t 70 percen of istiuoad fnim

hdgee of p m nt con omplies that ovarmet apprl S req d for
and *o __ Medium contol imples a iho have some discation - e.g over

no stafn e L4# contd implies that istiuto have fl iteal budtig auoomy.
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Autonomy vs Accouutablt

Given the problems that institutions face, why are restrictons stl in place?
University autonomy Is widely regarded as a necessary ingredient for success. Autonomy
applies not only to freedom of expression, but control over admissions and hiring polices,
deployment of resources, decisions on types of actvities to undertake. But governments are
increasingly unwing to give a blak check to universities to do as they wish The
traditional view that higher education institutions need not justify their activities to
government or society at large developed at a time when very limted portions of public
budgets were spent on these institutions. With the increasing demands of insttutions, that
position is no longer tenable. Universities may not be relied upon to persue policies that
accord with societal priorities. Autonomy is both a privilege and a responsibility given to
academic communities. Any institution using public funds has an obligation to show how
those funds are used. The issue is not one of avoiding corruption. Rather, it is the clear
enunciation of academic, research and other goals, and an accounting of how and under
what conditions and costs such goals have been met. Therefore, governments need to
establish a counterbalance to the vocal strengths and analytical skills of the higher education
interest groups, to review and evaluate the performance of an institution it is funding.

By simply loosening the restrictions on insdtutions, however, governments could lose
their ability to ensure that resources were being used effectively. So while the adoption of
a proper policy environment for higher education systems is essential, so too is a means for
funding institutions so as to preserve accountability. Through changes in sources of funding,
and funding mechanisms and criteria, governments have explored various avenues that allow
instutions to have autonomy over all deiion making, but yet ensure accountabiity over
the use of public funds.

-Cmdusions

-The fancial pressures facing many developing country higher education systems are
sevete, and it is unlikely that they can be resolved through increases in public fundig
Given funding pressures, :t makes sense for institutions to begin to look for solutions in
terms of non-government funding. The next three chapters, therefore, wil look at the role
of upfront student fees, delayed fees, and revenue diversification through the provision of
service. We conclude that these strategies will have important positive impacts on reform,
but are likely to be only limited solutions since the majority of funding for many instiutions
and the higher education system as a whole, will still come from government In Chapter
6, therefwe, we tur to the mechanisms of public resource allocation to institutions, to
examine how changes in the criteria of delivering funding may alter the efficiency and
responsveness of institutions
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Chapter 3
Mobiizing Student Cost Recoviy

To redress the declining relative resource base for higher education, many instiutions
and systems as a whole, must draw on new funding sources Greater cost recovery (for
instruction and/or lodging and meals) will be essental to resolve financial problems and to
ensure that resources are proportional to student numbers. It will also encourage efficiency
in the use of resources as providers become accountable to students. Finally, in a market
oriented economy, tuition income will give institutions important signals about employment
demanne lbe focus of thbis chapter will be on increasing the mobilization of private
resources from students at public institutions, although promoting fully private institutions
wll be discussed tentally.

Currently, tuiton represents as little as one to two percent of recurrent university
expenditures in Africa and the Middle East compared with six percent in Latin America,
eght percent in Asia and ten percent in industd countries. Some countries have
pushed particularly far with cost recovery as a means to generate income for higher
education. Student fees in public universities are as hi as 25 percent of recurrent
xpenmditures in Korea, Indonesia and Chile, where fees represent an estimated 60 percent

of nistructional costs. In many Afican countries, government spending on livg grants,
subsdzed housing and meals, and student welfare services has increased faster than
ependitures on insucton and research. In Senegal, we have noted, nearly half of higher
education funds go towards non-educational expenditures, such as student welfre. Charging
students for these services would free up considerable funds for expenditures to improve
quality.

The posiive financial gains of increased cost recovery, however, need to be examined
alongde potentially adverse equity impacts. One of the crucial considerations with regard
to cost recovery is whether the more vulnerable groups will be denied acces Rationing
higher education place according to "ability to pay" would be undesirable for educational,
social and political reasons. Cost recovery would increase equity in a negative sense
(removing subsidies for the less needy), but without c ng measures, it would not
promote access for talented students with limited resources

Greater cost recovery will, on the margin, discourage some individuals who would
otherwise have attended. However, it must be stressed that in most higher education
systems the poor are denied access, not because of user harges but because of poor access
to earlier education opportuites, social atttudes to further education, and the overall
priate costs of higher education. Among those who do atend higher education, greater user
charges will not exclude many. The key question for policy makers is to what extent the
most vulneable groups will be affected, and how governments can respond to help them.
The appropriate response is to combine cost recovery with carefuly targeted student support
programs in the form of grants, loans and work-udy.
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This chapter examines the current experience with student financing of higher
education. It evaluates the potential for increasing cost recovery alongside fnancial aid
policies that could be combined with fee increases to protect vulnerable groups (The next
chapter will focus on the potential for student loans in paticular as a cost recoveiy
instrument while Chapter 7 dicusses worktudy programs). The discussion is laid out as
follows. The ext secion will examine current fee levels for instructional and living costs
in across countries. The relaton between tuition fees and total private costs for higher
education will be examined The thd section will exmine the equity of higher education
participation, and the likely impact of greater cost recovery on vulnerable groups. A fourth
section wi exmine financial aid policies, and the role of parents, students, the state, and
private donors in financing a student's private costs. Fmally, a section on strategies to
overcome the political obstacles to fee increases will conclude the chapter.

Current Trends In Fees for lnstruction and Living Costs

Cost Reovy Definitions

We have argued that greater cost recovery tbrough raising tuition fees is a central
element of policy reform But how extensive is fee charging at present and how high are fees
in relation to higher education costs?

Table 3.1 is relevant to both of these issues. It Su the most recent data
aailable oni fees levied for public higher education from 44, mostly developing, countries.
In over half of these countries, zero or purely nominal fees are charged. The table also
offers detais on the fees In relon to costs per student in these countries: at the other
extreme, the highest student contutions to operating cczts are in Chile (26 percent),

IndoneIa (25 percent) and South Korea (24 percent). These figures must, however, be
approached with caution because of the variety of definitions currently in vogue of higher
education costs and, in consequence, of the ost-recover ratio. Thus before considering
these-fgures further, some claricaton of university costs definitions is in order.

The problem aris because universities are essentially multi- product institutions.
They provide both instuction and research and services to the community; they may also
provide student services in the form of lodgings, meals and transt In a cost-recovery
measure, the numerator may relate to tuition fees, student maintenance charges, or both.
Similary, the =nerator may relate just to ional costs or more broadly to university
insitutonal costs (induding research); Instutional costs may also include unesity
expenditures on sudent living costs.
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Table 31 Fees for Public Higher Education as a Peroentage
of Unit Operating Expendlte (Selected Conies)

Count Percn Year

Ageria No fes 90
A&g=tina No fs 1987
Benin No fes 1991
Brag No f 1989
Ghana No fes 1990
Guinea No fees 9
Madaac No fees 1990
Malawl No fees 1990
Morocco No fes 1990
Niger No fees 
Neria No fees 9
Papua New Guiea No fees mid 1980S
Senegal No fees 
Suda No fes 97
Uganda No fees 1991
UK No fies 1990
Venuea No fes 1990
-- 'ld"d* -No fes mid l9gOs

No fees md N
Bo-ivia 1 

.r.ance 1 1990
Ecuado" 2 1980
Hooduras 3 1990
Sri Iaulm 3 mid 19808
Egypt 4 1990
Pakistan 4 199
Caombia 5 1968
Indi 5 Mid 1980s
Thailand S mid 1980s
Uuguay 5 1980
Malaysia 6 Mid 19808
Costa Rica 8 1980
ChIna 9 1991
Japan 9 1987
Guatemala 10 16
Nea 10 mid SOs
Ke'' 12 1991

PbU~~~ppines ~~is mid 1960s
USA 15 1965

rael20 1991
Spain 20 198
South Korea 23 mmid 1
Indonesia 25 1989

cwic ~~~~26 1991

FxpEddb" exlue my ecs onl snW hous
Soures: Paha us at al 196 Tan and Mhgt 198, Bdelew and DeStephano 1991; OEC
196% Bruxaer 1990; Wod Bank Data; Jre 197.
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The problem is highlghted by a rect nternaonal comparison qf higher education
user harges in developing couties (Jimenez 1987). In that study user charges are viewed
from the persetive of the g m given the total amount that a government spends
for higher education (regardless of wbat this expenditure is for), how much does it get back?
Jiuenez (as other, earlier, studies) computes the cost recovery ratio as the relation between
total user charges and total goernment expenditures f higher education. This ratio does
not separate out the different uses to which these goven nt ds are put - whether for
Instittional funding or studet mntenance fuing.

Such a cost recovery ratio as presented by Jimenez and others can be quite
misleadig since student private expenditures on housig and meals are counted as cost
recoety if the housing and meal serices are publicly provided, but are not cosidered as
cost recovery If they are privately maintained. thus, where students meet these expenses by
paying for private facilities, student payment is not considered as cost recovery. While this
is a forMallY correct definition of cost recovery, the following problem arises. Nigeria is cited
as recovering 12 percent of costs, while Colombia only 3.4 percent. (Jimenez 1987). In
Nigerian universities, itcon is free, but students parially contribute to the costs of their
lodging. In Colombia, students pay the full cost of their housing (in private housing
markets) plus small amounts (three percent) to istitutional costs. Thus while the statistics
would lead one to believe that students in Nigeria are contrbuting more to educational costs
than in Colombia, the reverse is in fact the case.

The fundament issue is where the boundaries defining (public) universities Is to be
drwn? Does the univesity stop at the clasoom and laboratory walls, as in most countries,
or do the bounds exend to inlude dormitoies, restaumants and bookstores as in many

ican syems A recent survey of the sources of revenue in 15 African universities
showed that fees averaged 9.6 percent of total recurrent expendiures (Blair 1991). The
author correctly noted that vitaly all the universities surveyed provide students with
lodging and meals, fees do not provide income to support iuctional costs. In disussing
fees and cost recovery, it is important to define carefully the types of costs that are being
compared.

What tonstutes an apprprate definition of cost recovery will depend on the issue
under scrutiny. Our immedite concern is assess the share of unersity institutional
recurrent costs (not student maintece costs) borne by the student dequacy of funds for
higer education institutions; subseqently we shal discuss the burden of student
maintenane ex penld it ur esL

PeIns Pelaton to In al and Icotal osts

Leaving aside student maintenance costs for the moment, we consider the share of
institutional costs borne by studes. The apropriate cost recovery ratio should relate
student fee uition payments to the costs of instuction. Since institutions conduct a vaeity
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of actes (frequetly grouped into instuction, research and service), it would be necessary
to deduct non teaching related exendites from total ex es to obtain a measure of
instuctional costs. Such data are seldom available. Difficulties in data provision stem not
only from the lack an appropriate statistics at meanism, particularly in developing
countries; they also persist because of the intrinsic problem of separating research from
instructonal costs (as well as esdmating teaching costs by level of degree course), in
situations of joint production of these outputs. The usually adopted alternative is to eamine
fees in relation to total recurrent costs (which includes research and sevie expenditures);
Table 3.1 provides information of this type for public sector institutions.

Such information indicates the contribution of one client (the student) to total
insttutional costs: it thus tells us something about the adequacy of funds for higher
education institations. However, if interpreted as cost recovery ratios, !nch data can be both
misleadin and dangerous. They are misleading because they relate student fee payments
to a sum that includes expenditures (such as on research) from which the student derives
no direct benefit (or at least, no more than does the rest of the population). They can be
dangerous because they may be misinterpreted as implying a far lower level of cost recovery
from students, for teaching services rendered, than is in fact the case.

is it possible to work with such ratios of tuition fees in relation to total fcurrent
COs, and to apply a general correction factor to the denominator to take account of non
teaching (mainly research) costs? In many industralized countries, it is broadly assumed that
between 40 and 50 percent of university exenditures go towards non-instructional costs
Applying this asumption to the data provided in Table 3.1 would suggest a doubling of the
cost recovery ratios shown, as a measure of fees in relation to instructional costs However,
such a general correction may be inappropriate, particularly in developing countries, becas
Of lar variations in institutional activities While most developing country universities
conduct little research, others tend to give more emphasis to research and community
service. In Indonesia, for example, less than two percent of expenditures are for research;
similarly, virtually no univerity m Afica wends more than five percent of its budget on
research (Saint 1992). In these cases, the ratios shown in Table 3.1 can be used, unadjusted,
as a measure of student cost recovery. On the other hand, Scheifelbe.in (1990) estimates
that tuition represents as much as 60 percent of instuctional costs in Chile, because of the
high proportion of spending devoted to research and service in the universities (iLe. about
55 percent of the total budget); in this case, the appropriate student cost ratio would be (at
least) double the ratio shown for Cbile in the table.

With these caveats in mind, we turn to Figure 3.1 which summa on the basi of
region, the data provided in Table 3.1. Tuition is insignificant in Sub-Saharan Africa and the
Middle East (about one percent of unit costs). In Latin America, tuition is around five per
cent, while in Asia tuition averages nine percent of total unit costs. In the industrialized
countries sampled, tuition averaged 10 percent.
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Tuttlon Fees In Public Universities
As X of Unit Recurrent Cost

World Reilons, c. 1980

U Recurrent Expenditure
12

8.

6

4~~~~~~~~~~

Africe Mld East Latin America Asla Industrialized

S>urce: Amex Tabl Io1

Student M Ed

_Ihe costs to a student attending univesity go well beyond tuition fees. Mintenance
costs associated with higher education include meals, housing, clothes, transportation to and
from universities and textbooks When students have to pay costs of living these
eapendi constitute the bulk of cash payments. Table 32 list direct private costs
(expenditures borne by the student or his family) for nine public higher education system
In each case tuition fees constitute only a small proportion of total private expenditures and
corsiderably less than housing and meals costs.

In this sample, total financial requirements for a student range from US$ m in
Indonesia to $6,000 for Grandes Ecoles in France. The private costs at public institutions
In industialized countries ypically range between $3,000 and $5,000 per year (Jobnstone
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1986). How heavy a burden do these expenditures represent? We examine ftis In a general
way by comParng these private expenditures with per capita GNP in these counuies.

Table 3.2. Direct Private Expenditures Ibr Hiler Education
Selected Countes

kpwadtux. KeNya ladonesia Kouftwaa* Calerhla Conta UK ftsa*ce CUIt1O us***

other Fe *200 X07 *17 S82 *164 S0 ra *1,18f6 *1.804
.oo ,_.,__ ___

tret and Food 81.071 8373 02.850 02,210 ,"7 *8.235 ua *2.627 S3,03S

Transport na 8113 be a* as *502 *442

o0. (Books
aZd Su3pUes 83993 211 rs S102 _s n562 aa $447 81,486

__ 0 8 1.664 -772 $2,887 *2.384 *1,6a *$3,070 $8,048 *5.061 $6.671

(1688) *370 8440 *850 81,180 *1.780 *12,610 816.090 816,960 *19.840

Toal Cost as
X sP per
* ospIta 450S_2 1752 3372 20 1OX 241 36X 302 34Z

i i- . -,.- #- #-- -- - -,

Soures Stager 1989; World Bank Surve 1966; Elseamon L9*; Posa 1986; Jstoe 196; Depant
of Educatio and Scieace ( 1988; Carlso 1992

Nots: * Hondua figue ar a mainumn expendtr
* oFrne is tot cot for Gades vools is * _ ofe eapenive tha

undegradateunhivesities.
Us figues for reidens at public four yea uniherieL

For countries, as in the table, where students p part of the cost of attedig higher
education, the financing burden falling on the student (as indicaed by the ratio of priate
ependitures in relation to GNP. per capita) is vety much h4er in developing tha in
inustiae countries. While students in the United States, Caa France or UK
confront private co equal to about one-third of per caita income, in Indones and
Colombia the need is about twice per capita GNP. In Honduras it is over three times and
in Kenpya more tha four tmes per capita GNP. From te viewpoi of a student in a
developing country, the relative cost of ling is much higer than it is in a Indusiazed
coutry. The key problem for a student becomes how to raise the money to meet what can
-be ubstantial total costs. Forgoing income, therefore, becomes a more serious problem,
and thus one of the most important determinants of access.

Carson (1992) confirms the importance of non-uition costs. He compares non-
tuition student expenses with unit cosm for higher education for 11 Latin American
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countris. Ol in Brazil are non-tuition expenses lower (46 percent) tha unit costs in
publc intitutions.'1 in Guatemala, non-ution exenditures represent 415 perent of unit
costs The median figure for Lati America was 133 percent. The implicatons of such

snding are that even if tuiton fes were increased to SO percent of unit costs, the largest
fiancial obstacle to attenn bigher education would still be other costs.

Wly are these eVpeses so hig4 and why are they proportionately higher in
developing countes? In gener, housing and food, basic livg necessities, consitute a
much larer perenae of Icome in developing counies than in the indusialied world.
Food prices tend to be reladvely consistent world wide. In many university areas, housing
can be in short suppl, therefore driving up prices. In addition to living costs, study
materials often require foeign chge for their purchase. Access to the most recent
materials wil therefore require considerable expenditure for an individuaL

Not all studeus, howevs, fice the same cost Many studei lose parents or
relatves live nearj universities can liv at home, and reduce te nec ary cash outlays.
Poicies aimed at enragig sudents to seek lower cOSt livtg sitL itions would help
reorin pubHe i nts into education rather than welfare seices In contrast, where
students are accustomed to receing living grants, they may be encouraged to live on a
universi campus, evn if they had the option to lIe at home.

s paten, where students have to find and pay for their own accommodations, is
common in most East Ada and Lat America Governments neither provide, nor finance
living costs, except in a minority of instnces. Wbfle these charges represent high costs for
those studens that must eet their own lviog expenses, many students in developing
counies do not fice such igh costs becase the government intervenes with strong support
me lan. Broadly speakng, there are two patterns of government support for living
epenses The government may prvide student support in-kind, with food and lodging given
free, or at highly subsidied rates; alternatiely, the goveent may provide cash grants for
living expenses

Government provision often leads to exremely ineffcient practices, and absorbs high
propordons of higher educadon budgets. Ti is typical of anglophone higher education
systems in Africa and in Ch }1ia n francophone Africa, some students receive higbly
subsidized housing and meals, whfle others do not. In Latin Ameica, such practices are
limited to partialy bzed r an To llustte the cost to the government of
providing housing and meal services, Table 3 exmne the fees and the costs of providing
meal and housing seices at svea unversities Recovemy can be quite minimal. In
Senegal, loding fees rprsnt s perent of housing cost, and the price of a meal is
eight pet of its cost. Ts practice seems to be typical of fincophone university systems.
In many of the anlophone counties, fees for housing and meals are well below the costs

Brat n udu ha =it coos as hW 4 as US$ 8.
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of providing those services In addition, even when the universities charge fees for these
services, the majority of students receive govemrnment support to meet these costs

Tible 33. Aecommodation and Caterng Fees vs. Economic Costs Sevices
Selected Afican Univerdties

1991

Unty of Botwana _ 83
.~ ~ ~~~~uiL .6s Iiprt

VIadan Uity29 3

. t *.** - __ _ ..... .._. __. 

Ma-e Unvrt 57 . 9l

=-Malawi O na

... _.I

Copperbet University 17 85

University of Dakar 7 na

Kenyatta 77 100

Zimbabwe 68 95

So l 1991; Snegl from World Bank Data.
(nMt avib)

When public universities provide lodging and meals to students at public eWpense the
financial cosequences can be severe. In anglophone Africa, university access is often
.determed not by teaching capacty, university financial resources, or labor market
demands, but on the basis of housing slots. Because of financial shorages, many universities
have been unable to invest in new construction. In order to expand, crowding occurs

Besides crowding, servies are often poor because there are no incentives for
officidecy. In fircophone Africa, most universities have an internal "cite universitaire"
where restauats and housing are provided for students, Qualit is often poor, despite high
coss, alt $6 per meal i Senel (higher than in the US). In the absence of ompetito
for the provision of serces, there is no rccountability. The same results occur with student
housin. Inl Senegal, students are charged about $9 per month in rent, although similar
private facilies charge $125 per month. Subsidies spent on maianing poor restaurants
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and housing would funccdon better in the hands of the students since they would be able to
chose where to purchase their meals and housing

Provision of housing also encourages people to live at government epense when they
might have lived with their parents or relatives nearby. In Nairobi, Kenya, many students
with family in the city were reported to live at the university. Newly implemented fees,
however, should discourage this pracetice. In other institutions, deteriorating quality at
univesity housing has ased students to live on-campus only as a last resort.

Rather than providing living support in-ldnd (free lodging), some countries provide
students with the monetary equivalent of the services. This tWe of intervention requires
studens to pay for their living costs, either in university provided or private facilities, but
almost universally grants support to pay for these. Several anglophone systems have moved
in this direction (although they provide subsidized loans instead of grants). Due to financial
pressures, many Anglophone Afican governments have shifted away from free room and
board services, to partial or full cost recovery for maintenance (with students being offered
subsidized lc'w). Such changes have recendy been enacted in Ghana, Malawi Kenya and
Nigeria.

Overal, govement commitments to funding student lving expenses have
represented a significant share of higher education budgets, often at the expense of
institutional budgets. The problem tends to be most severe in the university systems with
the most pressing financial needs. While living allowances only represent 6.5 percent of
recurrent ependiture in Asia, and 13.7 percent in industialied countries, student support
represents around 20 percent of spending in the Middle East and Latn America (Table 3.4).
In the mid 1980s, allowances in East Africa for non-tuition expenses, constituted 352
percent of the total ependiture and an alarming 65.6 percent in Western Afica. Allowances
are as high as 62 percent of the average public sector salary in Burkdna Faso. In-lind
allowances, such as free housing or meals, can represent much more in many counties.

A more recent survey conducted in Africa reveals that, on average, scholarships
account for 37 percent of hilgher education spending in Africa, but 47 percent in the lowest
income countries (World Bank 1988). In recent years, these figures have declined somewhat.
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Table 3A Share of Living Allowances to students
In Recurrnt Higer Education Budget c. 1980

East Africa 35.2

West Africa 65.6

Asia 6.5

Latin America 17.4
and Caribbean

Middle East 19.1
and North
Afica

OECD 13.7

Reproduced fiom Pcharopoulos, Tan, Jmenez 196

Re and Priate Costs

The private costs confronting a student consit of both direct (cash) and indirect
(foegone income) expenditures. Direct expenditures mostly include tuition and other fees,
lodging and meal expenses, tnsport costs, and purcha of books. The total economic cost
of higher education for the individual would add in the foregone earing (while subtctg
the living exenditures the individual would have otherwise made).2 It has been a
relatively common notion that tuition costs are the primary determinant of access. It is
important here to put tuition in the context of the total costs confronting an individuaL

Table 3.5 lists the relationship between fees and two tpes of private costs: direct
private ependitures and total prvate economic costs, for seven countries that charge fees,
and for which data was available. Direct private expenditure is the sum of tuition and other
fees, housin& meals, ransprt and books. Total economic costs is the direct private
-exedture, plus foregone earning, less the expendiures for housing and meals that would

2 Tecnil, the net econic cost imples that one should inlude only the incremental vg cost
inurretd by the student dim those s/he would not have otherwise inured). Te inaemeal costs have been
pariuly difficult to estimate for Hving costs, since in some cases the diidual would live at home, if worldng
Some dtudes abo hve at home whie studywi others chose to Ie in dormitories, prerg 'student lure.

_Ou_ Vce in tbis swork, whe possile, has been to net out meal and houdng costs, whie mantaining
tra.spoatioa nd ituden supji
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bave othewise been incurred. The figures are averages for all Institution, and therefore
do not illustrate the range of fees. In some Instances, however, (Colombia and Kenya)
separate data was available for both public and private Institutions

Table 3S. Fmes as Pemrt of Student Pdvate edite
Selected Countries

Ontario, Canada 22 14

Colombia
Public 4 2

Private 19 14

India 18 11

US 25 IS

China 9 na

. I
Public 11 7

Private 42 30

Indonedas

Public 10 na

Pr . |.,l1 ...... . .iv w 20 na

Sourcs Stamr NW, T7ik VW, LAsl nd rnkm 1987; World Bao* Da

In most public higher education systems, fees represent a relatively small (if not
completely absent) portion of overall private costs to an IndiduaL In other countres, ees
constte between four percent (Colombia) and 25 percent (US) of out of podcet
expenditures. Fees, therefore, are an important, but not the most snfican direct
expenditure for higher educationr In all these instances, living expenditures and foregone
earning are much more likely to influence decision making
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Even for thow students attending private institutions, financed princly out of
tuition income, fees do not represent a maority of expenditures. In Kenas private
*nstitutlonsa, fees represent about 42 percent of total out of pocket spending, compred
with 11 percent at the public institutions. Fees are proportionately lower in Indoneias and
ColoMis priVate institutions, representing about 20 percent of private cost. The lower
relative fee in these counitries reflects a more diverse private sector consting of Wgh and
low cost institutions.

When total economic costs are included, fees become an even smaller part of the
total private cost of higher education. With the exception of Kenya's few private insitutions,
fees in our sample represent less than 15 percent of total economic costs in all the sampled
countis

Experience shows that access to higher education by lower Income groups or
minorities is not IWproed by lower tuition fees. The data avwlable suggests that living and
opporbtity costs are a much stronger determinant in decision making In addition, prior
selection for social reasons and poor access to educational oppormnities at the basic level
effectively exclude many. in the next section, we explore in more detail the relatioip
between fees and access. in general, those who are already able to attend could pay much
more. Those students on the margin, however, and those who are already excluded from the
system Will be more likely to be excluded because of additional fees.

Equ1t. Capacity to Pay and Impact on Vunerable Groups

Who GaIs Access to Higher Education?

After former colonial countries achieved independence this century, there was a rapid
move towards democratized access to education systems. Most countries established free
education at all levels But free education, particularly at the highest levels, usualy leads
to a regresave distnbution of income (Salmi 1981). Between the 1960's and the present,
most developing countries invested heavily in higher education in order to promote
industial development and broaden access. Democratized access, however, fueled by public
subsidies, has not significantly improved the participation of low income gioupS.

During the early 1980's, several studies in developing countries examied which
inopme groups benefited most from subsidies for higher education. Table 3.6 s
the findings of four such studies. In each case, those belonging to the highest income groups
were overwhemingy the beneficiaries of higly subsidized or free higher education. In
Indonesia, for instance, before cost recovery was implemented in the early 1980Ws, the top

1 KeaWs private unisi arm a sma group of pimry reigous imitutous for hc mt studes
must find some usuahllypfro ommunities or religious groups in order to aed.
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30 percent income group benefited from 83 percent of higher education subsidies, while the
bottom 40 percent received only 7 percent

More recent evidence on the socio-economic status of stdens comes from
Honduras, where the National Autonomous University of Honduras (UNAH) guarntees
admissions to all students who complete secondary education. UNAH charges a token
tuition fee of 90 lempiras (US$ 17) each year, designed to serve the university's goal of
providing access to low income students. To support this goal, the government of Honduras
spends between three and six percent of its national budget on its open access university
An automatic admission policy, however, has not promoted access among low income
groups, principally because most low income individuals (particularly in rural areas) lack
aces to quality basic education. An intemal survey revealed that in 1990 more than 66
perent -of the public universits students came from families that had annual incomes of
over US$ 2,500, while only six percent of students came from families with incomes below
USS 1,130.

Table 3.6. Share of Higer Education Subsidies Received
by Diffent Income Groups

Ren)

Income Groups

Cbile is 24 61

Colombia 6 35 60

Indonesia 7 10 X

_Malaysia 10 v38R, 51?--

Source: Psacharopoulos, mL.L 1986.
Notw: Te income groups arn diwided as foos (lower, midd, upper): Chile 30%, 30%, 40%;

Coombia and Malaysia 467Y6, 40%,20%; indonsa 40%,30% 30%.

Other indicaors confim biased acoess in Honduras. Some 50 percent of the students
have a princpal financial supporter (ie. parent) who has completed secondary school or
attended some university level educadon; 22 percent have parents who attended univerdtri,
45 percent of studens come from families with assets worth more than 40,000 Lempiras
(USS 7,550). Furthermore, 59 percent of all students entered the university from non-
sbdized private secondary schools.
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A thlg sip at acces has less to with tuition fees, and much more with prior
selection and cost of living is the place of residence of studens. The university is located
in the cpital city of Tegucigalpa (although there is one small site in the other major city,
San Pedro Sula). While only 13 percent of the population lives in the capital city, a 1990
Sure revealed that 68 percent of students reside wibh their parents (and another 14 percent
live with other reladves). In other words, althougb tuition is minimal, the majority of
ndvdus who live outside the capital do not have access to the educational facilities,

either because of failures earlier on in the education system, or because of the high cost of
ving (he distction between the wealth and place of residence should not be overly

stressed since the urban population is considerably wealthier than the ural population.)

Reent data from the Philippines confirms this tendency towards skewed partidpation
(Table 3.7). At the publicly funded university of the Philippinmes, the average salary of
students' fathers was two and a half dmes that of the general population; 58 percent of
students come from families that owned cars, and 77 percent of students fathers were
professionals. While the socio-economic status of students at private insttutions was
somwhat lower tha public universidties, they were stil cnsisderably above the population
as a whole.

Table 3.7. SES Indicato Manila Institutes of Higher Education, 1987.

OdhrPubic _ = ___ _ _ _ _0

cathoiC 3,9 45 37 48 23 10

Proteta,nt , 3,925 35 22 35 20 16

Sec. Non Pvofit 1,594 17 12 17 35 21

Fopw*Prto,* ,2924 31 23 34 28 13

AVERAGE 340S6 33 24 36 28 14

Sourmx Suwey of Mania IIn's 1987.

* For comparion, the meia mont fndhly Income in the Philippines in 1987 wuas P 167.1The
medan fmi income in Manila was substania higher, but stll not as high as atets me alaoy
in the public or pivate sector.
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Most European governments offer free higher education as a way to expand acces
to working class individuals After rapidly expanding capacity since the 1960s, without
charge to students, many govermnents bave re-examined the effectiveness of free tuition to
achieve more equitable access. Several studies have looked for the occurrence of dhange
in the social composition of student bodies over time. Tlese studies (in Sweden, Germay
and the UK) have found, consistently, that participation rates among working class
individuals have not increased, and that subsidies, even for living expenses, are largely
targeted to middle class students.

The Impact of Fee Rises

In considering the equity impact of fee rises, three groups are relevant: those who
attend university without much financial difflculty, those who are barely able to finance ther
studies, and those talented individuals who are kept out of the system for financial and non-
financial reasons. As we have seen, it is the first group that constitutes the largest part of
higner education enrollments. While cost recovery would increase equity in a negative sense
(removing subsidies for the less needy), it clearly would not promote access for talented
students of scarce resources.

Increased cost recovery wil, on the margin, discourage some individuals who would
otherwise have attended. As noted, however, most higher education systems significantl
favor the relatively well-off. Access tends to be skewed towards higher income groups,
where children attend better primary and secondary schools and families can afford to have
their children out of work for longer periods, and who can hire private tutors to help
aplicants perform well on entnce exams. .Thus, while access is promoted through policies
of low tuition, a large group of talented idividuals often lacks de fato access to
educational opportunities, while large subsidies accrue to groups that are well-ofE Increases
in cost recovery will make it harder for the less well off groups to have access, and for this
r cost recoverY should be combined with funding for student support and other means
to atdt disadvantaged students.

The question examined here, however, is to what extent tuition increases wil
discourage access. The lkely response can be measured using the price elasticty of demand
to determine how the overall demand for educaton changes as the price of education
changes. Several empirical studies have examined elasticities in indurialized countries,
particuly in the US. They have found fairly consistently that the demand for higher
education is inelastic with regard to tuition. That is, moderate price increases will not
discourge many people from attending and will increase the revenue for higher educaton.
This tendency is not surprisin& Most individuals are already making large expenditures on
higher education, and fee nses would not change overall expenditures dramatically. The
most thorough analysis of the subect has been conducted by Leslie and Brinkman (1987).
They bave found that the typical elasticity coefficient for the US is -0.62, which means that
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a ten percent rise in fees would lead to a smaller enrollment decline of 62 percent, which
is sizeable but still inelastic.

Price elasticities, however, do not offer a complete perspectie of the equity impact
of tuition rises. Since the elastidity is an aggregate figure, it does not explain what bappens
at the margin to poor people. While overall enrollments are not much affected by tuition
rises, the already under-represented groups will be more seriously affected. Therefore, while
tuition rises may help the system as a whole, it is important to consider how groups at the
margin of the system might be affected.

A second problem with price elasticities is that they typically measure only responses
in relation to the tuition fee cost, which we have already shown to be a fraction, at most,
of higher education costs. The enrolment response to a small increase in the total private
cost of higher education would be considerably greater than elasticty based on tuition costs
alone. In Ontario, the price elasdeity based on total education cost has been estimated at -
1.46: a 1 percent rise of total cost would result in a far greater, 1.5 percent, enrollment
decine (Stager 1989).
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A study of demand for bigher education in Thailand (Chutul 1986) demonstated
that the elasti of demand among those already in the syem is quite low (those aldy
attendig are willing to pay more); however, for those outside the system, the central
demand issue relates to the decision whether or not to attend higher education; for this
increases in tuition fees is not the major factor (Box 3.1).

How would different soci6economic groups respond to price changes for higher
education? A thorough empirical study has yet to be conducted in developing countries
although there is data to help confirm some basic points. First, the World Bank has
conducted household surveys on the willingess to pay for educational goods. A study of
wiiness to pay for secondary school in Per (Gerder and Glewer 1989) confirmed that
(i) overal demand for education is iwelastic with regard to price; (ii) that the poor are
much more sensitive to price changes than are the rich; (iii) that demand is much more
elastic at higher than lower prices. typically, the poorest 25 percent of the populaton was
about three times as sensitive to price changs as were the richest 25 percent.

A rigorous study on these lines has not been conducted for higher education.
However, using data from Colombia, it is possible to construct estimates of how demand for
higher education varies with different sociomeconomic groups. On the basis of public and
pivate university tution differentals, and enrolments in each sector according to flather's
education, it is possible to estimate the likely Impact of fee increases for higher education
among six different socio-eoonomic groups".

Fgure 32 ilustrates estimated demand curves for different student groups, according
to fathes educadon. It uses father's education as a proxy for social status, and the decidon
to attend (more costly) private education as a measure of demand at bigher prices The
curves are derved first by using estimates the impact of a one percent rise in tuition on
demand for education. Since this translates to approximately a $1 rise (tuition levels in
public universities average $80), in none of the groups is demand really affected. The
second measurement estmates demand changes for a one percent rise in out of pocket
expenses, equivalent to a $20 rise in cost. Differences between income groups begins to
emerge. Higher level groups are relatively unaffected by this rise, while the lower income
groups are. TMe difference becomes even more magnified with a one percent rise in total
economic costs- including foregone earnings Such a tuition increase of $35 would not deter
anyone from high income groups, but among the lowest grouping here, seven percent would

14 in Coombia, her educaon enrolln are spi betwee public and p*rve seo in im pubi
hatkadon eaVd low fis (aBem" about $80) whe piate univeri_es chred S550 on av . TIe

pubicser instuons have roughy onst quaW, but the prive secor varies wih ee and wer cot
in ~ ZWile wey studen may opt for eite privat educaon, most students prefe to st entrance
eams fow t pabl instit_tion Depite the unde-epresentation of poor students in the ova pool of

applican to h;gher education, of those who appy, rougL equ arse aped amoni all SES
groupa If s_un fl to gai entry, they may eer a pivae Instituto
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opt out. While the lower groups are more sensitive to price changes, overall even the lowest
group sresponse is inelastic with regard to changes in total privae costs.

Admittedly, this is a crude calculadon with many factors that are oversimplified.
Nevertheless, for illustrative purposes, it does indicate the extent of the differental impact
that fee changes can have on different socal groups and therefore points to the limitations
of using one aggregate figure for demand elasticity.

When examining these numbers, one must also be careful to recopize that the
distrbuton of these grps in the higher education system is not equal Higher soial
groups have a much greater representation than the lower groups. So while for the majority
of higher education students the elasticity of demand for higher educadon may be very low,
it is the lower groups are likely bear the brunt of fees rises
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Finally, picemea evidne fro\fe indicates that as long as wholaships and
loans are present, steep tito rises do lead to changg distributions of nrollment
The radical reform of Chies higher education sem Initiated in 1980 indluded the
mtroduction of sizable tuition fees at public insdtios which were formerly free of charge.
Data colleed by Brumer and Briones (1992) show virtuy no change in the soio-
economic status of students in the univesties after the introduction of tuition fees that
averaged 60 percent of instrucional costs, mainly because 80 percent of lower income
students had access to loans and scholarships.

Capact to Pay

Little other than anecdotal information is available on willingness to pay for
university education, in systems where fee payig is absent or set at token levels. A recent
study examines the issue of apacity to pay ("affordability') in depth among higher education
students and their families in a sample of Latin American counties (Carlson 1992). A
useful (although somewhat fiperfec) methodology for establishing realistic fee levels is
provided. Looking at current household disposable income and expted eaning of
graduates, Carlson is able to gauge the potential for cost recoveiy from parents and
sudents, respectively. The issue is to identify the amount of resources that non-poor
households could be epected to contnbute from their current resources, and that students
could borrow against their enhanced future earnings. Assuming for average households that
10 percent of current income, and 10 percent of a graduates fuure income, are reasonable
coutions, he estimates that udents (and their parents) in combination could contribute
28 percent of the total direct financial costs (excluding foregone eaning) of higher
education. For the poorest 30 perceit, however, higher educaton is less affordable; they
ould contribute only some 15 percent of average unit costs.

Carlson also estimtes for each country the percentage of individuals that could
afford different levels of tuition iaes. He computes these figures in two ways: for a
student body with sim income characteristics to the population as a whole (equal
representation) and for the actala student population (biased towards upper income groups).
He concludes that, on average for the nine countes, a ten percent rise in tuition woWld
render 25 percent of households unable to affrd higher education. Only 50 percent of the
population as a whole would be able to afford tuition aependitures equal to 25 percent of
unit cost. More importan, however, when the calaclation is repeated for the acual stud
body, 70 percent of the students are be able to afford fees of 25 percent of unit costL

There are, however, some weaknesses with this methodology stemming from the
assuptions used. The use of 10 percent of household ime to measure affordability, is
based on reasonable assuptions rather than on objective measurement of wlWness to
pay. In addition, the defintion of household affordability implicitly assumes that only one
household member attends university at any one time. The analysis fails to consider that
some households may have more than one student; a family with three children in university
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may be unable to contribute 30 percent of income, as implies in the analysis. Ti point of
criticism is strengthened In relation to poorer households, on which policies to increase
access (and no doubt bringing more than one child to higher educaton) are focussed.

Yet the analysis ;s valuable in pointing to an order of magnitude for setting fees.
Carlson's conclusion is that fees could reasonably be raised to between 25 and 35 percent
of unit costs (which would be affordable by about 40 percent of Latin American
households). Such fee rises would have to be accompanied by loan programs covering
about 60 percent of students, and scholarships for about 20 percent of students.

Overall, and based on the various perspectives for analyzing fees outlined above, we
condude that fees set at around 25 percen of unit costs are reasonable and affordable.
This condlusion may be justified in several ways. First, this is where several countries are
already settig fees without any indication of negative equity imp Second, empirical data
sugests both that the majority of students are from backounds that could pay these fees,
and that if they did so, they would be unlikely to be deterred from attending. Third, given
present levels of household disposable income, such fees are affordable by the majority of
sludents, and their families. But it is clear that marginal groups would suffer, indicaing the
need to combine fees with carefully targeted support.

Policles to Mobze Private Resources

In many insmces, higher education reform will require increased cost sharing with
stdens. But one stil must know how high to set fees, and whether they should be
uniformly charged or if they should be differentiated to provide signals about different types
of coures within an institution. In general institutions should have more control over
tition policy. Institutions with control over tuition policy are more able to align their
financial resources with the teaching and research demands imposed on them. Shortfalls
in government subsidies can be made upwith tuition income to enue that quaity does not
suffr. Relative institutional autonomy over tuition levels has enabled North American
universities to withstand dnrstic budget cuts during periods of austerity. The potential
downside of allow insutos autonom over fee levels is that, in the absence of
copeton, they are well ptioned to exploit students by charging excessive fees. Thi
in ft .happens, particularly when labor markets are bighly distorted, and diplomas (and not
-educatin) are guatees for higher salaries and career advancement Tuition fee
regulation has sought to prevent this undesirable result, but have often done so at the
expense of institutional quality. TIus the policy maker needs to consider carefully witbin
what regulatory framework institutional autonomy over fee levels should be placed. In
insane of greater labor market dortons, fee regulation may be more warranted.
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PubJc Insdtitons

While Most policy advocaes agree that cost recovery for higher education is an
increasngy important, few have been able to say what percentage of costs should be
recovered. We have argued that 25 percent of unit costs seems reasonable. But there are
other costs to contend with. To begin with, fees for university provided food and lodging
should be near the cost of providing those serviceL Unless these costs are recovered,
housing will continue to be overcrowded, physical facites wil deteriorate, meal quality will
be low, and resources wil be wasted since the cosu of providing these services will far
exoeed wbat the private sector would charges. Rather than channeling subsidies to
institutions for the provision of these services, it would be much more productive to provide
selected studens with the fiuds, and allow them to choose where to spend it.

The limited eviden reviewed in this chapter suggests that at least in Latin America,
fees of apximately 25 percent recurrent cosb could be afforded by the majority of higher
education students. Su calculations, however, need to be adjued for several important
fictor. first, the variance in unit costs (some universities spend $500 per student, others
$8,000); secnd, the different ecomic conditions prevailing in a countly. Generally
seaking, in the poorest countries, meeting living expenditures can be relatively more costly
tha in middle income counties. IThi, affordability depends on the number of the number
of children in the same family that might be in university at the same time.

PrivateIsiuin

Mobiing private resources for a hger education system as a wholW can be
aomplished through the promotion of private Insntutions. In many Asian and Latn
American countries, quality public insdtutions were preserved by reling on private sector
development to respond to rapidly rsing soci demand for education.. (In contrast, elite,
high cost private institutions have emerged in a few countries in response to falling quality
in publicinstitutions). By promodng private institutions, countiies such as Indonesia, Korea,
Chile and Brai have been able to accommodae growing demand without increasing public
ependitures, or sac ing quality.

Despite the important role that private education plays in many countries,
govertnents often treat these institutions with a large degree of skepticism. Many
goverments implicitly or explicitly impose restrictions on private sector development.
Governments implcitly restrict private institutions by providing free education. The absence
of fees in publec insitutios makes it difficult for private institutions to compete. Explicit

S A priate instiuo he is defined as an ution hat recees ao direct public subsidy. Pvae
hutia l4 boweer, way reive indir public subidies via govrmet spoord studt loan or schrshp
pMSM824 tax owift, aces to otqw capdA W5
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restrictions include legal prohibitions, or regulatory requirements that make it exremely
difficult to start up an institution.

In contrast, some countries have explicitly sought to promote private education.
Assistance has taken various forms including concessional credit for sMt-up capital (Korea,
Indonesia), donating buildings and other equipment (Vietnam) and limiting regulatory
requirements necessary to open a new insttuto. (Chile, Box 32). Fnally, some countiies
such as the United States, indirectly subsidize private institutions through student support
(loans, scholarships).

he Regulation In Private Jdstitions

Table 3.8 compares the fees charged in public and private institutions in six countrese
and computes a ratio of private to public fees. In some instances, private institutions
chging higher tuition can be elitist insttutions catering only to welthier students In
Thailand, for exanmple, the private sector tends to provide acoess for wealthier individuals
who did not gain entry to public Institutions Neverthele In many instaces, private higher
education financed through tuition income is the dominant supply of educational
opportnities. Along with average tuition fees, Table 3.8 lists the percentage of stdents
enrolled In the prae sector to Mustrate those counties in which most students pay

bst&mtial tuition (Brazil, Korea, Japan and Colombia).

Many private institutions in developing countries, however, are not free to set tuition
fees. Governments typically regulat tuition and require institutions to submit requests for
any fee increases. Once price regulation beowmes bureaucratized, such controls often do
not allow institutions to raise fees in line with inflation or changes in the cost of their inputs
and can lead to a rapid erosion of tuition as a source of income. Governments argue that
these regulations prevent price gauging preserve access, and prevent institutions from
catering only to the richest segments of population.
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TabIe 3.8. Public vs. Private Tltlon Fs In Selected Countdes
US$

Teand $12S $700 5X6 8 Vm

Colombia $82 $538 66 . _ a l

Brazni $0 $1,250 - 63 19l

Ken" $200 $280 14.0 S 

Japan $880 $29 33 w 98 I

Kepa eendty anunced mew fees at the pubric
Soce World Bank data; Tan and Mingat 1989; OECD 190.

In general, price controls have a negative impact on the overall supply and quality
of goods. Ibat is, when the government artificially comsans the pnce that prvate

stitutions can cbarge (both by keeping it uniform and low in relation to the economic costs
of providing educational serces), it is likely to lead to an underprovision of places relative
to demand for higher education. In addition, the uniformity of prices implies that
institutions are be unable to provide differential quality in relation to coer demand.
Most instdions wil be forced to provide low cost, low quality educadon: higher cost and
quality options will be precluded.

Howwer, market imperfectons in the provision of higher education may qual these
conclusions. There is may be imperfect information concri institutions, monopolistic
tendencies in certain regions of a countiy and especially in smaller and poorer countries and
labor markets that reward diplomas rather than skills. Here, the removal of price controls
may lead to the exploitation of students: high fees unmatched by commensurat course
qulity. When a higher education institution is more monopolistic in character, the rationale
for reglation may be much clearer. However, it may be possible to regulate institutions
via quality control stndards (strong accreditation) rather than through tuition contols.

Price conrls do not always achieve the desired results In fact, institutions
commo*nl react to tuition controls in ways that are contay to the original intention of
in.toducing them. One important consequence of tuition corols has been a limit on
ducation supply, which implies that fewer people overall will gain access. Less wealthy

Induals are more likely to be excluded. Second, and perhaps more importantly, tuition
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controls often lead to up-front (special) admissions fees. Since at low prices there is exces
demand for places, institutions are able to require high initiale es esfees fall under
vadous names - registration fees, pplication fees, capitation fees, etc. and they are often
substantially bigher tban annual tuition fees. Sucb up-front fees allow institutions to
circumvent legal restictions on tuition. In Indonesia pnvate universities will charge up front
fees as bigh as US$ 3,000 (B 33). By collecting fees up-front, in one large installment,
mode people wi be excluded than if students could divide the payment over a four year
period. Similar practices are found in the Philippines and India.

n ohisd fina ofrs re. ctio be ic remdin two EEs. M i.

bo. mobize. for th. h obere xtm asgha whole by encoura prXSi ate

1O ~ be mobili.e for th blye ed~ucatio$3 on Eytop s wole tby etculgiw prhate

;nstitutios Second greater cost recovery in pubice insat utions should be introduced -a
necessary condidon to resolve hm_lfinacial problems in thiese insdtutions. For the
great majorit of studens, there ehid a ygmficant capaaty to share in the costs of
educatior Bat there are groups on the margin and who are already excluded that need to
be assisted if higher fees are istuted. Many restricons on fee leves have unintended
consequences: up-fot etu fees, deteriogfl services for housing and meats, and fewer
places for studets overaL5

Ino important areas need to be addressed in order to move foitard: first, progrms
to minim the impact of increased cost recovery on vulnerable groupsd second, addressig
the po riticl cofstuaints that have made such polines difpcult to sharemint.he net two
be ssistaddress tfese hge es intum.
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Finandal Aid Progras

If greater cost recovery is to be implemented, it will need to be supplemented by
support programs for lower income students. This secton reviews sources of finace to
meet private costs, and discusses policy options to ensure that financial aid can be targeted
to those in need, and generally be more effective. For the time being, we avoid the issue
of loans and delayed payments which will be discussed in detail in the next chapter.

Sources of Financial Support

Given the private costs confronting an individual when choosing to attend higher
education, how are these costs met? Johnstone (1986) distinguishes four sources of funds:
parents, students, governments (taxpayers) and philanthro. While the relative importance
of each of these categories varies from country to country, costs must be met in some
combination of these funds. This section will focus on the relative importance of each of
these categories, and mechanisms for determining the role for each.

Parental Contributions. In most instances where contnbutions to higher education
are requred, parents and family memnbers finance most of the cost of study. Many
advocates of increased cost recovery for higher education have stressed the role of student
loans to finance education, and thus push the burden away from government onto students.
As McMahon (1988) notes, simply shifing burden onto students ignores the parents who are
the realstic source of fudig to meet needs assocated with increased cost recovery.
Parental contributions can come in the form of direct expenditures from savings, reduced
consumption, or by providing in-kind support through lodging and meals.

Attitudes towards what is expected of parents vay. At one extreme lie the
Scandinavian countries where parents are not expected to contnbute at alL Private costs
are met through some combination of student and government fundn. At the other
extreme has been a tradition in East Asia, particularly in Korea, where high private costs
requie the raising of large sums of money without much assistance from the state. Usually,
contributions are collected from extended family members (both immediate and more
distant relatives) to fund a student

Parental contribution policy raises a difficult dilemma. On the one hand, requiring
students to be dependent on their parents raises problems when parents refuse to pay.
Recently, in several European countries, many parents have failed to meet their expected
conutbuton, leaving students without access to funding for their education. On the other
hand, when students are treated as independents (iLe. parents are not expected to
contribute) the likelihood of granting aid to those not truly in need significantly increases.
A study in the US, for instance, found that there was an unnecesary drain of financial aid
resources to those students who qualified for "independent" status (Hansen, Reeves and
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Stapen 1988). That is, students may be considered needy although their parents might be
quite wealthy.

In developing countries, the consideration of students as independents has enabled
many non-deserng students to rceive financial aid, and has undermined sig ant the
success of targeted vspport. Treating students as independents has been a princlevebicle
to enable virually any student to benefit from theoretically targeted aid.

Students The second major source of fuds comes from the student Students can
contnrbute through accumulated resources (savings), current earned resources - ie. summer
earnings, or work while studying, or with future resources, ie. their expected higher earning
after they gaduate. Much atenton has been placed on this last source of finane, ie.
borrowing against future earnings Nevertheless, there are many technical obstadles to be
overcome to ensure that loans are not simply government support in disguise and that they
do not dinate against poorer students. We discss these issues in the next chapter.

Work-study programs, whereby needy students are given part-time employment
(either for the university or for local employment) to provide funds to support costs, can
provide and important tool for allocating support. The key advantage of work study is that
it iS self-targeting. That is, if a student is not truly in need, it is far less likely that he/she
Wil exploit a work study program than he would one of outright grants. Wbile workudy
has been common in the US, a similar program has recently been adopted in the Philippines
as a means to provide income for students. A proposal for work study to help finance needy
students in Uganda to meet living costs has been put forward. The govemment would
inrene by providing part time jobs for stidents, either in the University (perforu -g
adminisrative work) or in the local community. Work study could allow universities to save
on thek administative budgets. We again take up the subject of work-study in Chapter 7
as a form of payment in-kind for education.

Gmvernment ContrIbution. In almost every country, governments have designed
student support strategies to assist students to finance private costs At one extreme, Japan
provides a subsidized loan for only about 20 percent of students (80 percent of which attend
private insitutions). At the other extreme in francophone Africa, aLmost aU students receive
outright grants: typically 80 percent of students receive full scholarsis. In addition to
outright grants, students typically receive welfare subsidies, such as health care, through their
universities which can amount to over ten percent of the operating budget. In some
instances, the student bourse provides money in excess of what is needed to live, as
allowances are given for spending money.
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In Iatin America and Asia, students are selectively asited in meeting their private
costs through combinlations of loans and grants. Support is usuly limited to between 10
and 25 percent of the student population. The tendency is to award support on the basis of
mont, rather thnneed, although some progrtnis, notably ICETEX in Colombia, have
pcesully supported needy students. C:hile's decentralized financial sid system, whereby
the univrersities control the allocation of support, has also proven relatively more successfu
(Box 3.5)i.
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and where tax laws favor donations, private philanthropy (foundations) represent a fourt
soutce of fnS. In Japan, for examtple, where governmnent support is limited to a sbidie
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stxdent ln program, about 800 private foundations provide an additional seven percent
of aU studet spport in the form of outright grnts.

Similar support systems are in place in a few developing countries. In Thailand,
private donors gave sciholarhips for 6,427 students totaling 1.1 million US$ (average size
$171) covering seven percent of students in selected public institutions. In Kenya, local
communites sponsor individuals tbrough the Harambee system: community members
contribute fund for specific indhiduals with the epectation that they are entitled to future
favors from gaduates. In Venezuela, private companies sometimes sponsor individuals,
either through managed scholarship or loan programs, or through bonded scholarsips that
require students to work for the company when they gaduate.

Fnadal Aid PIlcy

Targetng a more limited program of financial support to needy students has proven
difficult in many instances. Information, particularly on family income, can be unreliable
and thus an individualrs capacity to pay is not always clear. Past problems with tareing
however, do not mean that such programs are beyond the means of most countries. The key
to a successful program is government determination to implement and enforce the targeting
of support.

Effective targeting will require two basic steps: first moving beyond income and tax
statements to evaluate need; and second, enforcing ules for the allocation support, by
I:posing sanctions agaist students and parents who cheat or make false statements.
Nevertheless, in many African countries it may be virtually impossible to determine need,
as family resources are mobilized across much broader kinship and tribal networks. An
alternative option in these instances might be self.-targeting work study programs.

Need should be determined on the basis of veriable family data (McMahon 1988).
Income reporting may be inaccurate in many countries. However, information on indiduals'
ocupation and education level can be compared to reported income from labor market
surveS, to detect under-repordng of income. In addition, requring individuls to report
their assets and type of housing, which can easily be verified through spot checks, can also
gie inmportant indications regarding ability to pay. For these reasons, asset information and
educational and employment background of parents should play a much more important role
in allocating financial support than simple income statements. Improving criteria and rules
for targetng funds wiU not be suffiient, however. Credible penalties, such as expusion of
those who misrepresen their need must be implemented.

As developing countries increase the private costs of higher education, the question
t*ey confrot is how to assist students selectively in meeting these costs. Literature on
utilizing fairl complex Wtems of support in developing countries is extremely scarce.
Mcbahon (1988) discusses how governments can assess the expected pF. -ental contributions,
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given the limitations of income assessment in developing countries, and therefore allow
some combination of student contribution and governznent support to make up the
additional fuxing needs

A few governments have devolved decision maklng on financl aid to universities.
Universities are often better placed to evaluate students. Devolving decision making also
circues the problem of lack of incentives within government to carefuly select
recipients Institutions with a fixed budget for allocation to their students will be more
cautious than a govermment ministry with an open account. The effecdveness of allowing
institutions to target funds is illustated by reforms at the University of the Philippines (Box
3.5). Baum and Schwartz (1988) argue, however, that allowing universities to control the
allocation of student financa aid is likely to constitute merit-based rather than need based
aid. as institutions compete for the best students. In fact, this tendency was strongl
observed in Chile, where universities control allocation of fancial aid. High achieving
students were often rewarded with the largest aid packges and tuition discounts in order
to entice them to enroll at the university (mostly because the government links university

sidies to these students). In many developing countries, however, universities do not as
yet have the a re capacity necessary to manage verification systems. Such
verification systems may also be inappropriate for many African countries where resourms
are mobilized across extended families and tribal groups.

Another option for allocating support is for government ministries to offer
scholarships to students in exchange for bonded employment. In this manner, insttutions
and students have clearer signals as to where employment opportunities are in the public
sector, and public subsidies are rationalized according to public need. Such a practice is in
place in Indonesia (Box 3.6) and is being discussed in Uganda. In exchange for receng
a scholarship, students must work in the supporting ministry for a specified number of years.

While ma indusalid countries have developed clear strategies for assessing the
needs of students to finance their students, such systematic approaches are scarce in
developing countries. Scholarship and loan programs exist, but support is either allocated
to all students, or frgented assistance programs disburse funding on criteria other than
need. Few developing countries have utlized clear notions of what parents can pay and
what students should contribute, either through saved earnings, or from future income via
loans. Some would argue that developing means tested student support systms is beyond
the capacity of many developing countries. A few countries, such as China, the Phiippines,
Chle and Indonesia, that have moved towards an assesment of need, parental capacity to
pay, prowe that for the majority of countries, this is simply not true. in Africa and South
Asia, targetig may be more difficult to administer. Nevertheless, what is often laing is
the wil to enforce stricter criteria. Such enforcement will require harsh measures agin
those who try to cheat the system. Thus, spot checks to veri informayon and expulsion
of cheaters will in many instances be a necessary part of reform.
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a credible program to support low income groups can help to minimiz the politica
reaction.

One important measure to facilitate the extension of cost recovery is to permit
universities to benefit fiom new income. Universities need to be granted autonomy to
collect fees. In this manmer, universities will have incentives to impose fees, and the nature
of student protests will be shifted away from government to the higher education institutions.
While protests are disruptive, they will force insututions to egge in a more positive
discssion as to what students are entitled to receive in exchange for their paymentL
Therefore, univvrsity autonomy to benefit from cost recovery needs to imply accountability
to those who are paying for their education.

In addressing tuition changes, it is always important to assess the demands of interest
groups. In the Phflippines, fees were successfully raised because the university made it clear
that by so doing there would be more financial support available for needy students (Box
3.5). By offering significantly more funding to about one-third of the students, these
beneficiaries from the reforms would not protest the changes, and the wealthier students
would find it more difficult to justify their claims to preserve their low fee payments. ITe
University officials successfuly created a situation whereby it would only be the
unwillingnes of the weathier students to contribute that would prevent there being more
support for needier students

Similarly, an important possibility for making fees political acceptable would be to
begi wi;th a mandatory contnrbution to a scholarship fund. Under such a scheme, all
students would be required to contnrbute to a fund that would be used to finance
scholarships for needier students.

A second option iimits subsidies to a specified mmber of students and links fees to
expansion. In Vietnam, higher education was previously offered to an elite group of
individuals, in free public colleges and universities. In the wake of financial crisis in
insttutions, the government permitted institutions to take on additional students on a fee
for service basis. That is, the government specified the number of students that it would pay
for. Institutions with extra capacity and which could offer courses in demand bave widely
expanded fee payig courses. In many institutions fee paying students are in the majority.
Fee paying, as a constquence, bas become widely accepted (Box 3.7).
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A third option to help ease politdcal constraints is to replace ourt subsidies with
loan particularly loans that are s inked to the incomes of graduates (is strategy wI be
dascussed in the next Chapter). In 1989, Australis higher education systemwas confhnted
with a shortage of resources given the policy goal of expading access to public institutions
which had free tuition. n order to finance expansion, the government decided to impose

- ~~tition fees of 20 percent of Unit costs. These new cages were comibined with a subsidized
Sdent loan offerd to all students regardless of their resources, to allow them to defer their
payments of tuition. ID addition, needy students continued to have access to grant moneyo

- ,30fr living excpenses. While students initially protested the new charges, the loan program
was designed so that it required only a marginal payment from future incomes. When this
w sas explained to students, their protests were contained. Simlarly, the 1988 fee rises in

- 3~igaore were accompanied by subsidized loans wort about half the value of the new
tition fees.

A fourth, but related approach, to which we return in chapter 6, is to chamnel
subsidies through students rather than drecty to institutions, combined with grating
institutions more autonomy over tuition policy. In 1987, the Malawi govenment
Implemented cost recovety by combining fees worth US$ 80 with grants of exy the same
value to aRl students From the studentse point of view, the changes were neutraL In the
next year, the grant was removed, and replaced with a loan.

Regardless of the option taken, it is clear that working with students - rather than
against them - is essential to diffuse tensions. In instances where students are accstomed
to receWng eveyting from the goverment, a change in attitude will need to accompany
policy 4hne. Students could be made more fully aware of why they are payin, why it is
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more equitable for them, rather han tapayers, to pay, why the quality of thek education,
and services for housig and meals, should imprwve as a result of their contrbutios.

Higher fees, despite protests, wil not deter the overwhelming majorit of students
from attending higher education; indeed, they are likely to act as an incentive to complete
studies more quicdy. There are, however, inportant groups that are on the decidon -
margin of remaining in university. In addition, there remains, in many countries, a large pool
of talented individuals who are effectively barred access because of social factors that
remove people earlier on in the education system, and because of the high private costs
overall. These groups need more support. Tuition policies need to be combined with a
more effective and targeted systems of student support.

Many of these stegies are well within the capacity of developing countries. Spot
checks to visually verify need (i.e. to see whether parents own a house) are relatively
strightforard, except perhaps in Afica and South Asia. So is comparing a parent's
occupation with the estimated income of that profession using employment surveys. But
governments and particularly institutions must want to do this; there must be rewards for
efficiently allocating student support to only those who need it
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Cbapter 4
Delaed Pamnt S9trte

In manY instances, imposng oost recvery - either for living expene or for
instructioal costs - has proven politidcally difflicult, and has ised the problem of how to
relieve the pressure on students who canot afford to pay. To resolve this problem much
economic literature has advocated student loans to enable students to defer payment for the
coss of attendig ligher education until they are earnng incomes. We refer more broadly
to defed pament progrm to include those policy instruments which secure payment
frm the future incomes of students, rather than their current resources. Extensive
theoretical and comparative literature on student loans has been developed by Maureen
WoodhL A partidular emphasis of her work has been on the potential role of loans in
developng countries (WoodhaJI 1983, 1987a, 1987b, 1991). Johnstone (1986) has surveyed
student support mecanisms in indusial countries. More theoretical discussions have been
developed by at, Tan and Hoque (1985), and Psacharopoulos and Woodhal (1985).
In recent years, altemative formats for loans, particularly loans with income contingent
repaymenltsI6 have received considerable attention (Barnes and Barr 1988; Barr 1989;
Woodhall 1989).

While most of this literature has been extremely optimistic about the efficieny of
sWdent loans, few studies have wually examined their financial Impact, particularly in
developing countres. In this chapter, therefore, we examin the fincial impact of current
and past progams on go.vernment and student budgets, higlt key obstacles, particlarly
with regad to payment formats and adminitering instittions. The discussion then tus
to stategies for improvement Overall, we conclude that while it is possible to improve
Small scale lom progms that have bad, unt now, only a marginal Impact on reducing
govermen exPenditures, most student loan programs possess severe limitations in their
present forms

The plan of the chapter is as follows. The main characteristics of loan progms in
fifty countries are discussed in the following section. In sction three, the fincial
peormance of 23 of hfese pgrams are examined in det'il w*'ile in Secdon four we suggest
policy reforms that would lead to improved financial performance. We then move on to
discuss alteative cost

recovery mech s and some conclusions on the feasibility of introducing a loan program
concludes ~the chapter.

6 LamthnectieM rpayments hav somwhat misOleain been bld comtin
lms in the remaider of te pape, we use te more comm tm.
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xisting Student 1lan Programs

Student loan progmms have been developed In various forms in over 50 countries
thughout the world. Summary infoion on these programs is listed in Table 4.1, in
terms of geographic coverage, tpe of repayment format, administering institution, purpose
of loan support average value of the loan and the proportion of students covered by the
loans scheme. In general, developing country student loan programs have been used to
assist with student living expenses and typically cover only a few percent of the student
population.

The table identifies 20 programs in Latin America and the Canbbean, eight in Asia,
four in the Mddle East and Nortbern Africa, seven in Sub-Saharan Afica and 14 in
industrialied countries. Noteworthy is the lare nmber of loan programs in Latin America
and the Caribbean: fi implemented in Colombia in 1953 to assist graduate students to
meet the costs of overeas study (Woodha 1983), loan programs (referred to locall s
student credit programs) are now in ple in most countries in the region. In addition to
those listed in the table, there is a loan scheme with limited coverage in Guatemala and the
Caibbean Development Bank also operates a student loan program for eleven small
countries (Carlson 1992). This contrasts with the paucity of progms in developing counies
in other regions, especally in the Mi4lle East and Africa, where indeed some programs
have been abandoned in recent years.

With the exception of four schemes, all programs offer students credit in the form
of a Rmortgage" loan. In this traditional mr -te loan, repayment is made over a
spefied period, usually with fixed monthly payments; interest rates and the maimum
length of repayment are used to calculate the fixed periodic paymentL In contrast to this
regme of equal nominal payments, most of the univesities in Chile allow graduated
nominal paymens: borrowers from Chile's Catholic University, for example, pay equal real
(rather than nominal) amounts, thus einsuring that the first payments are not excessively
lar in real terms in relation to others.

A third type of repayment mechanism is an jinm JILiDgWt In= in which loans
are repaid as a proportion of a graduate's income each year. Income contingent loans are
expected to be more favorable to low-income studen The basic problem of borrowi for
education, is that the outcome is risky, since the future value of a degree is not immediately
apparen Tbe risk is getest for students from poorer backgounds: future job and
earnngs opportunities may be less favorable for the poor, and fixed fiture repayments
commit the debtor to repay an open ended proportion of his income. In addition, the poor
tend to be more risk averse tha the well-to-do (Reuterberg and Svenntn 1990, Barr 1990).
Therefore mortgage loans may deter access among the very groups that loans are intended
to reach.
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Table 4. Exbthg Studet Loan Prograas

Avorage Studmts with L
t nt Ainistering Ppose of Loan Year Percent DataCoUntry tLoan ranization) Mbanim Institution swport Value Begum yr

LATIN MICA AND CAQIUKAN
Argentirn (INCE ) ortagse Loan Autonomous Body Living
Barbados (SRLF) l ortg Loan Autonomous Body Tuition and Living *11,000 1976 12X 1989Botivia (CIOEP) Mortgage LOaM Living 1X 1987
Bra2il (CEF) Mortgage Loan Comvercisl Banks Tuition *400 1974 10X 1987
Chite Graduated Universities Tuition 1981 21* 1967Coloabia (ICETEX) Mortgage Loan Autonomous Body Tuition and Living S280 1953 9X 1987
Costs Rica (CONPE) wortgae Loan Coomcift EBanks Tuition snd Living 1977 6X 1987Dominican RepubMfo (FCE)Nortgae Loan Autonomous Body Livirn
Ecuadbr (IEd) Mortae Loan Autonomos Body Living 1X 1967El Salvodor (Educredito)Mortgaps Loan AutoomOUS Body
Honduras (Eadurodito) Mortgag Loan Autoromou Body Tuition and Living *2,700 1976 1X 1991
JamaiCa $LB) Mortgao Lc3n Autonrmou Body Tuition and LivIng 405 1970 20* 1965Mexico Mortg Loan Coercal Banks
Nicargua (Edworedito) Mortae Loa Autonmo Body
Panwma (IFARHU) Mortga LoWn Autonomous Body 1966 6X
Peru (INABEC) Mortgoge Loen Autonomous Body
Trinidad (SRiF) Mortgag Loan Autonomous Body Tuition nd Living 19
Venezueta (Educredito) Mortgage Loan other Tuition and Living *400 1967 1* 1991

(FGM) Mortpp Loan Universities Tuition and Living $2,200 1975 1X 1991
(PAP) Nortgage Loan Commrcial Banks Tuition and Lving S700 1X 1991

China otgage Loan Universities Tuition and Living 1987 30* 1989India Mortage Loan other Tuftion and Living *SO 1963 1* 1989
Indonesia * Mortgage Loan Unfversitfes and Tuition and Living 550 1982 3X 1986

Comerial Banks
Korea Mortoge Loan Coomerc1at snks tuftion and Living 1975
ilMystia Mortgage Lean Cmmfertal Banks Living S1,300 1985
Pitlippines Mortgage Loan Tuition 1976 1X
Pakistan Mortgage Loan Ceomercfal Banks Tuftion and Living 1974
Sri Lsnka Mortgage Loan Comerciat Banks 1964

MIDDLE EAST. NoRTH AfRICA
sYpt ortage Loan Autons Body 5* 1980

CmAmerciat Banks 2* 1980Israel mortgage Loan Commercial Banks Tuition and Living 12* 1983
Jordan Mortage Loan
Morocco Morteae Loan Courcal Barnk Tuftion 1X 1990
SUB4SAiIAE AfRtCA
;hana ~ ~ Income Contingent Govement Dept. Living 20 1989 68 1990

Kenya Mortgae Lon Cowmercal Bank Living $845 1973 100t 1990
Nigeria* Mortgage Loan Auton Bou Ibdy Tuftion
krund*

Motaul Mortgae Loan Living $80 1988 5so 1969-TanIan Mortage Loan Living

iOUSTRIAL COUIITRIES
Australia Inoe Contingent Government Dpt. Tuitfon $1,70 1989 81X 1990
Canda (Quebec) lortg Loan Comwesal Banks Tuition and living *2,800 1963 59X 1990
Derwrk Mortgage Loan Caimmrcial Banks Living $3,70 1975 1985
* fintand Mortg Loan Living $2,200 1966 1987
Frane Mortgage Lan Govermnt Dept. Living 1X
*.Oenueny Mortgag Loin Living $1.500 1974 30* 1987

m Kon Mortge Loan et pt. Tuition ad Living $1.050 1969 26* 1989
thiter lans ; ortge Lao Living $200 1989

Norw a Mortga Loan Autonomus Body Living $4,000 81 1 1986
JaspOn , nortgage Lown Autonomousdy Tuition ant Lfving # ,S00 19X 1987Singapore Mort Lon overnent Dept. Tuitfon and Living 39X 1990

Commeril aBant
Sweden Income Contingent Autonomous Body Living *5,828
Unfted Kfn#W Mortgage Loan Autonomous Body Lfvfng *745 1990 28X 1991
USA Mortgage Lon Comoital Banks Tuition and Living *2,176 1964 28* 1987

Prograae in Indonesit , Israel, tieWria, Tanmania and 'u(undf hav bwen abandnd.
Ilafnks lplty nformation is n4t atvalable.
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Income contingent loans constitute a mechanism for achieving a balance between
effective recovery of costs and minimum risk to the borrower. Under such a loan, the size
of repayment is linked to the graduate's income. Income contingency thus lmits debt
burden In a given period, and also targets more subsidies to lower wage earner Since high
earers hbave to pay their loans more quickly, they benefit less from any subsidy: low
eamers are able to repay more slowly, and therefore receive greater subsidies. One
problem with icome contigent repayments is that they may exert a disincentive effect on
extra earings; this problem does not apply to mortgage-type fixed loan payments.
Currently, there are three income contingent loans progrms - in Sweden, Austraia and
Ghan For the most part, credit programs are amned through public institutions.
Even where the private sector is responsible for lending (as in the UJS) the government acts
as a guarantor on loans. Public intervention stems from a failure on the part of private
markets to supply credit for unsecured human capital loan 7 Public inerventions have
taken four major forms.

In most countries public intervention has led to the creation of autonom.us ublic
loan& d. These institutions have often been labeled "revolving funds" which, once
capitaled, are expected to finance themselves through repayments from earler loans Yet,
as wi be argued, this is rarely the case, since loans are generally heavily subsidized and
result in losses. The advantage of this type of lending institution is that it allows stronger
contol over targeting policies. Such autonomous bodies exist throughout Latin America and
Europe as well as in Hong Kong, Egypt and Nigeria. In Latin America, many manage
overseas scholarship and loan programs (such as the FGMA in Venezuela and Educredito
in Honduras). Instittional strength, however, varies tremendously.

A second common administrative arrangement is the use of co_erciak
Particpating banks have been both publicly and privately owned. Some manage programs
entirely, withor without govermnent guarantees, while others act simply as collection agents.
The admins ve efficiency of these institutions tends to be better than the autonomous
bodies. Private Banks have managed programs both with and uwithout government support.
In the US, private banks disburse and collect money from stidents, while the government
guatees and subsidizes the loans. There are three major motvations for relying on the
privte seor. first, the government does not have to make inital capital outlays; second,
t government hopes to harmess the efficiencies of the private sector and reduce the costs
of a loan program; third, the government does not have to set up a potendaly costy
administrative apparatus to bandle the program. Government ivention in these

Instances is usually in the form of a partial or fill guarantee on loans.

17 Gormen itevention is alsa ncessitated from a demand pecie Stdet demand for cedit is
likely to be consaind because of uncertainties among pooer stdes as to the value of a degree in relatio
to prposed debL Tis requies the govrnment to act to minimize both for bowers as well as creditor
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In s countries, private banks have begun student loan progrms without any
government guarantees or subsidies Such pros, as in Morocco, typically suppoAt
priate institutions that ofr traing in fields that lead to high salaied employment A
prog exists in Indonesia to help finance high tuition fees for elite business prgrams
Tese bank tend to loan money to secure borrowers (not poorer students) and for students
studying in fields that guaantee high private returns to the investment (medicine, finance,
etc.). As a conseuence, they Indirely provide incentives (ie. market signals) for
universities to expand progms in fields of relence to the labor market.

A final administratie approac utiizes u gonment structures for collection.
To address some of the admnistrave problems involed with income contingent collection,
two countries (Ghana and Australia) utilize the government revenue collection systems to
rover loans. In Ghana, the collecaon is managed by the Social Security department; in
Austrlia, through the national income tax Trasacons are made direcdy to and from the
budgets.of different government bodIes, without creatig new admtve tucres.
While there may be little onceptual dffenc between a loan repaid tbrough the taation
system or to a bank, there may be a considerable difference in the effectiveness in
recvering funds and in admintaive costs In addition, if government strucues are used,
thea the opvernment ualy needs to make the iitial capital outays for the prgm.

The mechanics of collectg controns in Ghana and Ausualia are quite different
In Ghan, sudents have been able to borrow money fmm the government to pay newlY
imposed fees for livg epenses; repayment is made through the existing social securiy tas
on all wage earning employees, by deferring the accuulaton of retirement benefitL Socal
security payments have a prtiular advantage becau in many systems individuals have an
ircentive to pay is tax, since they derive benei4s in proportion to what they pay (Box 4.1).
Aus-tra, in contrast, has implemented a system whereby students can automatcally forego
thlr tuition fees in the form of a loan; repayment is through a graduated surplus income
tab with outstanding debt asessed at a zero perent re interest rate, and tax mtes of two,
three and four percent, depending on an individualCs income.

A noteworthy featue of Table 4.1 is the large nmber of loans proams that offer
support for student Ihing epenss. Of the forty loans program for wbich information is
available, 33 offered maintece support (for lodgngs, food etc); of these, nearly balf
supported living expenses solely (European countries, Kenya, Ghana), the rest in
combination with support for tuiton expenses (US, Colombia, Hong Kong, Korea, Japan).
The prorams supporting combined tuition and living expns often attempt to pi-mote
student choice between public and private instiiutions A student can use SuPPort to PaY
tuition gt more expensive privat school or for liing costs by atteding a public univrsity
(as in ColoMbia and the US). The purpose the loan program depends on the strucure and
policies witbin the university systemn In many countries student lig allowances absorb a
vety high pWortion of the higher education budget; in Africa, for examle, where public
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university education is typically free, generous student support often accounts for more than
half of hier education budgets. In theory, loan programs aimed at lving expenses can free
up budgets to finance educational inputs; there remains enormous scope for furither moves
In this direction. As a consequence, many African governments with larger student support
budgets, have either recently implemented new loan programs, or are contemplating new
ones. Ghana and Malawi have just introduced loans to reduce government expenditures on
living enses.

|~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~... ........ ..... .
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assist stdent in private institutions have permitted their expansion, and thus increased the
overl access to higher education with lower budgetaay demands on the government.
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Australia combmed new tuition fees with an option to pay the whole amount as a loan
through the tax system. In Chile, large tuidon increases were combined with studet support
progms managed by universities.

To understand the financial impact of loan progrms it is important to examine the
amount that studens are receiving, and the nber of stadents receiing loans. While
average annual loan values In industd cotries typically range between $1,000 and
$5,1000 per year, loans have been much smaller in developing countries. With the exception
of countries that use loans to finance overseas st*, progams normally lend under $500
per student. Those prgams lending large amounts on avenge (Venezuela, Honduras and
Barbados) have extensive overseas programs. Barbados Is exceptionally hih nce the
count does not have its own university, and students rely almost excely on foreig

A relatively bigher proportion of students receive loans in industrialied countries
(between 20 percent and 80 percent) than in developing countries, where coverage is amt
alwys less ta 10 percent of the student populatdon. Exceptions are found in Kenya and
Ghana, where all public university students rwceive loans for living expenses. High coveage
umsuay Ihndicates a situation where loans replaced outright grants or the free provision of
housing and food. As a rule of thumb, the bigher the coverage, the lower is the aage
loan amount When institutions cover less than one percent of the student population, they
are able to lend larger amounts; when they expand to 10 percent, the average sie dwindles
The limitation on loan organizations in developing countries stems from their overwhelming
dependence on the government for their budgets: when student repayments are reladvely
Insignican, total support in a given year is determined by government allocatios

In genea loan programs have not been used to support cost recoveiy for oer
education. They have sered as support meanisms for the maintenace of students, at
somewhat lower costs than outright grantL The next secton will evaluate the extent to
which different progams have operated at lower costs than a regime of grants In addition,
we shall illustrate that to date, loan progrms have had only marginal impacts on hier
education finmce, supporting a few students or providing relative little support on hily
subsidized temLs. Before developing countries can fason large scale progrms to enable
sudents to meet the costs of higher tuition fees, important lessons from exist programs
need to be leaned. These issues are disused in the next two secdonL

The F1abd Impact

The major purpose of a loan scheme is to enable students to share the financial
burdens for tuition and/or maintenance expenses with the government through payments
from their future earned incomes. The financial efficacy of any loan scheme will depend
centrly on the "loan recovey ratio" - the extent to which the loan is repaid in fuL One
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can consider the relatdonhRip between what governments lend out to students and what is
returned in repayments as an indicator of the loads efficiency. An inefficient prorm,
where the govern recovers little of what it lends implies that the verment ies
to bear the cost burden of higher education and/or student maintenance expses.

A second issue raised in this seton regards what costs are beig recovered Even
if loan recovery were complete, with loan expenditures fillly repaid, the vast majority of loan
progams would anly reduce government burdens for maintenance epnses, and not take
the problem of diversfying the resource base of higher education institutions Most public
higher education isitutions do not require students to pay tuition fees that cover a
sigicant portion of educational costs Therefore, the institional 'cost recovery ratio'
(average loan repayment in relation to unit cosu) will be low. Insttutonal cost recovey
camot be substantial unless tuition fees are high and loans are used to support students
paying uition.

Loan Reory Ratio

The efficiency of student loans, and their relationsh to institutional cost recovery
are examined in the present stion. 23 separate deferred cost recovery progams (from
20 diffrent coutries) are anaiyed in d&all to evaluate their financial impact, in terms of
both loan recovery and the cost recovery ratio. Both tpes of e loan progams have
been evaluated - mortage loans, and income contingent loanss. Wbile these latter
programs have been implemented recently in only three coutties and it is thus too early
to assess their OA fmpact, it is possible to predict their revenue generating potentl by
projecting future eanigs for university graduates. Loan recovery will depend on tbree
major issues: the amount of hidden interest ubsidies on loam; repayment loes due to
defult; and a traon cost Discussion of these three issues relates to Table 42

Inres Subifidid ). Student loans are subsidized if they carge an
interest rate that is less than normal market rates for borrowing; this subsidy can be
considered a "hidden grant" to students.9 To calculate the size of the hidden grant portion
of the loan, we examine the loan account of the individual borrower, assuming regur
repayments are made in conformity with the formal conditions of the loan agreement Thus
we examine the amount and timing of repayment in relation to the loan disbursed to the
student

8 In order to aluate progas the authos he developed simuation modes for o ons
(dude sog nd graduate taes. Thes alfow aeblputs for
repayment sram and costs, and can projec budgety rquiements

e Mote preaise, e If the gvment wre to prwide loans at noma maret hnerest ae( raks
on coLmor ls d as bhousn, te government is stll proviig a subsidy bea o for eucation
nvstme have a ger iherent risk.
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Table 42. HIdden Subsidies and Government lsses
on Selected Student Loan Programs

maxim= or Hidden gaveronent GoverMaIt
Naminal l Proetetd hamt to logs with bos with
Tetest rnteret 'Repayawt stydent default defalt and Year

Oeut*y rate rto Period pe cent adui'lstz- Naumates
of loan

Cl) (2) (3) (4) (5) (6) (7) (6)

- :-
Col1Aa I 11.0 a -10.61 8 731 l61 o 872 1678 Adnusttatitw 2X
Colombia It 24.01 3.0X b 5 291 38S a 472 1985 Adenlstrative 21
Swedna I 4.32 -3.01 20 61X 62S 702 1666 Adealaistratlv 12
tIdeueia 6.02 -2.3X b 10 575 618 712 1985 Dtault 102. AdD 22
UA, (G8L) 8.01 a 3.81 b 1O 261 41X 532 196 Adinistrative 22
gHns KMoQ 0.02 -6.32 b 5 432 432 47X 1985 Adinistrative 22
1K 6.02 0.02 7 26X So0 41X 1980 Default 52, Ado 12
fIfsW4 11.52 a 5.62 20 332 332 482 188 Adminstrative It

ns"rh 8.01 a 1.6 10 522 56 62X 1866 AdminUitrative 11
VlIL"a 6.51 a -0.62 10 452 462 52X 1698 Default 2X, Ads 12
ftas41 I 15.0X -35.02 b 5 61X 94X 662 163 Deatlt 302, Ada 22
are"itLI 168.02 -14.92 8 622 652 712 1989 Default 102. Ado 22
Jamie& X 0.01 -10.72 9 741 842 G 62X 1667 Adinistrattve 22
Jamaica, t 12.02 -5.62 6 562 621 a 702 I866 Default 202. Ado 22
1a4bados 8.02 4.1X 12 132 186 33 1686 Dfault 5X. Ads 2
1bumy* 2.02 -8.92 10 702 94X a 1032 1989 Administrative 2
Osboo e 10.O2 a 5.2X 10 311 . 31 372 18S Administrative 12
Chile varies 1.02 b 10 481 62 a 622 1989 AdUistrativ. 22
Jqam O.OX -1.4X 20 502 512 602 1687 Administrative 1X
Vouneuele. (FM&) 4.0X -232 20 932 662 1082 1961 Admnistrative 31
Uuedras 12.02 32 8 5SI 535 731 1691 Adminiatrative 52

Austrelia wasls 0.02 17 482 522 571 1960 Evalson 32. ad& 0.51
Sweden rx varies 1.02 10 28X 30X 339 169O Evasion 32. ad. 0.5X

Appendix1containsam note oudining the method used for the Subsidy
A rag opotunky cost of capkt is used according to the government rate of borrwing or World Bank
estate. Loan ar assumed to be paid in equa intalments over a four yeaw peiod, adjusted in iz each yew
to kee# Vp wit Ikfti. Given the availability of revant data Swedish ime coKntg calculation is baed
an AutaaS age cawing prfl infoma

(1) Couties with I and I refer to situations whe the loan proam underwent rorm.
(2) Nomina inte rate refers only to the rate duing rayment.'a' refer to loans that use a diffet

rate during the dursement and recovery. 'V denotes thxs programs with intee rates which are
bidndm

(3) Real t rtes use Purhasing Power Parity formula, where inflation is based on the aerage of the
196 8 peiod as reported in the World Deeloment Repor, exept in iacs noted where aS
yea ae of ination was calclated fiom the data date.

(4) The repaynt legt is the timum presca d in the loan, e e%pt for the two me contingn
boans iee it is the repayment leno that is Implied by the averg inme prfte of a grduate. Ts
does nat ilude grace periods

(5) The hiddn grant p tag is calcula as a discounted cash fw of the studeat's accoun, and
thefore excludes defaul and admiabtive cos

(6) TSe vement Iu due to default sbtracts the % of defult from each ye of the epm n tream
'c' denotes whee tbese d gures have been esmatd.
For Colombia. Jamaica, Chie and Kenya the figue used is oans in atreas

(7) he lo with ddea and administrav costs sub an annual admistratv cost related to
Q ~~~~utuig debt eacht yew.'

(8) Yew is date fom which loan information was colected, and from wich inflation calculatio we
made.
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The factors that influence the size of the subsidy are the real interest rate hared
and the length of repayment: these are siown -in Table 42 Columns two and three,
respetively, list the nominal Inerest rate charged in the data year and the real interest rate
(nomina rates adjusted for average inflation). Column four lists the length of repaymentO
for loans (excluding grace periods); for income contingent loans, this is the length of
repayment that is implied using an average income profile for university graduates. Column
five presents the hidden subsidy to the student as a percentage of the original loan this
figure compares the net present value of the student's repayment account to the present
value of the loan disbursement2 We note that all of the loan programs in the sample are
subsidized, some very highly so, rauging from 13 percent subsidy in Barbados to 93 peroent
In Venezuela. Broadly similar results were obtained in a concurrent study of loan programs
in Latin America and the Canbbean. For programs common to the two studies (Carlson
1992), Carlson estimated a "subsidization rate", based on the difference between the student
loan interest rate and commercial lendig rates of 33 percent for Colombia and 54 percent
for Honduras, compared with our estimated hidden grant of 29 percent and 51 percent
respecdvely for these two countries. High inflation rates in Latn American countries in
the 198(Ys increased the gp between nominal and real interest rates and help to account
for the hig level of subsidization in those countries; any easig of iflation would result
in an improved loan recovety ratio. In half of the programs examined, subsidy exceeds 50
percent of the loan, indicating that less than half of the real loan value would be reowvered
if all students repaid on time Even when real interest rates are positive - as in Barbados
and Sweden - the loans are still subsidized because the interest charged is below market
rates.

D-fult anda'The loan subsidy measures the percentage loss to the
-government from each loan that is repaid accrding to the established loan conditions;
however, it hils to reveal the overall loss to the goernment from the loan program
Lending agencies receive back less than is indicated by the hidden student subsidy because
not all students meet their rePayme obligtions and the administration of the progam is
t costless. The experience with default has been mixed. In some instances, default and

evasion can constitute a more severe problem than subsidies. For example, non-repayment
was as high as 81 percent in Kenya. Thus, even with theoretically tight repayment terms,
little revenue comes back In other instances, default is less of a problem (Sweden, Hong
Kong, Israel). Wbile default rates are lower among developed countries, !rarticularly when
they are small and have populations which are easy to trackc it has yet to be demonsd
that default can be minimized effectively in large developing countries, without extensive
adminitratie costs When default loses are factored into the return to the government,
measured losses from the loan program are enhanced (Table 2, Cohlmn six). In the original

b 13 some ;as rent length is a funcio of borrowing lkng e analyss anmes fouw y
of browing.

21 h methwdol uwd for mawring th hidden subsidy as we as the ote fionanl Impactacuatons
prentd subseqenty, is set out in Appen L
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Brazilian scheme, Venezuela and Kenya, losses increased to over 90 percent of the value
of the loan.
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limited to those from developing countries. The most efficiently run operations - in
-Sweden, Hong Kong and Canada - report costs ragng between one half and one percent

of outstan4ing debt each year. (Woodhall 1983 Woodhall 1990b, Quebec Student Finanial
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Assistance Progm 1990)". In Latin America, the overall cost of m ng a loan has
been put at between 12-23 percent of the value of the loan (Woodhall 1983). Annual
reports from Latin American loan orgations confirm these esties, and suggest that
the inStitutions investing in recvery are spendig even more, as high as 30 percent in
Honduras World Bank data from Venezuela suggests that the overall administrative cost
for the largest loan program varies between 13 and 16 percent of the loan value. In
calculating the net return of loan programs, when costs are unknown, we assume an annual
cost of only two percent of outnding debt each year, when discounted, this implies an
ovel cost of approxiately 10 percent of total loan value, and thus is likely to understate
the full cost of a loan program

Progams that rely on commercial banks or taxation departments have been less
costy to administer. In Brazil, operating costs for the commercial banks are approximately
10 percent of the total loan value (World Bank data). Admiatve costs for taxation
collection may be even less expensive, due to large economies of scale.

Overall losses on loan programs; taking account of an costs, in addition
to interest subsidies and non-repayment, are shown in Column seven of Table 4.2; given the
low assumed value of administraton costs, these results should be regarded as conservative
esdmates of what the true net loss to government is likely to be. The most efficient
proams.are in Sweden and Quebec, which both recover well over 60 percent of the loan's
value (ILe. losses of 33 and 37 percent respectively), while the progams in Venezuela and
Kena actually cost more than would outright grnts to students23. Broadly similar, though
somewhat more favorable results are presented in Carlson!s study of loan recovery in
selectd loaa schemes for Latin America. Takdng accnt of loan repayments, default aid

dinistratve costs, he estimated overall loan recovery of 34 percent for BraziL 52 percent
for Colombia, 30 percent for Jamaica, 27 percent for Honduras and 52 percent for Cbile
(Carlson 1992). Comparable resv!.s in Table 4.3, column 7 are: 29 percent, 53 percent, 30
percent, 28 percent, and 18 percent, respectively.

Loans In Relation to University Costs

One of the central theoretical and practical rationales for loan progams is to
diversify (broaden) sources of fiunding for higher education As noted, however, most loans
are used not for institutonal funds, but to limit government burden for stuent maintenance
Chart I exmines the experience in seven countries where a loan sch'ne is coupled with
fees in public universities to help cushion the Impact of cost recovery.

av*ating tbe dm costs of programs, we be used the msu of cas in rlao to
_ gttaft debt bee it w the most availble formaL

2 is would depend of course, on tw cost of admstrig wd t 
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To llustae the dampening effect of most student loan progams on cost recovety,
Chat 4.1 compares the unit instuctional coss for higher education in seven countries with
student contiution via diet fees and the prese value equiaent of payments via student
loans.2 In the sev counies, with some of the hghest public sector cost recvey in
the world, governments recover only between two percent (Colombia) and 14 percent
(Quebec) of instrctional costs from loan recipients.

The problem is perhaps most severe in Chile where tuition fees in formerly public
institutions are the highest in the world, apprimately 60 percent of unit instructonal costs
(Schiefelbein 1990). Because of the losses on the loans, mostly due to non-payment,
however, the net cost recovery from students who repay via loans is only 11 percet

Effective Cost Recovery From Loan
Reoipients at Publio Universities

In Relation to Unit Instructional Costs

100ru a - - - -

800

40---

20

Chile Colombia Indonesia Australia Quebec Japan USA

Unit Cost Dlreot Fees Loan Recipients

Figim.4.1

24 The graph mumstat stdents& receiv a losn equivale in sin to tutonm fees
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In Austalia5, ff the student decides to repay in the form of anlncome cot
loan, the government recoves, on average, about 43 percent of the lo ue. e
effective cost recovery therefore represents only nine percent of unit costs. Overall, effective
cost recoveiy is extemely low. This is so for two reasons. First, fee levels generally do not
represent signficant pordons of the costs of higher education The low initial cost recovery
is compounded by loan programs which require furter government esediture just to
recover costs in a deferred form. If loans are to be used to foster cost recovery, significant
fee levels must be established. To date, therefore, loans have been operating only at the
margins of cost recovery.

improvin Pderonnace

While this principle for student loans is wel established, we bave seen that past
eerienen with loan progamms has bewn disa tpointi patriculalay from the viewpoint of
financial efficiency. Yet, it should not be concluded from disappting results of past
eperience tha loas progams should be abandoned. On the contrary, we argue that reform
and improvement in several key elements of program design can lead to well functioning
loan progam In this section, we outline three major issues that require attention for
programs to work well: effective targedng, reducing subsidies while limiting debt burdens,
and minimizing evasion.

Targetig LoA Suprt

Many student loan progrm are open to all students, regardless of need or ability.
In Afica, loan programs in Ghana and Kenya allow all students to borrow money fnr their
maintenance expenses in public insttutions. Recently imlemented schemes in the United
Kingdom and in Australa also provide students with access to credit, regardless of income.
But open access can be expensive to governments, particularly ff support is subsidized.

A -sucesful support program needs to be targeted effvely, to those who are
deemed most deserving of spport. Without effective targeting, gwing student nmsber
in the future, as well as lesswthan-fill loan recovery, will result in increasing, and
unssainable, pressures on limited loan funds. Gie that loan fuds are subsidized and

25 Thl is a 15 percent dicount if the studnt poe fes dircly. TeAustai=an schme aws th discOunt
in to n of the hidden subsd on te ban. Hower, a calaod fr averg income eanes, this
diount is wel below the loan sbs*. Iael allowed studes egible for loans option of a 35 percen
tuii dicout if thy tund dow the loa this calcu was bed on the alsiody in th la
(WOO" 19).

2 Smic thesego wet dote, the Australan as Inreased prcentg of income
students sm repa each yea, and dm thedug th subsdy d_et.
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most likey wull continue to be so (though we argue for much lower subsidy levels), targetig
will facilitate the task of limting the exten of loans subsidizaton. Other reasons, in
addition, may underline the need for delibrate loan tget The finding (Table 4.1) that
in may countries the percentage of studen receivig loans is not high, indicates that
rationing mehanisms AM at worlk But with open acces, these will not have been
established delibrately by government; self-selecdon into the loan scheme amongs. well-to-
do students, together with a ation of risk-adverse poorer students to enroll, may
have introduced implcit ratoning criteria that may not be in conformity with overall policy
objcives Targeting on the basis of means testing is discussed at length in Chapter 3.
Here we stress an additional concern, namely to target loans to students that are likely to
complete their coures.

Access to loans may be limted to those students whose family or personal income
falls below a threshold value. Means tests may take a varety of forms. In the US, support
is wailable to students below the income threshold. Alternatively, loan amounts can vary
according to the difference between an individual's available resources and the costs of a
given course of study, as in Canada, Barbados, Brazil and Sweden. The calculation of need
can be adjusted for the number of fmily dependents; or parental income can be completely
Inored and the stadent's assets and income assessed independently as in Sweden, the
Netherlands and Norway. In these countries, students over 19 years of age are treated as
financily itndependent of their family. Thus, almost al students are eligible for support.
This stipulation, it is believed, has been significant in ensuring access for women. But this
same requirement in many developing contries bas enabled students from wealthier
families to benefit enormously from student support, simply because students at age 19 are
unlikely to have their own sources of Income.

Access to support can be based on student performance, either at secondazy school
or university. Ability restictions give students a strong performance incentive, while also
rewarding those who are most likely to benefit from higher education. Restricmg eligibility
in ths way can help to avoid providing subsidies to students that are most likely to repeat
or drop out. In Indonesia, students were only eligible for loans as they approached
gradation, after they had proven their academic ability. It may also be useful to define
publicly the academic standards that must be achieved to attan access to loan funds In
Venezuela and Honduras, a student falg to receive minimum grades, will lose access to
loan support and must begin repayment of loans immediately. In Colombia, access to loans
is determind partiay by xcsults on the national secondary school examination. There is
conco howeer, that the use of ability criteria could result in the selection of wealthier
studens with access to better educational fafcities

The failure to lmit funds to qualified students can lead to higher default, as
experienced in the United States (Box 43). Relatively high defiwlt rates on student loans
stem from the lack of ability criteria in allocating support. Under the program's inital
terms, all post-secondary students at accredited institutions satisfying need criteria have
access to subsidized loan fiuds from private commercial banks The government acts as the
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loan guarantor and pays a subsdy to the bank Guaranteeing widespread access has
undoubtedly helped diadvanged students, but the lack of quality standards has led to an
increasigy oosUy program Default is Wighest In proprietary and two-year institutions (33
percent) compared with only seven percent among students attending four year institutions
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course can improve studentpromne and also conserve funds. A potentially negative
consequence of this type of restriction is that it can penalize students who work and stud
at the same time, and are therefore likely to take longer to complete their courses. Au
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interesting imnoation to addres this problem has been implemented recently in Denmark:
the 'cdip cad' approach aow studens to draw upon a fixed total loan on a month by
month basis as they choose. That is, although aid islmited to the equivalent of four years,
students can pread the aid over the expected period of study as they choose. This fleidbility
is intended both to improve incentives to finish on time, and to mitigate problems for
student that need to tue longer to coplete their studies.

Reducing Subsddies WhUe LUmitg Debt Burdens

The manner in which Intrest charges are assessed is central to the balance between
efficient cash flouws and equitable debt burdes The lower the interest rate, the larger the
subsidy on loans. But higher interest rates increase debt burden and the kelihood of
default. In desigg repayment plans that limit the subsidy element in the loan, it is
extremely important to exmine the likely range of incomes that graduates will be earning
A successful loan program will not simply raise interest rates, but will redesign the
repayment format so that graduates will be in a position to pay.

One approach to setting inerest rates is to tie them to an indicator of inflation or
commercial lending ratesL By doing so, the level of subsidy remains fairly constant, and it
i esier to project the finmcial Implicatons of a loan program. After the poor experience
of chargsig fized nominal interest rates, some countries such as the United Kingdom and
Australia, now adJust outstandi debt for inflation. Alternatively, in Sweden, Interest rates
move with the goverment lending rate while in Barbados interest rates are adjusted
aording to the interest on government bond issues. Controlling the level of subsidy on a
loan implies increasing Iterest charges both during the p4riod of study and the repayment
period.

One of the major problems with traditional mortge loans is that, even when
subsidiz they impose heavy repayment burdens in the fir years after graduation.
Typicaly, a grduates earnings are low immedtely after graduatimn and rise quicldy.
Inflation implies that the real value of equal nominal payments decreases over time.
Students therefore have the largest debt burdens when they are earning relatively little. In
Venezuela, where interest rates for student loans are well below the rate of inflation, the
real vale of the first monthly payment is more than 250 times the real value of the last
payment. Alugh the loan is heavily subsidized, the student might defEult because the
initial payment represents an unmanageable proportion of income.

Unless payment trms are restrucred, non-subsidized student loans are likely to
require unpayable payment burdens, partualy in the first years of repa.yment. This
pioblem will be partclarly acute in inflationary environments. To circumvent this problem,
graduated (small initial, and larger later paymens) or income-contingent payment plans
could be c&asidered.
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The 1989 reforms in Swedens student support system have increased the financial
effcieny of student loans, whfle eaing the required payment burden (Box 4.4). The
reforms followed two basic strtegies: increasing the availability of support funds for poorer
stdents by converting the hidden subsidy in the old loan program into open grants; and
minim the risk of borrowing by linking repayments to income. In effect, by redesigig
repayments to match a graduate's Income, the inter ae on loans could be raised without
ineasing debt burden.
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paymet are smaller than later ones. Such graduated repayment plans could effectively
iimie brde on suden after they graduate while elminatng subsidies.

Mhnmizn Evasion

The 6er major problem tha has plagued the finances of student loan programs has
been the failure of many students to repay their debt Default can be divided into two
problems: students who canot pay, and students who evade payment Properly defined
repaymet plans wi help students that do not eam large salaries after graduating. In
addition, the following steps have been shown to improve peoance.

Choosing an approrte colcdon insution is central to effective recoery. Wbile
autonomous bodies and universies may possess comparative advantages in selecting
students and targeting support, it i less clear that they have the capacity to -. 'ct
reyayments. Banks and tax systems often have the nec inrucre that they tack
The former can operate efficiently at collecig money so long as policy does not undermne
their incentives to do so. In Venezuela, wbile exact figures are not avaiable, the student
loan program operated by -t* national savings bank (BANAP) does not suffer from
problems of defau, while the public collection agencies have much greater problems.
Besides relying on banks, some insitudons utlize third party collecdon agencies. Recovery
in Honduras has been dramat raised by ung private agencies to locate students and
oMet mony. Nonaymen as a consequence, bas fallen below five percent (Box 4.5).

IcthX in Colombia, pass on adtional charges for such services to the student and
students now are reluctant to defaut on their lom

Anofter desirable option, where feasible, is to use social security (or national
j. / imwIsumace) payrl deduct Individuals often have an incentive to pay this tax, since they

benefit in proportion to what *y pa. In Ghana, a new student loan program collects
paymen throu the al security stem (Bow 4.1). Grduates repay their loans through
their standard social secuty deduction which goes to the educadon budget rather than to
their own le t accoun Students, therefore, rpay their loans not through an increased
social securi tax vate, but rther by defering contributions to their own retirement
accouns until the loan s repaid.

Strong initutios art not enough. Clert 111 need to be established.
Full guarantees, or relance on goverment for a loan o budget undermines
most sinentves to follow up on delinquet students The autonomo loan bodies in Latin
America often prefer to rely on publc fnds to provide new loans rather than stepping up
efforts to see me In Honduras, moves to ptivatize the loan insitation,
-xNucredto, have led to needed investments in the recovry apparatus, and have successfully
reduced deult from 90 peret to under 10 percent As noted, exerience with private and
public banking ystem has bee such that sometims it may be cheaper for a bank to collect
. - the ent her than the debtor. In the US and Indonesia, loans were
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TMe new student loan pogam In the United Kingdom also has an income deferr ause.
In all of these progrms, students must submit proof that their incomes indeed have fallen
below the threshold level before deferral s granted. Simlarly, a cap can be placed on
repaymens so that they do not exeed a speified percentage of income.

A coversil, but widespread policy to esue repayment is requirng a wage
earnig guarantor who agrees a pay the loan if the student does or can not. This tpe of
arrangement has been implemened in most of Latin America, although the actual definition
of guarantor varies from a moral counselor to financial collateraL In Ghana, each borrwng
student must have two guarantors, who are wage earners (and thus trackable by the
governme)t). The ;esult of such an effecdve guarantee should be that def -wlt will be
negligible. Requiring a guarantor, howeer, can have negative consequences that defeat the
purpose of a credit scheme. It might very well be the case that precisely those people who
most need support will be the least able to provide guarantors.

bncreasiny, loan schemes authorize employers to deduct wages from the sales
of debto in aears. In some instances this may be difficult if legal restrictions prohibit
deducting dsaaries for loan repayments Thds strategy also requires the I nding agent to know
where the debtor is. The approach, has been implemented in Jamaica, Honduras and
C olombia and seems to be effective. I addition students can be required to contribute an
up-font insurance fee on their loan. Currently, insunce for disability or death is required
in Brazil, but. It may be possible to extend the idea frther to a general default insurance
fund as s being discussed in France. Further measure include barring access to further
credit among defaultes When borrowers in Brazfl realized tLat they were ineligible for car
loans as a result of failure to repa student loans, they quickly began repaying.

Finally, it may be helpful to maintain contact with students at periodic intervals while
they are borowing to remind them of their loan obligation. The French govenment has
proposed a student loan program that would require students to make small payments each
+ar even while they are borrwing; if the student fails to make any payment, the loan Will
be at oft

Policy makers should insure that a loan program is for the most part self financing,
otherwise there is litde advantage to having a loan instead of outright grants. Three basic
strategies can sigificanly ipve the performance of current loan progrm To utilize
resources efficiently, a deferredt ot recovery program must be pi operly targeted to students
who need and cm benefit from spport. Second, bidden subsidies can be reduced by
charging poitive real interest rates, but this will bae to be combined with repayment plans
that 'make sewe in relation to grduate incomes. hird, a strong strategy to deal with
*f-alt must be in place, beginning with the removal of instutional disincentives to collect.
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Altematie Scenarios

Our discussion in the preceding section suggested a range of reforms, based on "best-
pratice" measures cunrently in place, to improve the financW performance of existing loans
schemes. The range of defmd payment options, however, extends beyond the formal loan
schemes dicussed thus far. A more radical strategy than the reform of the traditional loan
scheme would be to implement altemative (or additional) forms of deferred cost recovety,
a cosidertion particarly relevant to countries that are weighing the merits of introducing
for the first time some fom of delayed cost recovery. In this secdon we discuss the efficacy
and advantages aad dsad tage -o-fwoe u-c shmevs:--- equIty finanee (the "graduat t -I
and employer taxes. A tfrd option, which shares the Idea of deferred payments, is to
require payment in kind, through service to soiety. This option will be discussed at length
in Chapter 7.

Graduate Tax

The idea behind a graduate tax is strightforward. In subsidizing higher education,
the state assumes a share in financing the creation of human capitaL This produces a future
stream of benefits that accrue mainly to the graduates in the form of enhanced earnings.
By paricipatig in the finance of higher educaton, the government essentially acquires an
eqilty share in the human capital created and is thus entitled to a dividend from the ensuing
iucome benefits. In the case of a graduate tax this dividend can take the form o3f a
perentap tax (say, one to three percent) on graduates' income over th.ir working lives.
Th term gaduate tax is somewhat misleadg since it includes also individuals who attend
hWer educadon but fail to graduate. The tax is a form of user cbarge, and therefore could

for each year a the student attends university. Percentage tax rates could also
be made to vary wMth income leveL while graduates with low income (ow incomes being
defind perhaps in relation to median incomes) v,ould be exempt from the tax. Thus the
government assumes the risks of human capital investment (depending on the size of the
subsidy, which are spread over the student cohort; high-earning graduates will prove to have
been good ri, while those with low incomes or high unemployment, poor ones.

Frs suggested by Milton Friedman the equity finance approach has been urged
frequently by otier educadon economists and policy advocatesO It has not as yet been
implemented anywhere, although there was an interesting, but unsuccessful, attempt to
-introdue an equity finance scheme at Yale UJniversity in the early 1970's (Box 4.6). The
fba-ibility of a gradupte tax for the UK is dis ed in Glennerser "LaL (1968).

A graduate tax of the type discussed here in many ways resembles the income-
coaingent loan scheme recently introduced in Australia (which has been labeled as a

27 Frdmm 196 Baug I7 Bares nd B 199.
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gradue tax). Howevr, the two schemes are quite different. Wbile in the Ausrlian
cheme, Income related loan repayments are made through the income tax system, this s

done for istrave convenience only. In principle, repaymes could be effected
through other collecdon institutions, though there are clear advantages in using the taxatLon
sytem for collecdon.
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The mrajowr difrenceiosb between the twovscemmest arotlned iantabe 4, which tialeso
offers coriparable inoranasoen frtepad tasdeitediona motgae loan schemen. Inthe moiati on
tbehindboth loan the eitinanclvcemest iaks, utifomofately,coty reoveryg, wnithith
tetashrintebeneficiris of higher educatinooroig arno the reuno fdctonmo tat they woul

of the graduates income over his working life. Thus, payment made by graduates are
defined as loan repayments in the cas of loans, but are to be seen as dividend payments
accauing to fth government in the case of a graduate tax.
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Table 43

Student Lan Verses Graduate Taxes: Contrasts and ShIilaritles

Morgage Loan Income Graduate Tax
Contingent Loan

Goverment Provides Government Provides Government Acquie
Student Loans to Student Lo.ns to Share in Human
Pay Fees or Living Pay Fees or living Captal Equity
Costs coo

Goverament Recovry Government Recovety Goverment Share
Of Costs of Costs In Benefits

Loan Pays Fees Loan Pays Fees Tax Apples to
(Tuition or Lving) (ution or Lving) Subidized Educadon

Payments Accrue to Payments Accrue to Taxes Accrue to
Loan Fund Loan Fund the Treasuiy

Lvel of Annal Level of Payment Level of Tax
Pyments Fuxed Contingent on Payments Contingent

Annual Income on Annual Income

Amlial Payments Annual Payments Tax Payments a
a Declining a FLxed Proportion Fixed Proportion
Prprtion of of Income of Income
Incme

Fixed Term Payment Payment Obligation Tax Obliton
Obl on Until Loan Repaid Whie in Empilcment

No Iabor Market Labor Market Labor Market
Disincentives Disincentive Effect Disincentive Effect

Loa Dibursement Loan Disbursement No Disbursement
Institutions Institutions

Need to Maitain Need to Maintain No Indivdual
individual Acwounts Indiidual Accounts Accounts
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Aothr lmporant distineton regards the likely budgetary arrangements of a loan
or a tex Te revenmes gerated on acount of the loan schemes, either through direct fee
payments, or the fee paymen made with loan money, accrue to the education budget. Cost
rve is implemented to expand overall resources Graduate taxes, however, would be
applicabe only to graduates that had benefitted from subsidized higher education
Insitutons, and are not related to fee Charges A graduate tax is a mechsm for the
govem as a whole to reover its expenditure to the higher education sector, and the
revens would be part of general treasury accounts Mere is no pdim facie for
eamarkiag gduate tax payments to higher education.

How effective are graduate taxes as a cost recovery device? In order to illustrate the
impact of a graduae tax, the Austan loan program has been simulated as a grduate tax
in which stde contibute two percent of their income per yeai2g, and compared with
a traditional loan repayment and an income contingent loan scheme with repayments set
so at two percent of income. Ihe comparisons are on the basis of repayments only, and

do not incude likely losses to non-payment and admistrative costs We assume that a
gaduate tax is collected for thirty years, rather than over the whole working life: this
copars with income cenge loan repaymes of 17 ye&is (Table 42) and a mortpgae
lon over 15 year.

Mm present valu of the two formats of loan repayment indicate that the mortge
loa has a higher ru, smmig principally from a shrter repaymen period and bigher
itial paymet h lower present value on repayments may be offset by lower rates of

defalt oan income contingent loas Nevertheless, the returns on the graduate tax are
antly greaser ftan either of the two loan formats (Table 4.4). Whereas an income

continn loan scheme achieves only nine percent cost recovery (Chart 4.1), a graduate tax
would rest in rougbly full recovery of the equivalent loan for 20 percent of teaching cost,
thoughthis ay not accrue to higher educatiotL Witbin twenty years (assuming student

rt grwth three percent a year), a two percent tax would generate about 15 percee
Of the unersity cost in Auaian.

OTocly a e ian should be hatged on the incme enhd by hmm capi invtme
in U**ity educato= n on. Inome eaed over that receied on avag by those ith unvrsy ey
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Table 4A

Pent Value of Payments for Alternative
Defered Cost Recomy Prognams

(Austia Data)

15 Year Current Income Two percent Graduate
Mortgage Loan Contingent Loan Tax

$A 4,270 $A 3,696 $A 5,138

The chief justification for the equity finance approach is that it generates more
reve than a loan scheme. Since there is no formal connection with costs of education,
tax payments can continue long after a loan would bave been paid off; moreover, taxes are
levied on higher salades, giv the upward movement of graduate salaries with age. Yet this

mes rise to the critidsm of graduate taxes particulaly in comparison to mortgaI6 loans,
that they are front-lowW4: the government has to pay out money immediately, but receives
Much of the return only in the more distant future when the stock of tax paying graduates
accumulats This argument may be overstated since in principle, the government may
browg sint these outlap - just as t would ff it ran a student loan progam and all
calcuions have dicounted reseves to their present value.

In pacie, however, tiere may be some obstacles to a graduate tax (wLch apply
ailso to loan smes with repayment effected through the tax sytem). Constitu"nal or
lel barriers to creatng a graduate tax may be present; unlie education fees unlnked to
earnings, it will have some negative effecs on work incentives, those these are likely to be
small, the tax may not be adminitrately feasible in some developing countries where
collection mechanisms are weak; and it may be difficult to track down the self-employed.
Where tax systems are weakl, adminisve capacity to identify graduates may be absent.

Despite these obstacles, in many instances there could be practical advantages to a
tax as opposed to a loan. Fs, a graduate tax obviates the need for the govenment to
dicuss the sensitive Issue of payment of interest Charging near market rates of interest
(central to ensuing that loans do not lose too much money) can be politically difficult A
graduate tax allows the govenment to avoid this controversy because payments extend
suffcienItl so that preseat value rers are greater thn would have been a loan with
-..markl Ierest raes A second advantage may lie with the simplicity of calaclating who

Anump0onc AD caimatos uea diwuot rt of S pereL Las re dibred A$ 2,0 ove tue
year ad che and I wteretae equal to fai the boaowr a two yar g ped befoe anyof te
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must pay. Rather than determing who has completed payments the tax simply asumes
that all graduates must pay.

A a s a 2n 4 E m pia

In te.s of generating eKst resources for biper education, tiere mna be se
dagers asciated with true ramduate taxes. With an income contngeit loan, t is ear that

-the treasuy acts as a loan collection agency and thlat legitimately the proceeds should retur
o the higr educaon secowr (or at least to the loan fnid). G.duae tas however rest

--- fim tb ler acquisition by the govemment of a .equity share in tie grduatees hlman

there is no overwhelming justiication for doing so and it is unlikely that the utram would
weede to this readily.

. . .~~~~~

Fina it is aoguable that income contingent loans and graduate tate may be more
dagcomplsa tedy wcompethr Eqgruate fitace may be appropriate to reiover cose ftaom
studhet in suasidizs d (mainly puble c) insndtutions only, we ile a loan progems seems more
u-fefor students attending fee-paying (mainly private) institutions. That is, loans m

in see as a tool to help studets to meet extsting fee payments, wG iae axe tax serves
as a means of acquist cost regovery, obiating the need to intoduce feesh

ere sTanion of fivmg, the users of educated manpower, is an alternative teat has begwu
to reFive attention; i a suggested that in certin country setad , notae xskllysheore
complementa than cometig.inncemaybeappoprattorec

,.~~tdet in susdxd(anypbi)isiuin ny hl onpormsesmr
jutfe for stdnsatnigfepyn mil riae tttos Ta s on a

;~~b se. as a too tohl.tdnst eteitn e amns hl rdaetxsre
.~~a . men fipeetigcs.eoea.ovaigtene t nrdc es
i~~Epoe tae

.~~~~Txto ofim, th .sr of edcae mapwr sa lenaieta aeu
.,~~t reev atetin iti.ugse.ha.ncrancutr etn oabysilsotg



stat in Sub-Saharan Africa, a payroll tax on tie emplaymen of graduates would result not
onY in the genation of revenues that offset the costs of sigher oducation, but would
also lead to a more economical use of graduates in the labor market (Colclough 198992.
Graduate payroll taxation is unlikely to be feaible in situatons of exces supplies of
graduate manpower and high gaduate uneployment, because of the dincentive effects
on the employment of graduates; it is more appropriate in economies sufering from general
shortages of higher educated workens or of pacular high level skdlls In this case, taxes on
employers related to the use of grduates in short supply can be regarded as a scarcity tax,
wbich would not only result in revenues, but aLso encoutage parsimony in the use of
grduate manpower by firms.

Employers tend to pass the cos of general payroU taxes onto the employees in the
form of lower wagesP, a sharing of the incidence of payroll taxation between the e^.mployer
and workers is to be expected (the proportions depending on the el .acities of supply and
demand of labor). Thuis Colclough sees additional merit in a payroll tax on graduates in
lowering graduate salaries, thereby reducing their scarity rents and the unmecessarly high
private ras of return they derive from higher education. However, even with backward
shiftig of payrl taxes, it is not clear that firms wfll pass the costs of a tax on graduate
employment onto the graduates alone. It is posible that firms will be temped to shift such
a tax onto workers in gemra (again dending on the elascities of supply and demand for
diferent categories and levels of skilled workers). If this were so, a tax on ,"duate payrolls
wuld be inequitable, in effectively reqring workers of all skill levels to c&uuribute to the
costs of the education of the bigly educated.

Not all suggested variants of the payrol tax idea seem feasible, however. TIlak and
Varghese (1991) unrealistcaly caDl for full cost rxwveiy of higher education, coupled with
a e o deretial tax rates, related to xosts of major disciplines (engineering verses
-arts for example). An alteatve scheme is suggested in a recent comprehensive review of
financing qptions for post-secondary educaton (Bicher and Chevailler 1992) relates to a
payrol tax covrig all workers (not just graduates) to be eannarked for education, on the
lines of the French apprenticeship tax There seems to be little theoretical caon for

34 U*ing dfo Boswana, C& o* (19) how pyo t n blvied on gaduae eag wod be
eC&e in Is of cost rweay, and compas w with an altenate income onngt loan senario. While

some of the employed in the simations do not appear to be reaitic, a reworing of the resul
by the aut usig altea amptions a resuts that are ea more favorae for payro taation
hlbeae rults are aaae on request

32 See aoIak ad Varghese (M); alough rfring to tais a gaduae ta, essentialy advac
a sm idea.

:F,od shiing onto the cmsume iaso possle. i dusdc tdy* of parl ta isbyBrttan
() an relates to theb See WhaSe a Zdma (1991) and Middleto Zderma an Adams

(f fo furter rferenes ad for a application of payrol twaxaio to the finance of traning in
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suich a ta (unless it could be dshwn that there are external benefits such that all worers
benefit from graduates) and, ginn tax shifting, te equity Implicats are unlkely to be
acoeptable.

In some outntries, firms contribute to the cost reowvey through the repaymentof
student loans. In Ghana, we have noted, employers of graduates who have taken student
loans, contbute 12 percent of wages to the national socal secuity fund, which is redircted
to the educaton budget until the student loan is repaid. Although this is, formally, a pwoll
tax on graduate emloyment, the Ghanaian scheue may exact no real conriuton from the
employer, these paymens might have been made to the pension fund even in the absence
of the loan (Box 4.1). In Cina, a de facto policy of employer loan repaywnt exis
Sudents who receive loans often have them repaid by their employer, the compresion of
wage differes exting in the Chinese labor market neeiates (and perhaps justifios)
such employer contributions.

me ptes for Iceasing student contrbutions to the costs of higher
education are many. Student loans bave receied much attention both in the literae av4
in practe. Whle they have not always worked well, we have argued that suitably reformed,
they c cositute a produtve, thugh limited, mehaism for cost recovery. In certain
countries, however, other meanisms may be more appropriate. Indeed, the policy maker
is prese with a wide menu of poliy choies, though some creativity may be required in
thei applicton to pasticuar local setting Some of these bave been outlined in the present
section.

Moving Fonward

While this chapter has primrily focused oan the financal implications of loan
proaws, equty coideraons are of considerable importace. Despite the lack of
empirial work on the equity impat of loans on access in developing countries, it is clear
that inhreases in cost re y wil on the margin, discourage some individuals who would
otherwise hawe attended Tis may be seen as a negative equity impact As noted earlier,
however, most developing county higher education systems are not very equitable to begin
wh^ Access tends to be skewed towards higher income groups, where children attend
better primary and secondary schols and famiies can afford to have their cildren out of
work for longer periods Thus, a large group of talented individuals often lack de facto
access to educaona oppories wile lae subsidies acrue to groups that are well-ofE
Inrea i cost re ywi mae it barder for these groups to have access, but it will also
Ow the g oveernmest in better acc to prima and secody education and

;vide rants to the least wel oft The cetal equity concem of a deferred payment
prog= sbould be how to design it so that any tendency to deter access is minimized.
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Loan pgams can be expensive entepises which do not easily sati*y the needs for
cost revety. Without careful consideration, It Is unwise to start a loan or tax sheme. With
that sai the following list of issues can serve as a guide in cosidering whether a deferred
payment scheme should be implementea A checklist of policy options I ontaied in
Appendix 2, which smmaris the major Issues disced in the body of this chapter.

First, a deferred payment program requires the pardipation of a credible colection
nstion with Incetes to collect, which in most instances requires the direct pardcipation

of commrcial bank, a taxation departnent or a soca security agency. Asssing the likely
default on a loan program implies looldkg at the current evason rate among graduates on
taxes, the proportion of self-employed graduates, and the curent rate of graduate
unemployment If default or evasion is likely to be greater than say 25 percent, it would be
inadvisble to implement a program of refundable support; in such cases, a carefully
targeted grants progam is likely to be more cost-ffective.

Second, with loans, there ¢m be a willnss to charge interest rates equal to or
above naion in order to mimize subsidies. With tax or inme contgent collecton, the
rate assed must be sufficient to ensre significant cash flows. Carefil financial
.calulations must be conducted, which account for the lily impact of inflation -
particularly on the size of annual disbursements - and goth of the higher education
qsytm From this I nformation, one can assess whether the program wil generate sigificant

'income for the higher education system

-hird, the relationship between necesa repayments and the likly income of
graduates must be examined to ensure that repayment burdens never pose an ecessive
burden on gruates. Excessive burdens oly resut in higher default Average income
profes of graduates are not sufficient to understand likely problems. The income range

K according to profession and sector will be equally importat in program design.

- . Fourth developing a means of £argetg suppot to needler and more academicall
deserving studen will be crucial to a progr s efficiency The larger the epected
-participaton rate, the greater Is the need for tight repament tems and strict enficement
of collectioi In developing countries, good targeting means that an institution with access
to formao bey income tax infolmation. Institutions coser to students, such as

: universidties, are often able to make the best judgements regarding need

Fiftbh loan losses can only be justified if there are potential socal plns that would
not be refected in a graduate's income. Subsidies can promote, indirectly, private
insitutioal development ad/or mapwer direction (graduates as teachers, rural
development woks pi sect neurs), by fving loas. If these are
desirable options, one can consider whether a student loan pogm is an efficient way of
transfering subsidies to these areas.
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chpRer S

lhe past two chptes have examined the scope for increased cost reovety via fees
or delayed payments such as loans as means to mobile private resources for higher
educatio The polteal for such broadening of resours from students is great In rWy
countries and will be m ental to reorm. But there are limits tO the extent that *At
recouery wil resolve budgetary pressures. As suchk there has been a growing interest in
other sources of non-govrment fuding for bhier educatioiL Tbis short chapter wil
ammine the potental role of vadous income generation strategies: the sale of serces to
industry oth priva and sate owned); generation of endowments; commercial
management of research and university assets Te potential for supply of services to the
productive sectrs of the economy wiLl be comped wit the demand for services.

Reveu it- - C Recovery

In consdering the poteil financng role of the private sector, it is necesay to
distnguishbetween two related concepts - dverscation of renue sources and inceased
cost recovery, these a not o By cost recovety, we refer to the generation of
revenues through chging tuiton fees (or tough the introduction of student loans for
tuition - a form of delayed cost recoy) for traditional teachg activities, notably for first
and advarxd unierst degees. Revenue dversification is a broader concept and relates
to any form of additionl revenue generton; it includes cost recovery of traditionaLy

plied services, but also Wmcompasses al forms of income generation from newer, non-
traditiona activides These include the proion of ad-hoc short vocationaly oriented
courss applied conTr research for idustry, consulting services and the utilization of

Ts dcapter argpes that revenue diversification other than tuition can be most
significant in terms of supplemeng stf ay. It can also generate a valuable, though
quite limited, source of addtional ources in some universities. However, these lnkages
will not resoe fonda"!ntal fiancial problems. Overemphasis on revenue diversification
may in fact be harml if it deflects atenon away from resoing more preing problem
cased by rapid ension underadu enrollments without adequate finnca
resouces. If pushed too fr, reven drifica may fundam alter the chacter

a unisity which I primas engged in instructio and research Nevertheless, the
mimum fianal contibutdon firom the sale of services to industry in industriaed

countes is 10 pete of total revenue (OECD 1990); it is difficult to imagin a higher
percentage flowing to developing couy unversities New acdvities imply new costs,
therefore uniersities il not nesarily be making an internal "profitt with which to cross
sdize underradue instrucion, the principal source of expenditures in many
universties.

. .~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~
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Desplte the cautionary satements about the limits of financa benefits from revenue
divrsiicaton, such contacts with the producive sectors of the economy should be
encouragedL To foster exchaoge of skis and information between firms and unvrsities,
governments must allow insdtutions to keep funds that they generate (i.e. not subtract
private income from overnment allocations), and within univrsities, departments and/or
faclty membem should be rewarded in some way for egaging in revenue generatig
activities. Currently, many governments Implicitly inhibit cntacs because they penalize
universities for raing private funds.

The role for the goverment is to provide an envimment for universities in which
productive exchage of activities between universities and industry can occur. The fist step
must be to give universies the incentive to engae in activities, primarily by aBowing them
to keep the resources they generate. The remainder of this chapter is divided as follows
The next secton will review potential soirces for generating income at universities, and the
overl scope in relation to university activities. A final section wi1l explo.re what policies
are necesary in order to encourage universides to become more commecially oriente,
while th4t private sector becomes more interested in establishing linkages with universities.

-Te Scope for Reveue Diversfcation

Could university-industr likages result in substantal revnues (as a percentage of
tota university budgets) or would these repesent, at best, only marginal additions to
unieity income? While data are limted in this area, there wre indicators whrh point to
the likely potentiaL We discuss this potential in terms of erice contrts with industry,
commercialization of.rarch, endowment contibutions, and revmnue generation from

ycal assets.

Cotacs with Jdusty

Service related revee can be broken into two basic categories: revenue from
applied researcb for idusty (including conulties) and revenue for ad-hoc coures for
tra g firm's employees. Specially tailor-made courses provided to firms and other
enterprises may constitute a useful s e of revenues if universities can sucessflly idenf
a market for ch couses There wold be a need, however, to safeguad against the
dar that unierties may provide such revenue generating courses at the expse of
traditiond degree courses by divertig rourc particularly entrepreneurial enerSg and
academic staff time, to these activtiies f such cours CoUld be organized as activities that

34 1nuty, in tMis chapter is ed in a saers that rers to produc enterpscs to are eitber
prl r sa e-Wn.
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were additional to relr teacing and researdh, they could provide a source of
5upplementay Income to university staff as well as additional revenues to universities and
marke relevant skls for the economy.

A few univrsties in the developing world provide such services. Private universities,
which are more dependant on their ability to raise funds through market onented activities,
have tended to be much more successful in these endeavors. In Venezuela, for example,
severa private anagement schools offer short and medium term courses for mid-ceer
individuals wihng to upgrade skills The nstdtute for Graduate Studies in Administration
(KESA) was founded In 1965 as a private, non-profit academic center to provide teaching
and research in areas of management and adm ation. Its main objective is to contrbute
to Improving magngement skills in Venezuela, both in private and public institutions.

Throughouw its bistory, IBSA has offered both full length degree course programs,
as well as short term training for management industry and in the publi sector. Its
speialization in the area of management, and its reputation for excellence have allowed it
to market effectively its taning progms 1990, the Center for Human Resource
Development (CDHR) was created within IESA to conduct research, provide teaching and
training activities, establish Infoan services on human resources, and disseminate
Infomation related to manaement. The center was created without direct state support;
Intead funding came from enterprises and agencies interested in the provision of training
and human resource development, particularly, the Venezuelan Petroleum Company,
British Petroleum and the Fudacion Gran Mariscal de Ayacucho.

In Vietnam, the trastion to a market economy offers universities a large potental
for offerig short term courses for a fee to upgrade skills. Virtually all universities and

oleges offer programs in English lange, and most bave night courses in computers and
Informatica.

A potentiay promising source of revenues from enterprises is the supply of applied
conact resarch. Such activities are not necessarily restricted to applied science and
technology, but could Include busiess services (such as industialized and consumer market

semch) and economic studies for gov n and private industry. These so-called basic
lines Kells 1989) are crtainy feasible for developing country universities and should
be encowuaged because of the `mutWnal benefits of contact, particulry to encourage

stitutional differentiation and adaptation to local conditions.

A f#w countries have made efforts to supplement revenues through these seMvices,
but have done so under separate management strucu (non-profit organations separate
from the university). In Brail, for example, many public universities have established
fonaons emplolng staff members who can offer consult and training counes.
Similarly, the Korean Advancod Institute for Scence and Technology (KAISI) provides such
sewrvices under separate ma t from the university. Tbere are two principle reasons
for settig up sepate magement structures: first, to shield such income from government



budgeting practices that deduct revenues eaned from public resource allocadons. The
second reason is the lack of magement cacty (or an enr et conducive to
commercial activities) within the university.

The University of Jordan's Coenter for Consultatons, Tecical Services and Studies,
established in 1982, provides another Ierestng exmple of how universidties could generate
revenue through service. The primary acdvity of the center is to provide short-term techn
coures and corO -aancies The center bas grown coniderably over the last ten years and
now provides , x4urBAe source of Icome both to supplement staff salaries and to generate
interna profi- .Xe university. In 1990, the center trained almost 3,500 fee-paying
students (40 p i$ in private industry) in addition to 743 conultatio. hese servies
generatd supplcknents to staff salaries as wel as an internal university profit (above the
additions to staff salaries) of apprely USS 120,000. There is some concer, however,
that the services being provided are not related to the overall mission of the university

isemon 1991).

Despite the potential for income from the sale of services, few developing counties
generate much income from these activities Even in Korea, where one might expect larger
scope for such actities becmse governmen subsidies for higher education are below those
of other countries, ustril service revenues are a non- icant portion of the total
v-rtuy zero in public universities, and only six percent in private institutions (Bae 1988).
Other countries show a similar absence of rwenue from services.

Ii' instances where staff members are allowed accept outside contacts and benefit
from them, they are usually willing to do so. When this is not permitted, staff members
frequenty members take second or even th teaching jobs. From the unisity's
standpoint, consultances may be a mixed blessing. There are two principal university costs
associated with staff conultes First oerhead costs, when staff members use facilities
(telephone, computer equipment, laboratory equipment) The second cost is the opportunity
'cost on staff time. This opporuity cost, however, may not be very high on the margin,
since universty professors usually teach roughbly 10 hours per week, and not all, indeed very
few, eveloping countr faculty members cDoduct research. It may be more likel that the
opportumty costs are lower when staff members are llowed to conduct activities within the
university fiamework. and profit from them, rather then doing so somewhat surreptitiously
tough 

In may countries, even when uiversities provie serice through training or applied
research, the universit often fails to charge for the eoinoic cost of prwiding these
services, Eve If the uniity were to make a profit on serices, it is -unlikely to be
snificatu in relation to the total expenditures at a univeity (Blair 1991). Thus, while
revenues are "generated3, from a financial point of view, the university might be in a worse
positionhan had it not engaged in such activitieL
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Coumailzaton of Reseach

Consulting services and Wplied research contracts are unlikely to generate large
internal profits for univerdties (net of costs). Large revenues could only come from
commercial exploitation of reseach, Ie. the sale and marketing of new technologies. But
is the commercial exoiton of reserch a feasible option for developing country
universities?

Kells (1989) argues agis profit making ventures with busiess for most universities.
He di s between two types of unvesty-industuy linkages: basic and advanced lnk.
Basic lins are small scale sices, cont agreements, trainin& employment linl, etc.
These links do not generate very much income for universities, but usually are regarded as
a source of "mutual benefit from the exposure.

Advanced linkages incude building up Industry, major financial commitments through
product desi, and technology trnser. Such allianes are not feasible for the vast majority
Of Induial country universities, and are high cost (and high risk) investments that
require a high level of tecifWcal ent, fcial resources for invest managerial
expertise and connuity of resources Most developing country universities lack these
requsites-. It is Wot supdsing that very few universties have produced profitablk results.
Indeed few deeloping country universities even attempt such stregies. One exception has
been go venture capital vestment in Korea in the commercial exploitation of
research.

Endowments and Voluntar Contribuftos

In richer countries, industry has contributed sigficant funds to universities in the
form of grans. Esentaly gifts to univses, these contnbutions have taken many forms,
including endowments of profeoril iairs, scholarhip funds for needy students and
research funding for issues of national Importance and socal concer Such philanthropy,
however, is frequently a mponse to the canrot of reduced tax payments on such donations.
Tax icnie are in place in some developing countries too. In Cle, for example, private
companies can receive tax exemption on 50 percent of the value of donations to universities.

In India tax concessions on university contbutions are more generous, perhaps the
strongest in the developing world. 1S0 percent of cutions by individuals and finns are
tax deducble. They have promoted a significant increase in donations, partilarly the
endowment of professorial ir Wbile Tilak (1989) uses data from 1980 to suggest that
recurrent income from endowms generat only 0.6 percent of total expenditures for
hwer education, he undertates what actually occurs for two reasons. First, many
universites try to conceal hdeir endowmen incomes so they are not penlized in the public
budgeting proce Second, donations have often been utilized to provide initial capital to
found institutions.

. .~~~~~~~~~~~0



Publc and private donor particularly in developing countries, often contribute land,
or potentally productive assets rather ta cash. Land grants were used to found many US
Institutons in the 19th eentury, but private and public donations of productive land assets
have been noted in Africa as welL

In order to understand the potential for voluntary oontributions, one must consider
why industry would contute to unesity finance. The paramount reason is an interest in
the quality of gradusa, the source of a firm's future higher level employees Such interest
needs, howeer, to be bolstered by tax Incentives Two limits are imposed on this donation.
Flrst, a fim must believe that it is not wasting its money. Second, a "free rider" problem
may lead an enterprise to ask why it should contribute to the qualit of graduates overall,
when it is not certain that it will capre those graduates? It may, in fact, subsidize its
copttors.

Mhs free rider problem explains why a common form of donation is in the form of
individual solasi (funds for studens rather than drectly supporting insdtutions).
Firms (or government ministries) often offer bonded scholarships, where the reipient is
bligted to work at the firm after graduation. In Venezuela, Chile, Thaiand and

Idonesia, private istry has intervened to provide scholarship and/or subsidized loan
funds for talented students, usuayl near the end of their studies, when it makes more senkse
both for firms and students to recruit. In some instances, access to funds carries with it an
mplicit or eplicit requirement to work for the firm after graduation. In other instances,

there are no fomal stings attached.

In the United States, where endowments have a long tradition and are probably the
stongest in the industrialied world, the income generated from them in 1986 only
represented OS percent of reveme in public institutions and 52 percent in private
insitutions (U.S. Departmet of Education Statistics). Tne elite private universities in the
US, however, are a notable exception. Some generate as much as 25 to 30 percent of their
incomes fiom endowment funds.

While the tradition of industial donations to universities has not been strong in
Africa (there are a few cncceptions such as Kenya businessmen who have cooperated to set
up pivate institutions), they have been somewhat sutoger in Asia and Latin America,
particularyfor the devlopmt of private institutions. In Asia, support is usualy given to
foundadon to provide scholarships for students These foundations have been notable in
Japan Indonesia, Thailand and the Philippines. Tax incenies necessary to stimulate
donation, however, imply hidden government subsidies which can be significant, thus
dap g the impact of true revenue diversification.

In recent yeas, a few African universities have begun to pursue donations. The most
successful have established separtly managed foundations to solicit contributions. The
Unerity of Nigeria at Nsukka bas probably been the most successfl, raing USS 166,970
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in 1990 ad USS 356,777 in 1989 (2.3 percent and 63 prcent of tol recurrent budgets In
each year repetvely).

Genmfig Roev ilom M=Asets

Univerties often receive assets in non-cash foms, such as land. Land can genrate
significant revene by leasing to agricultural firms, or utlizing urban cente for
developmt It i important to note that the universities that have sucessflly adopted this
approach have either leased out asset to pria enterpre or established independent
fim to manage assts. They have not tried to do so themslves Clalog n University
in Thiiad, for example, has a private management company operate a shoppig mail on
some of its propery.

Besides proWert, another common form of assets are under-utilized staff or facilitde
In the wake of severe budget cuts, the University of Salford in England redeployed
approximately one-third of its staff to work in a for-profit consultancy firm attahed to the
university. Staff were essntaly fired and reemployed, but now they generate sufficient
revue to cover their slr and overhead costs, wbile also providing usefil lnkages
between the university and local entrprses. The result has been a tremendous stmulus
to regional development alongside profitable udliation of resources at the university
(Ashworth 1989). In Vietnarn entrepreneurial enterprises are able to exploit university
faciities without disrupting uersity life because of the apparent excess of teaching sta£
Before encoura reve diverication in bigher education, student teacher ratios were
below six to one. Faclty with extra time (since teaching loads are ten hours per week) are
able to supplement their salaries (currently 10 US$ per month) according to their ability to
work mi revenue generag centers affiliated with universities.

In Africa, hlalr (1992) notes that many universties could generat revenues by
renting out conferwce facilities, but simlarly cautions that such activities imply costs for
uvsities. Only three universides in Blais sample of fifteen rented conference facilities:
Ibadan, Nsukka and Wits. In 1991, Nsukka University was able to generate about USS
15,000 in profit from its conference facilities. While certainly valuable, this sum will not
make any sigifcant coibution to solving the university's financial problems.

In conost to a few universities that have exploited their assets for revenues, in most
other instnces, uni e he under-utflized physical and human resources. Sali (1991),
for in-tace, noites a lae pontal for uilization of land assets at the University of St.

i negaL Leasing out these unutilized facilities would earn universities impotant
revenue that would be virtuy costesL Estimates on the potenil at Makerere Umverity
in Uganda suggest that landed assets could generate about four to five percent of annmal
epedur (Box 5.1).
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RelablendatarKma university reveule generation in developing countries is not
aviable, prinarily for the reason that most universities do not generate signiSGmat revenue

m pate contracs. Table S.1 reviews thee i of total revenue generadtion in ne
OEMD aountrie& In the United Kingdom and the United States,% data is avilable for two
seate categories of institutions. Revenue generation fihm services ranges betwveen 11

jperceatin prWate instittutions in the US, to two percent of revemles in Norwa. IEte median
for the ple wae the US public universdties which generate on average five and a half
petM of the rewnues iem contracts and seIces. In Vietnm, where reveone generation
dughrw these acities has been aggressiveoy pursued, the uteversities only receive rougbly
eig. percent of their revenues from these sources

35SAhoa,a mpwaey ableU4 toiple dwire ofile bd throughWt such gadvi a
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Table Li. Total Universlty Income fm Private Secor

% Revenue from
idustiy, Commerce Data

Countiy and Donations Year

Denmark 2.6 1985

Finlad 3.9 1987

France 5.8 1984

Ger may 6.5 1986

Japa 3.4 1985

Netherlands ,80 1987

Norway 2.0 1987

United Kingdom

(Universities) 2.7 1986-87

(Poyencs) 0.9 1986-87

United States .

(All Isitutons) 7.6 1984-85

(Prafte) 11.4 1984-85

(Public) 5.5 198445

Vietnam 8.3* 1991

Sow=r O0 1990 World Bak DAt
I 11se UK Sgures bm be, isaSrased s% y over the past five yea as a _ of e

-me dhvrsfi-oa
Vitm data rlies on a survy of 28 instutos by one of tde authors

It is a reasonable assumption that the eperience in id counries,
particulal where university-industiy alliances have been fostered, is an upper liit for
potentaW In developing countries. Revenues generated through conrcts and courses for
industry will not be likely to generate more than ten percent of revenue for unersitdes

The most in detailed study of the potential that such income represents in developing
counties w conducted by Blair (1991) for Afrkan universities He argues that perhap
the larest potenial lies with hiring out of conferce facies and soliciting doatn
Even so, the ablity to generate profits wil not represent a lare percentage of unierity
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expenditures In genera, the rising portions of externaly generated income in Afiican
unrsities are sometimes oversated Their rise in relatve importa is not always due
to a rise in income, but a fall in government contributions. Es study onfirms that whie
revenue generaton is moderately helpful to universities, It canmot be regarded as a mes
to resolve fundamental ncial problems.

Costs of Reveu DIversIficatlon

Wbile most universities can generate limited revenues through services and contct,
these new activites imply additional costs. When universities conduct experIments for
industiy, they use materials and manpower in the process They also utilize the overhead
of buildings, telephones and computers, and time is taken away from other activities. In
some isances, it is quite likely that the fancial costs of revenue diversifcation may
ouwei the financial benefits Data from the US can be ilstrative.

Table 52 compares the revenues and expendires from services In US public and
private univsities While private universities are able to realize a small profit on auwii
nterprises (one percent of total revemne) and on hospital services, public universities break
ven on these services. In other words, although US universities are aclnowledged to hawe
a dese revenme base, on average, they do not make a large profit from diverse acdvities
to subsidize heir other activities (teaing and basic research). The failure to generate
overall u y profits however ignores the important role that such activities play in
enabling staff to supplement salaries, and laboratories to purchas equipment Which can be
used for other actvities.

Table 53. Revenues and Expenditures for Unlveity Sles ad Sevices, US
(as Percet of Total Eedturs 7)

Net
A,ctvity Revemne Expenditure Profit

Public Unierites
AuxUilar Enterprises 10.5 10.5 40.1
Hospitals 8.7 8.7 0.0

Piftate UnIverstes
Auxiliary Enterprises 112 102 1.0
Hspits 8.8 8.6 03

Source: US Department of Education Statistics.
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Overall, renue generation offers a limited potential for many developing countgy
unieris to supplement revenues. The greatest potential probably rest witb unused or
undeutizedasets (land, staf faities). The potental is lisited, however, becue ew
aciiis imply additional cost, and an overemphasis on service provision may divert
attention from the fundamental tasks of a university. Giveu that the gement capacity
of many unersities often precludes direct Involvement ir r- *mercial acdvities, it may be
wie to establish separate entities (with professional manament capacity) more devoted
o service actvities. Indeed, it is noteworthy that virtually all of the examples cited here are

managed by entities separate from universities. Such separation allows universities to focus
on its nore central tasks, while allowing both for staff to supplement salaries and for the
university to generate more revenue from its assets Nevertheless, most universities will
need to establish clear budgeting procedures and norms for allocating resources interally
before enga_g in such revenue generating activities.

Conditlons fbr Promoting Increased Private Funding for Hliger Educatio

his chapter has argued that it is not feasible to exet that revenue diversification
through unersity-industry alliances wil resolve fndamenal financa problems in
developing ountiy uiversities. Nevertheless, enuraging universities to engage in revenue
gen g acies wil accomplish the following: (i) It will heip integrate universities into
its local soc and economic environment; (i) it provides a crucial means to enable
academic staff to supplement their salaries, in exchange for being producive; (iii) it provides
a mted, thoug Important source of discretionary revenues for universities. Where
university resoures are under-utilized, the greates potentials to supplement revenues eist
Ts section addresses the broad reforms needed in order to encourage universities to
enrate thse revenues on their own.

Fbding Meeh_

lhe first acdon must be to ensre that institutions are not penaized for generating
Iome from exerinl sources. The principal reason that many universities fail to generate
sigiicant nongvernental revenues is that policy conditions both within and outside the
uniest are not conducive to such activities. Are incentives in place to encourage
uniesities, and particularly departments within universities to actively seek out such
mrnues? Unless uniersities are allowed to keep the revenues generated, there wil be no

etive to generate tm. In the name of initional equity, however, many government
deduct eem es eamed from private contracts from government allocadons. But atempts
to prrve horizontal equity among institutions, (ie. equal funding) have only stifled
initiatie to seek extenal funds and conduct activities related to the demands of the
produecve sectos Govenment policy should not inhlbit unesity industry relations; it
should encourage it.
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In fact in many instances, It has been surprisngly easy to change unhiersity behaior.
In Vietnam and China the governments told universities that they should engae in revenue
genrating conrt, and that they could keep any profits. The result has been significant
reorientations and development of commerial lks.

Besides removing ne icentis, gov e ents may wish to consider posiie
incenives that reward lasdtutions that engae in contracts with industry. Both the
Austrlian and Israeli gments offer universities matching grants for private contrcs
Toese lncentives are part of a deliberate effort to encourage revenue diversification on the
one band, and foster isttutonal derentiation, such that universities are more adapted to
their loc eninment as a consequence of contact with industry. These strategies, however,
only affect the supply of services.

Simuan lDemad for Uiverity Output

The demand for R&D can be stimulated through tax credits, as can phanthropic
doaion to univerities which can stimulate the formation of private institutions. Once
Industry invests In training and research, it can decide whether it should develop internal
caacity or to pure services from universities. Such credits and subsidies, howeer,
have importa fiscal considerations.

_' t e X
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To further stimulate demand for university services, one could coider the recenty
approved "R&D voucher scheme in Jordan (Box 5.2), whereby small and medium sized
firms wfll receive subsidies redeemable only for the purchase of services from higher
education institutions. Another important step, however, is to generally improve the dlimate
for industry investment in research and development It may make more sense to bufld up
R&D capacty within indusatry rather than a large public infrastructure. In either case, the
potential for increasing industry investment in overall R&D activities is higb in many
developing countries.

Manaeria Capacty nd Intenal Incentlves

A third condition for generating revenues regards the administratve capacty witbin
universities to maeage such ventures. Many universities in both the idustrialized ad
developing world are astratvely weak. Expecting them to manage the commercial
leashn of properties, or the management of a shopping mall would almost certainly be
beyond their capacity. In addition, it is out of the scope of their mission and actvties.
Leasng properties to a commercial fim that has a comparative advantage in managing
assets, or keting the sklls of a university would therefore make considerable sense,
rather than tying to reorient the overaR mission of the university.

In order for universities to tap the potentia, however, they will need to adopt a more
entrepreneurial attitude as well as basic managerial capacity. It wAll be fundamenal for
them to understand costs within universities, so that pricing for services intemaLly and
exernally can be facilitated. Developing this capacity is often achieved by proviing
incentives for staff members Just as govenmment needs to allow universities to keop the
resources generated, universities must allow staff members and departments to keep the
bulk of the resources they generate. In fact, unersities that have s".ccessfuly engaged in
contt acties develop revenue or profit shaing formuas that distnbute income among
staff, fiumlty and the university as a whole.

Conlusons

In general, grdernment subsidies should be oriented towards building researc
capacity that is capable of supporting industry. Most financial problems in universities are
the result of rapid epason of undergrmduate education without cost recovery, and without
expansion of government budgets Generating revenues from services and assets will help,
but will not correct the source of the problem.

While revenue diversification through increased contacts with productive enterprises
is desirable, it would be unwise to regard it as a means to relieve the financial presures
created by rapid expansion of undergaduate enrollments without a similar expansion of
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pubic Audig.Stimulatng nvstment to create a strong resar ifstrucme, capable of
supporig industial development would be a more profitable investmt of public funding

To the extent that revenue diverscatdon also entails divefying the actvties and
outputs of the university system, the prooess must lead to a role for the universities that is
less focussed on traditional teaching and research; if revenue diversification is pressed too
fir, on too broad a frn, important issues may arise concerning this changing role of
universities Tbat is, revemne diversification tbrougb the prvion of serioes may
fundamentally change the caacter of the university and its traditional activities Too much
emphasis may lead to a fundamentaLly different type of Insttution, that focuses prmarily on
revemne generating services rather than instuction. If a 'universit Is to be preserved,
revenue diversification should be seen as a source of supplementary income and
cilemeay actties The way to address fdamenal financial problems at a
university are to address those problems, not to change the character of the institution.
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Chapter 6
Aunding Mechanisms and Government Tanusfers

In the prvious tee chapters we bave ex *ued meanisms for diversifng and
ugmenting revenues for hi1her education, giv the declining ability for overnments to pay

for higher education. However, in Chapter 2, we argued that the financial problems
conronting institutions are not only a lack of resources, but also stem from underlying
restictions Imposed by the state. Reform would have to bei by allowig insitutions to
reconcile ewoLlments wnth resources, as well as allowing them to deploy their rces in
ways that correspond to the demands of society. This does not imply that the state will no
longer play an hmportant financ role in higher education. It will almost cerinly remain
the dominant source of fumds in most countries. But reform wil require that the state step
back and gt institutions more fincial autonomy, while at the same time ening that
infitutions are publicly accountable. This chapter examines the mec through which
overnments allocate reurces to bigher education, particularly in developing countries, in

order to establish effective means to transfer these subsidies to institutios

The mechanisms tbrough which governments transfer funds for core activities to
higher education institutions have an important effect on the way in which these funds are
used. Too often government concemn is with the political accepility of allocation or with
the horizont equit amongt higher education nsitutions and the regions and popuations
they serve. But such funing allocations fall to provide incentives for institutions to operate
effiiently and indeed, may create a general climate that is wot conducive to efficiency. An
examination of how effectively such mechanisms operate and the constraints limiting
improvements in these allocation systems constitute the focus of the present discussion.
While ther is now a vast litrature on the case for generating additional resources for
higher education and on methods for doing so In practice, only few studies have examined
the working of allocation mehanisms and these have tended to skirt over the issue of how
the partcuar allocation meebanism criteria used may affect universty efficiency.

The limited ltierature has focused mainly on the alocadons m hanism i
idustalized countries; the United Kingdom and t , Netherlands, pardtculy, have
genrated a series of such studies, beca both countries have made allocation mei
a cetral part of bigher educauion reform over the last decadeW. A larer liteature bas
addressed the budgetng prooess in North American public university systems. In the
developing world, literature has been more scarce. The most detailed studies have been
conducted i India (Mrdula 1985, Sharma and Sanyal 1990), while a number of studies have
examined the extesive reforms in Chile (Brunmner 1990, Cawenada 1986). A recent study
compared financing of higher education in twelve OECD member countries, with particular
emphass on allocaon mchanisms (OECD 1990); this timely report was helpful in the

' See Ba=nes and B 198; Stoc and Rigby 19; and Has and Van Vu& 1989.
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preparation oftbis disussion. However, no detaled cave stis seem to have been
cared out with a developing countly focus/.

A few developing countries have exp ed with inteet financial reforms of
their higher education stoms. It wil be importa to not, howevr, that there is often a
divergence between the way In which ourcae supposed to be allocated and the vas
in which they are actually tranfeed. Despite a few Iaces of reform, most insdtutions
operate under strint regulations imposed by gornments with regard to enrollments,
access to dive sources of finance and iternal alocations. oe0mmens may justify these
intervenions as a means to ensure insitutonal accountabiit, but their efforts often lead
to unintended conseqenes The discson, therefore seeks alternative stratgies that will
allow goverents to grat more autonomy to higher education Instutio while also
preserving the Justfable need for accountabty over ent funds.

The funding relation between ttio d gvren Is dealt with in two ways.
On the one han, we address the criteria for fmingd Le. the fmul or other means
utilized to determine Institutional bugets, and the incentives these fml create for
iitutional-behavior. On the other hand, we adrss the reltions between state and
institutions that form the enment within which formuas operate. he state and
universities can be timately bound, or the may be separaed by intermediary insttutions,
or by a poicy erom which makes them atonoous. ay govnm s have sought
to redress probl by r fo Such a approach my not be appropriate for
Ma developing couWies We shl shtressuhe paamount Issue is the need to estabIli a
sound famework withn which the mula or allocation mehanism can funon.

Sbsidizng Instttow or Student?

Almt universa, gom t suPPot of ui ties Is effectd by the diect
tansfer of funds from governmn to unver institutions, or through an intermediaiy
grants institution. A major thust ofthis cper Is an exaMination of the efficacy of these

nsfer mechanism w in ple in differ counties Aist the background of
constrnt Operative in diffent couny sett, we attempt to reach conlusion on the
adequaq of present1y used trasfer m anm and possile opto for prement and
reform-

t A W, but ;nIgt sch, dicuson df funding man Aaism fod 
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Chart6.1

POTENTIAL PATHWAYS FOR TRANSFER OF GOVERNMENT RESOURCES
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In earlier chapters we have arped the advantages of a market oriented, student
demand driven system (with extensive cost-recovely). However, this may not be practicable,
espt4iy where labor markets are bighly distorted. Nevertheless, in principle, it might be
possible to achieve many of the benefits of a such a student-responsive system, without
moving strongly away from state subsidies and towards signfficant cost recovery. Subsidies
could be maintained at given (or other suitable) levels, but dcannelled through the students,
in terms of higher education "entitlemets" or subsidized loans, thus facilitating student
choice, stimulating competition amongst universities and malidng universities more
responsive to the needs of the labor market. While subsidies through direct government
trwfer mecnms (or through buffer orgaizations) wil no doubt remain the dominant
approach, it is both appropriate and instructive to broaden the disussion, to consider other
methods of subsidy that could costitute an altemative to present general practice. These
alternative approaches have long been debated in the literature, but only more recently are
beginning to atract attention in some systems undergoing reform, notably Chile. Such a
discussion, in etending the menu of choice, will facilitate our task of laying out the range
of financing options, even though some may not be immediately practicaL

In principle, subsidation could take one (or both) of two main routes (given the
level of public subsidy of the university system that society deems appropriate): subsidy
payments could be made directly to the universities themselves, as is current practice, or via
the students.W The alternatve funding paths are shown in the accompang chart. While
we show these paths ss altematives, this is to expedite the discussion; inpractice, theare
more liklyk to be used jointly as complementary approaches. The right-hand side of the
dhart illustrates direct allocations; subsidies are made directly from the governent to the
uniersities (or a buffer instiution may be in place to effect the allocations). Higher
education is made available free or at fairly nominal prices& However, the subsidy could be
made via the swdents themselves, as shown on the left-hand side of the chart; students
would pay tuition fees charged by university institutions, either wholly (or in part) through
state vouchers of entitlement to university education or by subsidized student loans)V/.

The level of subsidy might be the same under thse alernative instituhonal channels
for allocation. Indeed, from a purely accounting point of view, there may be little difference
whether funds are transferred directy to institutions or via a mechanism that we are caling
student based fuding. Despite these similarities, we argue that there is an important
distinction to be made that lies in the overall cQntext in which students and institutions

W We leave aside the issue of the subsidy of saude living pses which, while aeonting for a
substatl portion of igher education budgtts, are ott expenditure on higher rdh=t as such. nhe
important issues lated to expdie oan tudent iig expenses are discused in depth in chapter 3.
Govermen fuding for sudent support does oot directly bea an the incens und which unvesty

indtadmoperate.

W Vouches which were proposed for prbimy education (Friedmau 1962), more recondy hve come to be
seen as an a e poly tool for hier duaton; a recet discuon, with applicatio to the Uied
Kindom, is gv in Barnes and B ur, NW
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make their dedsions. When there is an environment that offers choice to students, and
when the overment funds that choice, and when initutions are free to compete on the
basis of quality and fee level we refer to this as a regime of student based funding. Direct
fu mechanisms operate In an nvironment that is more constricted, where institutions
have less abilty to dif e themselves to students (particlarly with regard to tuition
fees), and where students have more limited choice. The distinction between the two is not
so much the actual criteria for funding. but the environment in which funding decisdons are
made; both the rationale and the results are very different as we shal argue in a later
section.

Dire AllocationM

Funding m nisms currently in use vary widely across countries. What is the
rationale that has underscored these mechanisms? The allocation of core funding from
govenment to universities is in prace based on one of three general criteria (or a
combination of these). On the basis of "payment by results" reasoning. a funding allocation
stem would fouos on the out of the higher education system, rewarding institutions
according to their performance in producing graduats and post graduates (and research).
Such an approach is particularly relevant to inefficient bigher education systems; it would
help counter high student dropout and retition, that in turn may be fuelled by poor
selection criteria and over generous programs of student maintenance support. There are
only a veiy few instances of funding mechanisms that have adopted such an approach, and
these are restricted to developed countries, although Brazil is currently in the midst of
chagi its funding mechanism in this direction. Output funding must try to ensure that the
quantit of -output is not being achieved at the expense of the quality of student
achevement.

In contrast to the performance wproach, funding can be allocated to unversities
according to the cost of hgher educaion - the Input method. The most popular method
employs xmulas, usually based on multiplying enrollments by parameters of unit cost (the
"unit resource") Such a system may fWil to offer correct incentives to universities to act
efficiently (to avoid lwerig entry standards and repeats, for example), unless it is carefully
designed. However, government imposed automatic admission policies may require some
form of input based funding; as we have seen in Chapter 2, however, increased admissions
without paralel budgetary allocations have been used by governments to impose unit cost
reductions on the higher education system (not necearily without negative effects on
quality).'

Most goens, however; irasfr fimds using mechaism that do not employ
cnteria related to the internal worling of the universities. We group together those
traer mechanisms which do not utilize internally objective criteria as "negotiated fundig.
Individual allocations are usually based on those of the previous year, perhaps augmented
by acrosthe-boad incremental increases (thus militating against change in the system) or,
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more frquently, acoording to th power posidt or neDoating skls of the 
actor enables the government to mnintain a hIgb degree of politiced control
over the univerty system as a whole as woll as over Individual iitdon

A review of eperience in some 36 counties shows that in most cases, by far,
allocaton is made on a negotiated basis, and the mority of these are developing countrie.
(Table 6.1). In contast a smaler number of countries allocate finding according to Inputs;
these ane mainly, but not excuvely, lied counties, tougb the approach Is used
also in some developig counties in Ada and Africa Relatively few countries employ
performancebased _criteria. We shall develop the agmnt more fully in the net section,
that negoipated system of allocation, rooted as they are in the stus quo, are unely to
fatate geater effiecy or dynamism In unvsy sytem (nor, Indeed, to stisfy the
needs of equity), in the existig milieu of budgetay singency. Yet the pattern displayed
in the table is not coincidenal Fundigm wil refIect the broader level of
Institutional development In the co switbin which they fumnction Where political elbow
or interest group pressr play a sgficant role in the process of the allocaton of general
government budgets, universty fing is libkely to be subject to these as weLl Hower, not
all negodated fimding opertes in such an insiteional milieu, and reform towards inpt or
output based jstems should be But in practie there may be consutain on a
move to more effec stems C and pe ne funng of universdties requir firily
elaborate adinist procedures, data avaibility and reporting. bes siml may not
be availabe in many country settings.

he thee forms of direct fundi to sittions wM be evaluaed separtely from
tree perspecdves: the exent to which they bave promoted or inhibited the stability, the
efficiey nd iba. resonsiveness of siutions Overl we conclue that these goals are
-not met. fsu 9izU the fd issus aied in Cbate 2: () Funding has
been ustae in retion to the actvitis exected of un es anon has not been
aomnied by increased public fding, and many Instituions which are ovcrwhelming
dqendent on goverment finance bave wited fuin their annual fiudWig
ming planning ad cinuity nigh I bl () While fe underfunded, many
uulvrsities have been Infficent in terms of resource utilization, sg pat as well
a student flows. Tere are many reasons for ti, but in many itnces neither insdtutions
nor students hav lear incives to use sca roe efficiently. (il) Publicly finded
Iitons often have lmted autonoy and remain to labor market or
student demands Institon diersif n - In tem of acdvities, areas of specalization
and qlt - has been Impeded and few cuntries have estblished clear plans to allow
institutios to differentiate and d areas of speitiL A final section of this cpter
will dvlop principles which could guide rform so s to begin to resolve some of the
funig problems in place, and allow public resoures to be used more producdvely.



Sytems for Alloeatig Rmourcs hr Blowe Education
(Sdeled cmuntds)

Direct Aocations to Instittions lIdiret Allocations

Negoted" Input Based Output Based Via Students

Algeri Canada Denmark Chile
Arpntina cia Finland
Bra zi England Israel'
Ghana Fran Netherlands
Greec Hunpy
Guinea Indonesia
Honua Japanl 
India' Nigeria
Italy NorW
Jordan Sout Africa

Kenya' ~Sweden
Morocco Vietnam
Nepal
Niger
Pakistan'
Peru

wk
Sudan'
Tanzania
venezuela
Yemen

Idcstes countris that utilie a buffer funding orgation.
"List can be extendedcnsdrby
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Negotiated Budgets

The majority of goernments in the developing world do not transer finds to
universities usig criia that are related to the internal worldngs of those institutions. We
broadly refer to these instances where transfers are not related to objective institutional
criteria as "negotiated" allocations procedures. Witbin this category Of nding, decision
maldig does not depend on specific instituonal hacteristics (such as the number of
studnts enrolled), but much more so on political ratonships between actors

As Table 6.1 showed, negotiated funding is pervasive in the developing world, and
indeed still ocu in seveal wealthier countries, such as Greece and Italy. The reason for
poliical based funding stems more generally from the manner in which govermnts as a
whole make fin decisions. Negotiated budgeting, is often the result of political relations
that are dominant in the culure and that developed in countries after their independence
from colonial administrations I many insces, even if countries were to circumwent this
tradltonx weak institutional capacity and the lack of sufficient information with regard to

utional acity would limt the ability to move towards a different fimding ytem s
1991).

In Chapter 2 we examied in detail the financial constrains under which intitions
operate. Mest developing country higher education institutions have little power to control
enrollments, their sources of finance or how they deploy their resources Table 62
reorganizes informaton provided in an earlier table Chapter 2 to ilustrate the relation
.betwee goverment restictions over institutions and the mehanisms for allocating
resources to nstitutions. Ibis table is aimed to support our argument that reform in many
instance should begin with the broad policy environment and the m canisms for
trnfeing public resources to institutions. The table compues the exent of government
control in 26 higher educaton systems with the f m anism in place.

Several imortant patterns emerge from the Table. First, and perhaps most
imporan developing country bigher education systems tend to be more severely resticted
ta those of dustal countries. Second, the most highly restricted syems tend also to
have negotiated budgeting, Government control is strongest through negotiated budgets, a
pratice which magnifies governmen control over institutions. Third, lower financial
dquendenq correlates with lower control over enrollments and internal allocation of
resources (although the converse is less true); therefore, financial diversifcatio may be an
importa measure to promote Isitutional autonomy. An essential argment that we wish
.to maintain is that higher educadon reform annot be sustainahle unless the broad policy
environment and resticdons on hnstiltios is addressed



Table 62. Dee of Govument Contrl XIn ier Education Systems*

COUNQ Y ADMSIONS FANCE ITEDNALALLOCATIONS
and type institutional goverCment control
of fundingodependence on over intern

merhm~~~ go~rnmlnt budgeting

Morocco High froh MO
Atiga Nog Hig Nog
Argentina Nog Nig Mediull
Hondras High High Medium

- Medium MO Nog
Sdan MedHim HigM 
BrAa medium HiN Medium

Hnia Medium Medium HN
PhffipinceMedium Medium Medium

France,MO MOHi Medium
Swen Medium High H
Nige&i Medium Hig Meim
Norway Mem High Medium
China Medium Hi Medium
Indonesia Mdm Medim Medim
Jaran. Mediw LOW Medim
Vietnam Medim L4oW Medium
Ontaro Canada LOW Medim LOW
UK L4oW Medium LOW
South Africa Medium LOW low-aai -pit LoYW LOW LoDw

-lalds;a Medium No Medium
The Netherlans Hig HMg LOW
Denmark Medium Ng Medim

MO&u LOW Medium

ChRe -Medium LoW Low

DoIhe m an th sash a is in Hi o
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The institutions operating under the fewest regulatory restrictions, such as in the UK,
Cbile Japns privat insitutions, and rel tend to be funded using efficiency measures
of some sort: either output funding, voucher funding, or throughput measures.
Accountability Is achieved through the fumding mechanism rather than fixed bureaucratic
regltions, therefore establising a more flexible framework for the higher education
system. An equally important message is that improved policies with regard to admissions
procedures, diverification of funding, and the ability to redeploy resources will be needed
to impoe higher education performance.

In the remainder of this section we review the process of negotiated funding, and the
reltionships with the state that it entails, so that we can better examine means to reorient
the relation between the state, to reform the environment, and to insert a new means to
fund institutions.

Tyle of Negotiated Funding

The fndamntal characteristic shared by negotiated funding approaches is that the
level of fding bears little relatonship to the activites conducted by the institutions.
Changes in activities, such as enrollment increases, do not necessarily translate into funding
increases, nor do fundig increases necessarily imply takig on new activities. Among the
negotiated systems, a distinction may be drawn between incrementl budgeting, fixed
revenme agremen, and ad-hoc negotating All of these methods allow the government
to maintain a great degree of power over institutons. Institutons with somewhat more
autonomy tend to be fuAded through a fixed revemue agreement in which each receives a
share of the overall funding resources.

Inew*emftal budgetlg. A common and pernicious practice in developing countries
is for instfutions to receive a flat increment on their previous budget. Inremenal budgeting
all governments to treat institutions 'equitably" in the sense that all institutions receive
the same proportional increment. But such allocations fail to relate to the activities that the
institutions actuy perform. nremental budgeting has been relatively common in Latin
America (Wlnlder 1990), in South Asia (Midula 1985, Bellew and DeStephano 1991) and
in Africa (Eisemon 1991). Frequently, incremental budgeting has been employed
delibately to reduce real government spending on higher educadon, by allowing inflation
to ode university budgets; some African goverments, for example, achieve budget cuts
in this way (isemon 1991). When this practice is combined with mandatory enrollment
increases per student operating budgets are quickly eroded.

Adhboe Negotiaions An alternative approach is to allocate budgets on the basis of
aal negotations between university representatives and the appropriate government

mistry or funding body. Although in most instances there is no clear distiction between
negotiated and incremental budgets, under this category, the principal factor in allocating
funds I the political skill of the negotiators. While negotiation occurs to some extent in
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practically all systems, it lies at the heart of budget practices in many facphon and
anglophone African countries. In Kenya, for example, universities must petition te
preddent to receive fumds at severa points throughout their operat year. In BraZ
federal universities seek budget approval from Congress each year, and thus are forced to
lobby for budgetL Even in countries where formal allocation guidelines ext, such as
Nigeria, in practice negotiation can be the paramount factor in deter budgetL

Fixed revenue agreement Some governments reach agreements with institutions to
allocate a fixed percentage of the total government revenue to institutions. In Honduras,
for example, the govemment allocates six percent of total exeditures to the Nationl
University. In Sao Paulo, the state goverunent guarantees the University of Sao Pauo eight
percent of total government expenditure. A smla Wproach is an earmarked tax, in which
the government diverts a fixed percentage of revenue from a given (ofe non-related)
source to higher education In Jordan the universities are funded on the basis of a fixed
percentage of revemne generated from a stamp tax We indude these agreements under
negotted fnding agreements because in common with them, they bear no relation to the
activities of the isitution.

of Negotiated Fundin

Negotiated fuding, in general, has not been an effective mechanism for allocating
higher education resources. The principal failures stem from ucertainties regarding future
fuding; lack of incentives for efficiency; and an absen of any clear signals regarding
external demands. In environments where institutions have more flexbility to respond to
funding cuts (ILe. they can limit their enrollment), such funding techniques may provide a
relatively stable source of fundig. In highly regulated environments and where government
ailocat insufficient resources to meet the demands placed on the system. they constitute a
frmework within which the problem of rapid expanon without resources can continue
apace, as quality falls.

Another principal shortcoming of negotiated fuding is that it provides no incentives
for efficiency. I an institution receives a flat increment on its previous budget, or if it
dimply negotiates a budget with the government, the resulting funding bears little
relationship to the activities exected of the institution. The funds are transferred and the
activities (teaching and research) are determined after, not before, the allocation of fuiing*
That is, since funding is unaffected by whether institutions behave efficiently or not, it is
tempting for them to continue in estabished inefficient ways.

In Brazil, for example, between 1983 and 1988, federal university budgets remained
fairly consant while enrollments fell by seven percent. The Brazilian universities were
allowed a high degree of control over their enrollments, thus allowing them to adjust
admission mi line with their funding each year. There is no indication that extra funding
has been used for quality investments. In fact, most went to support a highly inefficient
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saffing arrangement in institutions. A similar problem exists in Honduras where the public
universlty*s bdget is constitutionally guaranteed at six percent of total public expedure
Since there are no fixed relations between the budgetaty allocation and the exected
acdtvies of the institution, the Universit is able to be highly ineffcient in its use of fWds.
Nearly SO percent of the Universitys expendites are absorbed by admira tive costs (Box1n'- ~6.1).
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presrThe tendey to deploy sta efficientlr Ous ee many gonments
* mpdinitly,ma view their institutions as places to satisfy potical patronage throug
em oryment t If an institution were to eate staff (to increase spending in other areas)
it would, in all probabilty, place itself in a poorer position to negotiate its next budget;
goenments ma egard stsff salarides as hang a frst call on budgets (and employees are
likely to have vocal unions) whereas purcase of equipment and (iblniy books can more
easily be put off for a year. Thus there is often an implicit incentive for inlstitutions to

- ~~preserve even unnecessaty staff to maintain future budget levels.

Finallyr, negotiated funding has not enabled institutions to be adptv to labor
- ~market or student demads. In general, there are no mechanisms in place to ensure ta

courss which uniersities offBer provide students with skills that are needed by employers.
-- ~Growing rates of graduate unemployment (and underemployment) is a symptom of the



problem. Besdes the lack of clear signaling, insdtudons may be constrained further becas
ad-hocism s usually combined with tight govermen restcions on expenditures.
Autonomy to redeploy resources, as well as an incentive mechanism to encouage
insdtutions to do so, are essenial for responsiveness to the labor market.

While negotiated funding has been the dominant form of funding for universities in
the developing world, it has not served higher education welL Many of the problems stem
not from the fu tdlng approach per se, but from restrictions on institutonal ability to control
enrollments, to seek additional fimds to supplement declinig government income, and to
redeploy resources to be efficient and responsive to chang external demands.
Nevertheless, year to year uncertainties with regard to government budgets, and the negative
Incentives that penalize efficiency compound these problems. The challenge for many
developing countries wiRl be to design a means to improve the broader policy context within
which insiutions operate, and at the same time, to develop new funding strategies that will
allow govenmenu to ensure accountability over the use of their funds. That is, to inrease
institutonlal autonomy over cial matters, while also creating funding mehanisms that
e acity.

The remainder of this chapter explores means adopted in both developing and
industrui d countries to acieve this twin balance between greater latitude for institutional
deison making and accountability for performance. The next section will examine the
experience wih utizing a pecialed institution to bandle funding decisions, namely the use
Of a buffer fumding orgion that stands between the govermment and the universities
1he following sections wil examine the role of fimding on the basis of economic criteria -

either on the bais of inputs or university outputs. Finally, the alternative of providing
fnding via students, instead of directly to institutions, will be examined.

The Role of Buffer Orgazation

One way to enable te state to step badc whfle still ensuring actabiity, is to
establish a new institutional arrangement to preserve autonomy. Some governments have
introduced a buffer body that stands between the government and the universities to handle
funding deiions, and to insulate institutions from direct political interventions The
membership of buffer bodies varies from country to country, but usually consists of
university officals and technical experts related to universities, who agee to evaluate
uivest needs. Besides university officials, government and industry representatives have

somtiesparticipated

The leg status of these institutions also varies. Some are firmly grounded with
statto powers Others have no formal powers. The classic model for a buffer is Britain's,
recenty defunct, University Grants Committee (Box 6.2) which was never charged with
statuly powers, and therefore was always subject to the possibilit of disbanding by the
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overnment (as doccwed In 1988). Most similar bodies In other countries, bi: lever, do have
a legal status that deies formal powers and responsibilities. IndiaWs University Grants
Committee, for Instance, has had its powers legally redefined (expanded) several tmes silce
its inception. To what extent have buffer institutions have furthered the objecdves of stable,
efflcient and responsive insttutions? We find that in some instances buffer organizatins
can play an important role in resource allocation, but the effectveness of these buffers has
varied widely.

Basedon an inadn of he chrter of ~ s i buffe fou princpa
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rationale for their operatio can be Identified. First~, buffers consist of a group of technical
eprs(usuall university officials) that are expected to evaluate university financial needs,

present: a budget request to the goenetand allocate fiunds to individual Institutions.
Second, buffers ane spposed to inslate institutions from direct political intervention
buffers are to provide autonomy, while preserving accountability to the government. Tird,
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buffers sometmes act as a quality control mechasm, to maintain standards throughout the
higher education system. And finally, some buffers serve to decide on ttutonal
enrollments and their ditbution by field and degree level.

Table 6.3. Actual Funcdons of Buffer FUnding Bodies: Selected Countries

Core
Country Budgt Prsig Quality Erolmen FPdi%
(Orgaion) Alocatios Aukonay Codntrol Determination Mecbanism

UIK (UGC) x input
Nigeria (NUC) x Ngotd
Israel (PBC) x x Op
New Zealad (UGC) x Input
India (UGOC) x NegoXed
Palstan (UGC) x x Negoiated
Keay4 (CHE) x Negoaed
Sudan (UGC) x Negot3ted

Source- Shattock and Rigby 198; Sing 1964; BDelw and DeStapbao 1991, Zadok 196S; Elsemon 1991;
Etmon 1984.

The actual functions that many developing countty buffers pcrfbrm, however, have
diverged significnly from the rationale for their introduction. Table 63 lists prinipal
functions that eight buffer bodies actally perform, dividing tasks into four central ara:
allocation of resources, preserving autonomy, quality control and enrollment determntion.

Fhiawial rolel While nominally almost all buffers are charged with the allocation
of resources to universities, many do not control fundmgn In India, the UGC funds ertin
sthnr areas of science and tecnology, partcularly for post graduate training and researcL
But these areas are often determ ed by the government itself (Sharma and Sanyal 1990).
In Kenya, Pakstan and the Sudan, the buffer bodies are too weak to effectvely control
funding decisions. The universities bypass the buffers and negotiate their budgets directy
with the ministries of education or finance In Kenya, recent reforms to strengtn the
Committee on Higher Education are attempting to create a stable buffer that will handle
funding decisions, contrary to past practices of appaling to the President three times per

-fobudget allocationL

Autonmy. Preserving institutional autonomy has been an exmely important
function of the buffer bodies in the UK and New Zealad In these countries, the high
; qualty of instucion and research has been partally attributed to the relative absence of
g rnment intervendon (Bisemon 1984). Nevertheless, while preserving autonomy is, i.
theory, the central function for buffers, they have often failed to do so for one of two
reasons. Either the buffer is too weak and the government overrides its decisions to ringe
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on autonomy (Kenya, Pakistn, India, Sudan); Or, the buffer becomes too strong and itself
intfr with unversy autonomy. This concorn has been noted in srael (Iram 1990
Zadok 1985) and in Nigeria.

The Nigerian buffer, dhe National Uniersities Com ion (NUC), is a somewhat
special case. Its authority grew tremendously during the mid-1980s when the goverment
gave it genuine power to allocate budgets to istitutions. But the government did so only
when it was severely short of funding to maintan its well-developed higher education
sytem he NUC has been used to dffse tensdons and deal with a problem the
government preferred not to address dirctly: namely, how to allocate the limited fnds
which are far below what the Institutions aually needed. Ths, while buffers often serve
to insuate universities from gove Intererence, equaly they can buffer the
government from unersity protests.

Qaalt controL Most buffers also serve as quality control organizatns, pically
isPecting instiutions to ense that standards do not fal Tis fction has become the
pimy role of nas UGC, but has also been adopted by the PBC in Israel and to some
extent by the UGC in the UK. Virtaly all buffers take on this role to some extent
Quat control in some instances has led to regulati of institutions, by seting target
student teacher ratios, for example. The most common form of quality control is for the
buffer body to serve as an accreditation institudon, approving new istutions, or progms
with insttutions.

EnrolUment deterunlnatk. Some buffers have been chared with the responsibility
of detriing enroUments at institutions. The buffers role is to counteract institutional
tendencies to lower enrollmes i light of fuing shortages. Sudans UGC and, to some
extenti Pakistan's have taken on as a prmaiy function con mlling the intake and distribution
Of enrllments at public universites. Besides setting rall enrolment numbers for
institution some oniodetermine field dibuto within universitie, and therefore
act as a `manpower plann body by relatin enrollment mmbers and distributions to
devWopmet objectives.

Fnding criteia Does the existence of a bufe bavae an effect on the funding
criteda used? The simple answer is that those buffe that are empowered to mae
budgetay allocations do use normative criteria related to the inputs and outu of
universte The notable exception is Nigeria Despite the exstence of cost-pameters for
allocating funding, the NUC has been forced into a more haphazrd approach becuse it
ha fiewer funds than would be warranted by an objective of Nigeris many
intitutio l instances where buffer bodies lack real authori, he, governmens
typically al resources according to the negtated practices disued in the previous
secto In these instan govern simply are not wlling to yield direct control over
funding to an body.
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Imits on EffectIene

The diverse eVperience with buffer organizations reveals a somewhat logical flaw.
Is it really possible to have an Onization that remains independent of universities and
government, when the buffees powers are always determined, and can be readily change
by the goverment? Whie buffer organions can work well in certain politdcal iimates,
they are never truly buffers becase they are always much more dependent on the
goverment than the universities. If a goverent strongly disWrees with buffer policies,
then it has the authority to disband the buffer. Alternatively, governments can leave the
buffer body intact, but render it impotent, leaving real decision making to bigher level
government officials.

The experience in the United Kingdom and Ausral (where power, indeedent
buffers have been disbanded) reveal situations where buffers are likely and unlikely to work
effectively. In both countries, when higler education systems were small and resources were
plentil, the government delegted coniderable authcrity to their buffer In these
inces, It preferred to have a panel of experts preside over a rapid increase in public
expenditure to higher education to determine how those extra funds could best be utilized.
But as the systems grew, the expenditures became larger, and economic conditions
deteriorated, both govem called for increasing accounbi over funds. The
divergence between the agendas of the goverment and the buffer organiations led to their
replacement (Marshall 1990). Buffers function well in instances where governs prefer
to rely on a panel of university experts, rather than bureaucrats, to make dedsionL

in contrast, buffer (or similar type) or ons are sometim used to execute
budget cutL In both Nigeria and the Netherlands, when the government had to reduce

spending to higher education, decision making was trns£ferred to a panel of university
e.perts rather than remaining with the government Buffers, therefore, enable governments
to traser decision main away from bureaucrats to ewperts, usualy in instances where the
government is either ill-eq ed or unwilling to mak cerai budgeay decisions.

IW many developin countries, while buffers exist in name, they are often rendered
potent bee goveaumens are unwing to forgo real authority. The quality contol

funcdon often remais intact, howev, becase this is truly an area where goverments do
need to rely on exert help. In general, the complexity of funding universities the large
amounts of funds involved, and the generally strong politcal stg of the pardes involved,
often create a need for a panel of such experts to be involved in the allocation proces An
Cllustration of this need is what happenswhen a void is created by the elimination of the
buffer. When the UK goverent replaced the uGc with a more closely held state funding
ornizdon (UFC), the oncil of Vice-Cancellors and Principals (CVCP) which consists
of the heads ofthe universities, increased considerably in sue. The exprence with buffer
fung bdes demonses that in some instances they can be a mechanism to promot
uniersity autonomy, as wvll as fung that is allocated on more insttutional ratfer thn
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politcal criteria. But their existence is not a guarantee that this will happen Nor are
srong buffers immune to poitics either from the univsies or govrnme

The nx two sections switch from an ai of the relation between the state
and universities, to the critera goverments bave utilized to transer fiuds to institutions.
These sections focus on funding meanisms that address the Inputs and outputs of
universities, and thus seek to twin accountabilitywith more insttutional autonomy. A third
secton wi return to the environment in which such criteria ar utilized to develop trafers
via students.

Input Fnding

In response to the problems described in the previous secdions, more countries,
including those with limited institutional ifaures, have shifted towards cost-based
funding mecanismsn most indusual countries and some developing countries in Asia
and Africa, fimding is allocated on the basis of estmates of cost for educational inputs.
Such input fuding requires that govemnt have a means to identify costs, and to
dtnguish the cosu among institution and among programs Ihe methodology used to
clculate costs has an important impact on institutional incentives

Institutions With relatively low g e t constraints receive funds on the basis of
formulas. The lowest control sytems are ical designed to encouage Instiutions to
be efficient, Le to seek lower unit costs, as in South Africa and public funds to Japans
private institutions. Encourag institutions to be efficien, however, requires that they be
permitted to redeploy resources. Experience with these input systems is described below.

Types of Input Funding

ine iem budgetn A higy re tive form of iput budgeting is where
governments to require institutions to have each expenditure item approved on the basis of
expenditure norms. Istutions typicaly submit budgets for future years to the ministiy of
education, and exenditure items are examined on an ind dual basis, but usually include
cost parameters to assess them. Until recently, budgeting in Norway and Sweden occurred
in this way. During the 197O's, the Swedish Mistry of Education would set enrollmes in
each department of universities, and allocate budgets accordig to permitted ependiures
in each fadty. In a few developing counties, such as Nigeria, budgets are approved on the
basis of cost parameters which speci res to govern line item funding decisions. These
include such specications stdent teacher ratos, aditrative staff student ratios, and
space oationL



Program bodgptag Some countries that fomerly practiced line item budgeti
hive begun to increase Intitutional autonomy by alocating block grants to cost centers
Duing the 1960s, maw US state higer education systems replaced line item review with
Program PL= Budgeting Sym (PPS); istead of allocatg funds by cost categories such
as academic salaries, funds are alocated to cost centers (faculties). In Germany, budgets
are given for individual professors; In tis way, cost centers could be differentiated to
recogniz the higher costs found in some scenific fields compared with arts and social
sciences. The Scaninaian unties have moved towards cost-enter based financing to
allow iitutions more flexibility in allocating their own budgets.

Forla budgedig The most flexible input funding approach derives budgets from
formulas, typically based on enrolment or staffing patterns. Instead of institutions submitting
budgets to a gvernment ministy for approv, the fuding agency allocates resources on
the basis of the costs of activities - typically instuction and research. The most common
approch is to multiply ellnts by a parameter of unit cost (often referred to as the unit
resowue). Enrollment formulas bave been widely used throughout North America, Europe
and Asia.

The complexity of fnding formulas, and indeed many of the important incentives to
ititutions, come from the weightigs (or coefficients) used . The weightings provide
incnies for internal disbution of resources. The most common weightings are for field
of study, level of education, type of insitution (location, size, and mission within the system),
and type of students. In principle, weightings should reflect differential costs, ie., that an
engering course might cost three imes an ars course. Weightings can, however, be
employed as an indirect form of government control over enrollment patterns; if a
government wised to increase the supply of enoneering places, it could raise the weighting
given to engineering enrollments

Some formulas have become more sophisticated so that they encourage efficiency,
essentially by attempting to fund expansion at marginal rather than average cost. To limit
the Incentie for expansion, some formulas pay less for additional students. North American
higher education sstems tend to discount allocations for expansion to promote efficient
exansion.

Another ineresting alternaie to encourage efficiency gins is to adjust them on the
bass of how resources ae used, Le. on the basis of tbrughpt indiators. The Japanese
government calculate s support for private institutions on the basis of inputs (enrollments).
But it adjusts this allocation in light of how institutions auy use their funding. The
adjustment can reduce allocations byup to 50 percent or increase them by up to 30 percent
based on each isfttion's conformity to four throughut norms: the ratio of actual students
enlled to the number suested by minity; student-teacher ratios for each facultr, the
ratio of nonsalary educatioal expenditures to student derived revenue; and the overall
budgetary balance.
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An Iput Funding Alt.ntlv l. MWrket Ddemi Its Own Costs

All the above input funditechnqwes rquire that the gov ernment establish cost
norns or guidelines to establish what it will pay to universities. There are no objective
criteria for establishing what cost dsud be. An alternative method for establishing costs
is to let the higher education system itself establish costs - by introducing market oriented
competition. That is, rather ta establish cost norms from outside, institutions could be
encouraged to seek the most efficient provision of services by competing for fiuds. In this
competitive environment, universities could lower costs either by seeking out means to avoid
eistig inefficiencies or by taking advantage of economies of scale. Such a system has
recently been tried in the UK, with mied results.

In addition to direct institutional funding, pulic support for universities is hmneled
indirectly to pay what are notionally called -tuition fees. Virtually all British students have
their fees paid ftrough their local governens Ihe fee provide institutions with funding
per student on the current rather than the previous year's enrollment. This channel of
funding has been increased over the last two years. In 1989, the University Funding Council
(UFC) introduced a new mechanism for instittional f in Britain by requiring
instittions to cowmpete tough bids for students, to obtain government funding. The
objective was to introduce elements of price signals and competition to determine resource
allocation, thereby leading to a more efficient allocation of resources. The UFC required
all unersities to submit "bids for each program area The UFC was to accept the lowest
bds, subject to maintang quality stand The bidding process was seen as a mechanism
to pressre institutions to reduce unit coss for teacing by enraging them to take on
extra students at marginal costs. Institutions submit the price per stdent (and the number
of students) in a given program at which they are wling to take on students.

he unierst bidding proess, as it was initlaUy conceved, was abandoned because
institutions tended to enter similar bid prices, veiy close to the UFC guide prices. The
funding approach required that insdtutions start with a zero budget, and receive public
support for instuction only through sccessfu bids. Due to the unctainty this created for
future income, all the institi submitted their "bidse at the bighest possible prices (as
stipulated by the UFC). While it is possible that institutions entered into a carel
arrangement and rigged prices, other exlanations have been suggested (Johnes 1992). The
publication of UFC guide prices may have tempted universities to play safe and use these
in their price settn However, Johnes (1992) has shown, using the economic theory
auctions, that even in the absence of a price ring or guide pries, the auction procedure
adopted was likely to result in similr bids frm the padcipating instiution

A similar, but more successful strategy, was adopted by the Polytehmcs and Colleges
Funding Counci (PCFC) that funds the more vocational half of Britains higher education
system. This approach maintains the bidding process, but only for marginal funds. The
PCFC guatees institutions 95 percent of their previous yeares finds, while requiring them
to bid for the remaining five percent pool of finds (increased to 10 percent this year).
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While this fuding approach encouages canges only at the margin, it has nevertheless
produced efficiency gains witht causing huge Institutional uncerainty. Institions are
expnding programs with excess capaity, and where they have a comparative advantage.
Although this process has been more successfl, there is no indicadon of when it will stop.
Efficiecy gains must have a limit, and therefore this funding approach cannot be a long
term strategy.

The theoretical advantages of this approach are that it should encourage institutions
to identify areas where they have compaative advantages for efficiency and quality, and
move ino or expand these areas in which they cn provide education more effectively, while
abandoning those areas in which they cannot. In adition, rather thn imposing more rigid
standards of cost that apply equally to institutions over time, it should allow the fnding
system to be more flexible.

Consequences of Input Fundhig

One of the prncpal problems with input funding is how it relates to access policy.
if there are not fixed limits on enrollments to the Wtem, then the government commitment
Is theoretically open ended. The government has a choice: either increase the overall
budget to higher education or reduce its payment per student. The latter has more
frequenty been employed. The eperience in Ontario illustrates the tendency to change
the ovrall formula in light of government budgets. The Ontario government has revised
the iuit resource (the per s tuent amount used in the formula) it pays to institutions
annualy, in order to contain total expenditures. The unit of resource declined by 20 percent
over a seven year period during the 1980s. Many institutionS expanded beyond their
capacity ju to maintain their share of the budget) and quality declined (Darling " 1989).

Some countries have responded to this problem by setting a price which the
government will pay per stdent, but for a fixed mmber of students only. Other students
can be admitted by institutions, on a fee for serice basis. That decision, however lies wth
indMidual insitutions. Such a funding approach has been adopted in Vietnam since 1989,
and is being considered in Uganda. This approach appears to maintain more stability for
institutions.

A second problem encountered is that most input funding mechanisms fail to provide
efficiency inmentives. Whfle input fding essentally ompensates institutions for costs
incurred for saries and physical needs, it does not really establish cost norms per output,
nor does it provide incentives for insitutions to lower their coss If governments simphly
purchase 'inputs! to edatdonal actvities, there are no guaratees that those inputs will be
used to capacity or that Initutions will seek to better deploy their resources. Funding
fomlas give institutions a tremendous incentiv to expand inefficiently when resources are
provided at average rather than marginal cost.
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A cental motivation behind the UKs cage in funing is to prevent institutions
from expanding simply on the basis of average cost Siarly, Japan has experimented with
throughpt fomulas for insbtutions To the emxen that Instutions conform to these

measures, they can receive extra fundin But two cautionary points should be noted aginst
efforts to squeeze efficiency gains from institutions Fist, there is a limit to efficency pins
beyond which quality suffers. Second, although hre may be excess capacity in Institutions,
enrolment formulas are often too rigid to allow distincton between efficient and inefficient
insdtutions and programs.

Input fnding leads to three problems with rese to resposiveness. First, budgeting
practices can encourag instruction that is out of kIlter with labor market demands because
the governmet is either implicitly or explicitly detemning suppy. Explicit deteminati
occurs if the government places quantitative restrictions on eollme-s in courses. Implicit
restrictions often occur with funding formulas because of the sgals transmitted by
weightings which are often arbitraqr. In Indonesia, for example, there are no weightings by
field of study. Institutions with scarce resources have an incentive to put studens in their
low cost courses, such as the social sciences It is not surpising that Indonesia's institutions
offer relatively few places in the more exensive fields; 53 percen of all students study

ial sciences, while only two pct study basic scences

Similarly, in Ontario post graduate enrollments received s times the funding of
undergaduate arts enrollments. The labor market demand for Ph.Ds, however, was not
sufficient to absorb the e nmber of grduates, and many PhDs were unemployed. In
a susquent about-face move, the vnent has requred institions to shut down many
PhD. programs.

-- - - Another concern wnth input fnding is that it promotes excessive homogeneity among
institutons. The use of indicators to allocate funding Pr p a norm& for institutions,
to which they should al conerge. Underlying the norm (indicator) is the idea that it is a
proper target towards which institutions should move. This may not always be the case,
however. In fWct, most input funding techniques actly provide disincentives to diversfy
activities and sources of fnding. Many funding formulas either deduct or limit the amount
of external funds institutions may generate, pardeularly through fees (Ontario and Japan).
Many institutions are therefore penalized for engaging in contatual sevices with their local
cxmmunity that would enhance their relationship and understanding of local needs They
are also prevented from competing on the bads of price and quality becuse of a lack of fee
differeniton.

A third inhibition to diferentiation results when the same input criteria, such as
enrollments, determine research finding as well as instructoal budgetL In small higher
ehducton systems. it may be effective to bugid up rearch caciqty in all institutions. As
sytems grow, howev, this may lead to resources being spread too thiny.
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Fn gov e, party In some developing countries, must be careful in the
choice of indicators used to create a normatie fding mehanism beause of the
iacrcy of certain reported stait IU,Ecuador, for example, the government has tried
to utlie a student based fuding fomula for public universities. To mamim their
fund institutgs reportedy claim extmely high enrollmens that are much higher than
true enroilme However, since the goveent lacs the capacity to verify these numbers,
it is unable to detenrbme if these e simply ghost e ns A similar problem has been
reported in Mexico, where the nmet recently implemented an enrollment funng
formula. Insttutions are incuding as many people as possible in their enrollment counts
in order to increase their fiding. The lack of accurate intormation to verify actal
erollmens" undermined these funding isms. To ess this problem, the plnned
shift to a funding fonrula in Brazil would use reliable statistics such as the number of
graduates and new ent

Movemen towards a more normatve medhaism of fuding has been a significant
departure for countries that were dissatisfied with the results of negotiated funding
arrangements. Input cost criteria, most notably funding formulas, have predominated
throughout European and North American systems and have allowed for greater autonomy
in inttutions. In principle these programs proide a means to link funding to the costs of
activities, and therefore secure acountability from institutions In some countries, the lack
Of insttutonal inforatio lims mte s possibility for using auch fun c es. Concerns
with input funding have arisen as a result of experience. In pardcular, they fail to encourage
efficien and ao inhibit the process of isttutional differe ion that becomes critical
as educadon grow in sie. Some important eperiments will need study over
the et few years, in pardcular the use of marginal cost criteria for expnding systems, as
vel as e market oriented bidding proces in the UK

Output Funding

Input-based fu may encourage high unit costs - either due to poor resource
utiization, or a high cost per graduate bcause of student drop-out and repetition. Some
allocation sstems thdrefore ink subsidies to outputs rather than inputs in an attempt to
avoid high cs As dicsed here, output funding is conceened essentially with
effectivess in producing graduates. While emphasis tends to be on quantity, the quality
of output Is equaly ImotauL

A major oncersn motingov to develop output funding tecnques has
been the bigh cost of producing a graduate, due either to institutonal nefficiency, or more
likely, to a poor flow of suxden through the syse The Mit cost for a science graduate
in Senegal, as a result of high repeition and dropout, is $17,500 (SJmi 1991). Output
finance provides a mans of avoiing these inefficiencies and for promoting a greater output
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per unit of resource. However, goverment controls have not always been conducive to the
achievement of these aims.

There are two genera goverment policies that promote Inefficient student flows:
open enollments, and generous student support schemes. If institutions are not selective,
studens who are unable to handle workloads at universities will fall behind. Second, when
studen receive better standards of living as a student ta if they graduate, they have an
incentive to remain in school, particulay if tuition costs of these additional years of study
are minimaL

Expeence wh Output Fuding

Output funding typically subsidizes universities on the basis of their productivity. In
Finlad, the goveent determines insttutional budgets on the basis of the number of
students that should be grduating (based on the prescrbed lengfts of courses). In essence,
when students take longer to graduate than the period allowed for them in the funding
calcultion, institutios are penalized.

In the Netherlands, where universiti3s are oblged to take on all secondary school
graduats, the Ministry of Education empv 1ys a funding formula to encourage institutions
to weed out students to improve studer flowL An important element of the funding
formula is its provison of ienties for Ansttutions to dism poorly performing students
early m, .rater thn later The Ministy of Education, wbich handles the allocation of
public fuds, diingies between graduates and dropouts. The universities receive much
lss dig forstdens that leave without diplomas than for those who receive them. The
formua eentaly grans a university 4.5 years of anmual unit cost fuding per graduate, and
S years for dropouts - regrdless of how long students take to complete dxeir studies or

at what point in their studies they drop out from the insitution. The dual incentives are
both to weed out poorly performing students early on, and to get students to graduate as
quickly as posible.

gSine 1974, fing decsions in Israel have been made by an independent funing
body, the Plning and Budgetg Committee (PBC). Government pardcipation in
un6ersity budt'has falen s8tdily in recent years and now accunts for less than 60
percent of their regular budgets. Of this, the largest portion (presently some 80 percent) is
for diret allocaions (As opposed to spedal purpose allocatons). As reported in a recent
-nua .reort (rael Plnning and Budgeting Committee, 1985) direct allocations are based

on a two trck approach, though more recently the allocation system has undergone various

One team conducts cohensive discussions with each university on its detailed
budget proposals, Eii the broad context of panned academic activities, staffing, outside
income and so on. The second team examines recent data relating to the Oproduciv of
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each insdtution. No single produtiit formula is used; rather the team reviews various data,
ineluding number of sudent and graduates (both by degree level and field of study), the
value of research gats and other factors reflecting the scope and quality of reseacL These
data are used as "rw material" for arivig at a suggested division of overall direct
allocation between universities, based on insitutonal productivity. However, the weigbtings
given to the various oduciity indicato are not made known to the university institutions.
Should there be a drepancy between the recommendations of the two teams - based on
institutionalbudget proposals and pt - then the PBC takes both into consideradton,
with greater enpbasis accorwde to productity data.

Most of the experience with output financng is too recent to draw any certain
coclusions. hi the Netherlands the new funding formula has imr ed student flows - or
at least the efficiency in weedig out poorly performing students, i absence of selective
entry to the university. Table 6.4 uses the ratio of graduates over ' niiversity leavers to

llustrate t ovem ent.

Tae raduates v& Dropouts In Dutch Unveitles 19087

Total Outflow Number of Graduates as
Year (Graduates and Graduates Percent of Total

Dropouts) Outflow

1980 22,784 10,832 47.5%
1981 20,312 11,075 54.5%
1982 20*779 1258 60.6%
1983 19,077 14,230 74.6%
1984 22,288 14,670 65.8%
1985 24,896 16,062 64.5%
1986 24,971 17,376 69.6%
1987 3L724 25,495 80.4%

yW in which reform intoduced.
Notes elndudes studnts studyin4 purtt 197 i t
Somco: Flaxsad Koen 1969.

In 1980, more than half of all Dutch students leaving higher educaton were dropouts
After the 1983 reform, the graduation rate shaply icreased as a result of structral
cages to reduce the length of courses After the one-time Improvements from structual
hanges, the number of graduates has been steadiy increasing, while most of the drop-outs

occur early in the education process
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Wie the new fundivg approach has helped to improve student flows at the Dutch
universites, It is not clear that this was the only, or in fact the best, means of correcting the
problem A sidmlar situation was corrected in Gennany bvr Improving curricular obstacles
that encouraged poor student flowL In addition, such a fSuding mechanism may penalize
and reward isdtdonal programs unfairly becae It attas symptoms rather than the
source of the problem In the Netherlands, repetition is prly a consequence of the quality
of entering students. Low selectivity (automatic admissions) implies that institutions are
likely to have a lower average quality of student. Many universities provide "remedialr
courses to students in areas such as mathematics when they pursue science fields. Therefore
such blanket penalties as imposed by the Dutch system may discourage universities from
offerng necessary programs The experience in Denmark lends support to this criticisn.
Whie institutions are given financial incentives to improve student flows, the external
examination system in place to ensure maintenance of education standards, has blunted the
effect of incenives on student flows; their impact has been maginaL Given the need to
maintain quality standards, the absence of improved student flows seems to have resulted
more from the need to bring students up to university stdards than from institutional
inlefficiency.

In general, the countries that have implemented output funding formulas have found
it necessauy to strike a balance between responding to the incentives for efficiency
(adjustments tc fiuding) and annual stability. If all institutional ding is based on
perforance, the year to year uncertnty may complicate planng and discourage
initutions from m g investments that will lead to fture iovements. In Denmark,
Oop finance consdttes only five percent of the core allocations to institutions. Similarlyt
the funding reforms in England pertains to 10 percent of anmnal income. In Israel,
assessments are flexible in that they provide ranges of satisfactory performance within which
fiuding can be given.

Output fundin perhaps offers a second best solution to inefficiencies that are caused
by low admission standards and poor incendves. The Dutch eperience with output fimding
is promisiog, and yet they are still seeking to reform their funding mechanim - mostly due
to problems with insttutional diversity and responsiveness. One of the enduring problems
of such fundit& however, is to provide incentives that are sufficient to improve performance,
but not too much so that university activities are excessively disrupted In addition, most
output fuding has evaluated the quantity rather than the quality of output Stimulating
quality is an important priority in many developing countries. Output fundmg has also been

s successful at encourig diversity and flexdbility among higher education institutions,
so that they are capble of adapting to chag student and labor market needs.
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Student Based Fuading

Preious sections have examined criteria and formulas for allocatn subsidies diecty
to insttutons Input and output funding mechaskms uilze criteria of cost to establish
annual budgets, while negotiated funding results from both politcal lin betwe
institutions and the government, and adnissions policies divorced from the available fning
for higher education. An alternative path, discused briefly at the beginning of this chapte,
is to channel subsiies via students, rather than directly to i on is indirc
approacb, in which governments' focus on students rather than institutions, without
necesarily yielding budgetary savings has considerable Implicatons for institutional
incentives.

In discuing student based funding, we are moving towards a coidera not so
much of the criteria for funding, but the environment and context within which funding
deciions are made. In some aspects, student funding wil appear similar to an input fuding

rmula which calculates institutional budgets on the basis of the number of students it
enolls. And indeed what we refer to as student based fund would often use the formlas
discussed in the previous sections. However, there are important ditinctions between the
two. Input and output fumding occur in more restricted ennmes - where institutions
are not allowed to distinguish themselves on the basis of price, or to deploy their reurces
where they see fit, or to control their enrollments. When these restrictions are loosened,
the system shffts from direct to indirect funding. What we ca sudent based funding
r-presents a suitablY refonned input based fnding syste in which student choice becomes
a focal point of the system.

The prime example of student based finance is through student entitlements to higher
eductionl (usually referred to in the literature as voucher fding). Vou have been
discussed for the most part for primary and secondary schools, although there have been
some suggested applications to higher education as well (Peacock and Wiseman 1964;
Bames and Barr 1988; Stager 1989). Under a pue voucher plan, institutions would be
made wholly autonomous in setting fee levels and students would use govem nt provided
vouchers, in partial or full payment for university education, depending on the level of fees
set by Idivdual insttutions. The government's mai interenon for unde ate
Istuton would be through student support (the higher educatio entitlemen). A move
towads student support could take the form of indivdual gants to estblished levees of
subsidy, or of publicly sponsored student loans. The size of student support in the form of
grants would typically be less an or equal to fees in the new system. Students are free to
seek universities offering fee and course quality cobinations that they fBu desirable; where
neessary, students would top up fee payment frm prate resources Poponents see
-entitements as a means of incorporating market anim into public subsidies.

.7 Student--based fiuning- is also expected to improve the equity of hgher education
systems by increasing overall access through sdmulating increased provision of oducatnal
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place Citics, however, arpe that an entitlement scheme may have negative equty impacts
because a two tier system could emerge whereby poorer students would attend lower cost
instiutions, while wealthier students might use their entitlements to supplement payments
at epensive private institutions.

The central motivation for student based fuding is to promote competition that In
urn, is expected to stimulate efficiency and quaity. Competition, at the higher education
level, would be promoted on two levels: students would compete for support and higher
education institutions would compete for students.

Students compete for support. The government would limit the number of students
receiving financial aid. Allocation decisions could be made on the basis of ability and/or
need. Aid could be dierentiated so that poorer students receive more generous aid tha
better off students. A simple scenario would be to take a university system where the
government was providing subsidies to institutions, averaging say $1,000 per year, for 10,000
students. The government could remove those subsidies to institutions and grmnt 10,000
students a year a voucher worth $1,000. Initutions would be free to set tuition fees, and
omle would raise them beyond the value of the entitlement. It is this provision of realistic

fee setting that dist i input based funding from student based funding From an
immediate fiscal standpoi this change would be neutral. But over time, as pressurs to
epad the system grew, a government might have a clear mechanism to limt public
subsidies to only the best students. The government might wish to differeniate the value

ven on the basis of the course of study taken; those who qualffied for medical tining, for
examle, might receive more than those who qualiflc4 for social sciences. And the
government might also want to impose restrictions on the number of years for which the
entltlemeit is avalable for use, in order to promote efficient student flows

As pressures to expand systems increased while governments confirted fiscal
costraints, there would be a variety of options: lmit the number of entitlement-fianced
sudents, while lettig the remang students pay full cost fees, as in Vietnam (Box 63);
move more gradualy towards loans instead of grants; let infon erode the value of grants,
while increasing the nmrbe of grants given. No matter which option was adopted,
institutiol budget would reman in line with costs, so long as the instiutions had
reasonabie control over admission and tuition policies.
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up programs that responded to student demands and be more likely to close progmams that
lid not (Stager 1989). If sttudent demand does in fact correspond to future labor market
demandr~ then a useful sigalling mechanism would be introduced for increasing the external
efficienc of higher education

There is an important practical benefit of student based funding over the norm based
fomuauding. As noted above, one of the potentia limitations of input and output

funding in developing countres is the lack of istuonlcapacity to use indicators. For
examle,Iinput based funding relating to student erlmnscan function well only if

relabe ifomatonis forthcoming from universities on the number of students enrolled.
Butt in some systems (Mexico and Ecuador, for example) reliable student nmber statistc
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ae not made available; bloated laims for fuding on the basis of "shadow" students would
obviate the use of Input funding. We bave noted the formal simiarity between Input fuding
based on student enrollments and hgr education eniements; yet one adtradve
advantage of the latter system k that, since the number of entitlement students is fixed by
the governm, it automatical provides a dheck on the number of students elgible for
fuxdine

Several systems are begining to move In the directon of such educational
entitlements. In Vietnam, the goverent provides subsidies for a fixed number of students,
but allows institutions to accept fee paying students up to their capacities The market
incentives created by such a system have given institutions clear signals as to how
reorientio should oocur as Vietnam moves to a market economW (Box 630). In Uganda,
dissions of uiversityreform are considering a move towards student based funding where
by the universities would charge fees, but students who could find sponsors from various
gov ministrie, would have their fees paid. The ministries would sponsor students
in relation to their own staffing needs. AU other students would be reqwired to finance their
own studies.

Cae &ud Chile

Chule's fuding system for bigher education is the closest approxmation to such
ttlwtlement (or voucher) fundig to be found in the world. Chile's higher education system

: underwet majo financial reform in 1981. Before the reforms, both public and prvate
ieresities received public subsidies. The new system has abandoned the terms public and

prite and s d hes between those institutions that receive fiscal support and
those that do not. In the fiscaly supported sector, institutions must compete for a portio
.if their nonresearch fundin& which flows tough tre gonment channels: a base of

-ec support for research capa and basic inritutional inaucture; a variable amount
kow as indirect support, which is allocated via students and not directly to institutions;
#ad a supply of funds for student loas (and more recently schols) to be managed by
the uivses. In addition, unersidties collect fee revenues for approximately 25 percent
of their icome and for researh gats on a peer review basis from national research

UFderthe plannedJroris, direct grants to universities were to fll to 50 perent of
the total on. These direct uxnds were to provide sufficient resources to pay
for isitutaiioa infrsrucue and part of teachers' salaries. Replacing the other 50 percent
of pevious allocatis was a compettive pool of funds which constitutes the 'ndire
dchannel This udin silrly to an entitlement since there are a fixd
number of students receiig dis type of funding each year (although the student does not
y actuilljrecefre the money) The size of the indirect allocaton to anv given insitution is

/ Thus funds bad ben dt*mined both aon _nolm and hiso cale
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based on its abilty to attract "top student, initialy defined as the highest 20,000 grades on
secondary school examinatos (of 30,000 who matriculate each year in public universities).

Because it reinforced exsting quality differentials, the mechanism was altered in the
mid 1980Ws so that all 30,000 students caried at least some indirect funding A second
change eliminated weighftings by field of study because these were believed to promote
expansion of courses that bore little relation to labor market priorities In 1990, a furfher
modification has enabled all universities (including the truly private universities) to access
indirect funding and thus converted public subsidies into a true voucher (Covarrubias a--A
Gonzalez 1991).

Thus, the new funding mechanism creates two baic channels to provide income for
instructional costs. Te first channel is tuition fees, for which the goverment provides
limited subsidies through public loan funds and scholarships. The second channel is the
indirect funding mechanism, which provides the best students, essentially, with a higher
education entitlement, which can be taken to any university. Competition is promoted both
through tuition levels and most crucially through institutional ability to attract the limited
number of students that carry the entitlements.

Macro-enomic difficulties, however, limited the govemment's ability to maintain
fwiding during the 198Qs. In 1990, institutions received only about 60 percent of the
resources forecasted in the initial reform plan. The most notable shortfall was in indect
funding, and thus it is difficult to assess what the impact would have been had the funds
been sufficent to simulate more competition. The dependence on a diverse set of fimding
sources, however, has significantly mitigated the impact of reduced public resources.

ConsequwAes. Brunner and Briones (1992) have analyzed the consequences of the
1980 reforms, in terms of their impact on quality, efficiency and equity. They conclude
overal that the reform did not have much apparent impact on the quality of education
(although new private institutions pro,ide cause for concern). Whfle quality has not
improved or worsened, the reform could be viewed as simlar to preventaive medicine: the
reforms allowed the system to expand rapidly, without the deterioration of quality that has
Plagued so mat other countries.

Inefficiencies still remain Student staff ratios remain low. Brunner and Briones point
to high input output ratios (that is, there is apparently a large degree of drp-out and
repettion). Hgh iion fees do not seem to have helped student flows. In terms of equity,
the system is still biased towards upper income individuals, but less so than other unersity
systems in Latin America (Carlson 1992). The government has found it necesary to
introduce more scholarsips, in addition to loans, to maintain access for lower income
groups

Chie's experience with financial reform bears imotant lessons for other countries.
Student based fuding has changed th.e incentives under which the system opeates, and
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reduced fisl burdens. Competon has been prmoted and the need to respond to student
demands has caged the instioad outook. Pblems hav arisen, particuly in
secuIN g access for low income sudents However, many of these problems of access are
heing taklded and with private expansion, a large increase in supply of quality higher
educadonal opportunities wil result, with far iess gveent burden than in most other
developing outries.

Problems with Student Based Fundilng

The Cilean reforms bave been enacted too recently to provide clearwt conclusions
on ther efficacy, or that of student based fung in generaL While such programs of
indirect student support offer the promise of imortant gains, there are also several
theoredcal and practical problems that could emerge

First, a strongly student driven sstem could cause a drop in higher education
standards The disincton between the human capital model and screening model of higher
education, a conining suect of debate, Is relevant here. If students enroll in courses of

wher education in order to acquire skills tat are in demand, and rewarded, by the market
(the human capital investment approach), then student choice should be promoted. But
where students seek diplomas, less for any additional sklls but mainly to enitle them to
entry to higher paying jobs (the screening model), course content and standards are less
important to them. Indeed, many students would simply choose the easiest route to a
diploma, and those institutions that have low standards. Students might pressure institutions
to become more la in their gradig asssment Similarly, student based funding might
encourage fadism that could be both costly and inefficient for institutions. Combing
enttlements with external assessment for quality control might be one way of mitiging
these problem.

Seond, a student driven system makes less sense in a countly where labor markets
do not operate smootbly. One princpal justification for a student driven system is that

udents are the best (although imperfect) interpreters of labor market demand. Yet in
many developingcuie, goverent Ierentibns ave reated segmted labor market,
bave compressed skills e dif l, or have led other distortions. In these cases,
a students driven demand system will not be sociay efficient, as students react to false
signas

A third general problem with the entitlement approach is that it could lead to an
undermining of science and other costly fields. Science courses tend to be about three times
as expensve as arts courses. While institutions could charge diferential fees, it is unlikely
that potentl science sudents would pay such high fees. In the US, most institutions css
subsidize thei science courses and dcarge unifm tuitio In a truly competitive higher
education system, some institutions could qscaliz in low cost cowurseL Ihose insttutions

arossesbsidizng science with higher arts fees, would lose students and have to charge more
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for sdence stittions would therefore have an Incentive to opt out of expensve
courses. A solution might be to weight entidement values by course.

Optomn fbr Reform

Given the importance of focuing on government funding to higher education, this
cater has evaluated higher education funding mehanisms from three perspecdves: the
extent to which they have promcted or inhibited the stability, efflciency and nsbenes
of instittios For the most part, these goals are not being met, particlaly in developing
countries. First due to the poor policy framework within which institutions operate, funding
has not bee stable in relation to the activities exected of universities. -Besides macro-
economic difficuldes, access policies and instittional dependencies on government finance
have led to serious decHnes in effective resources. Second, while often underfunded, many
univrties suffer from inefficiencies, in terms of resource uti ton affig patterms as
well as poor student flows. These problems have diverse roots, but it is clear that in many
Anstances,either institin nor students have lear intives to use scarce resources
effiectively. Thrd, publicly nded Institutions often possess little autonomy or icntie to
respond to labor market or student demands. Instuional diversification - in terms of
acies, areas of special on and quality - has been impeed, and few countries have
estblished clear plans to allow insitutions to differentiate and find areas ofspecalion.
As more counies focus on developing non- government sectors of their economies, only
a few higher education system have been adaptive enough to respond to varying demands.

fWith rgd to funding stability, one must ask if binding can adapt to
peods of austeribt as we as booms? Most of the funding mecha work wel while
resources are plentiful, but once resouces are scarce, budgets cnfluctuate sigcantl.
Three factors significantly assist instutions in achieving stable funig First, a a
to control admissons so that they do not contnually increase while fuding is decreasing.
Seond, a diverse funding base helps to buffer any decline in one source of funding. Tuition
income, for example, ensu that fuding is proportional to enrollmnt lird, institutions
need both the fieedom and incentives to eliminate ineffcient progams when their incomes
fall, so that their resources can be redeployed more effectively.

A second dilemma pertains to efficiency: can incentives for efficiency be combined
with hfding stability and a mechanism to determine when instittional quality wil suffer?
Icendves for efficient use of resources are clearly importat if instituons have control
overthir own resourc and their enrolets But at some point, efficiency gains impl
qualitylos although at what point tis happens is always subject to debate. In Ontario,
coptition among institions to preserve their relative share (rather than their absolute
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amount) of pubUic resourcs, was healty for a few yeas, but in the meum term seems to
bave resulted in quality loses Similarly, many uversities and polytechnics in the United
K migdm fear that the g nt lack an end point nodon of efficiency, where firther
reducdons in unit cost wil rest in quaity sacrifices As a genal rue, efficiency is better
achieved though inceives rather than regulatis concernig stffing and resource use.

TMe third dflemma poses one of the most difficult questions to answer. if
g overmuents provide foods for educato, how can those bn_s be made senstive to
labor market demands? The queston is essenily one of who should be ipreig labor
market demands, and tbsating that intepretation into sigals to Insitutons here are
three possibilities: governments, institutions, and studen Cearly all participants have a
role - although it is dificult to say what each is Too often, govermnts have dominated
the decision making process In an age where pverments are no longer the only employers
of graduates, and in which ological chnge leads to changing skill demand,
governments, while undeag their current skill demands often have little iation
on what they wil need in the future, nor what types of graduats the prie sector is
looking for. Neverthekls, fudmg to universities, for the most parth, eier implicitly or
explicitly pents iitutions from responding to labor market and student demands for

High graduate unemployment and underemployment are eWlaned by a mnmber of
actors. In many itances, graduates rmain unemployed simply because they are waiting

for opportnties in the cvil service (Psacharopoulos and Woodall 1985). Nevertheless,
there is often a mismatch betwen training and labor maket demand As many developing
country universities were developed to suly labor to the civil service, training was often
geared towads rigid manpower plamning taget One of the most notable traiing gaps has
ocurred with engieering It was once (and stfll is in many countries) the conventional
wisdom that countries should focus on supplying more engineering graduates to further
Cecoommic development Tis taing was pusued with broad infrsructal and industrial
building in mind. However, the absorptive capaity for engineers has rarel matched the
supply of engineers in those countries where such manpower planing devices were
implemented.

A growing body of lite , both for devloping and iduril countries, has
poined to the problems of manpower planning, partdicuarly in engineeing fields, and
recommends that decision maldng on fields take place elsedwh Similarly, a series of
studies in Kenya, where universities have been prompted to expand the supply of engineers,
has revealed that there has not been a demand for dte engineers nor their skills in the
labor market (Bennell 1986).

The quesdons raised by these studies is who should determine the supply and type
of training and through what meanism wil skill demand changes be reflected in the
univerSity. Current literature, has suggesed that students, while imperfect are the best
predicW of future labor market demands. Unsities should intepret those demands, and
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repod as they see fit, and as they are able. Creatig resonsive universties Is only half
the tasi Serious consideradtin ould be given to how dsgals are tramitted to institutions
regari demands Unilateral povernment decison making, however, has not proven to be
effective. h eling subdies tbhugh suden may encouage decision making that relates
to labor markets rather gveme ertation of themE. insttutions
to work witl fe employers, and itegratg ino eir su un community is another
efecive approach

Genra Pricples for Imp ts In Funding

The first piority in most developig countries should be to stabiize the basc deline
of resources to universities by limiting i iona restions over enrolmen, financial
sources and Interal allocations. Only within this framework can institations begin to
improve their quality, adapt to changing demands and operate more efficiently. The key to
reform will be to combie a more effectv policy nr nt with a funding mechanism
that ensures ac lit over publc funds.

_Lnk foinding and ad lsdons polices The first priority of many developing
counries must be to link subsidies to admissio policies. Broad access and uniformly high
quality are diffiedt to achieve in tandem, epecially with decining resources. If maintaining
access is an import polidcal goal, lower cost solutions (such as distance universities, or
prte insttutins) should be explored. Governments should bear in mind that access
policies can be the most desi element to a uniersty. But movent towards a
normative fing mecanism wil be prohibited unti o nm allow stricter admissions
criteria.

Lilng funing to access cam be adhieved in severa ways: either thrugh funding
formulas that acoount for inputs or outputs, indrectly via student subsidies or some
combination of the two. The feabty of these options depends on adminirtive capacity
(Institution development) in differen counties and the strucue of the higher education
system. If reliable statiscs are not prsent, then norm based funding will probably
enounter diffuties, as t has in Mexico and Ecuador, although using more reLiable
statistics such as the number of graduates per year may cirumvent this problem. Fundin
bodies will need to have reliable stastcs on cost and actities at institutions to make
dectv fuding decisions.

A second Important or that should be asessed in de ng how funding iB
Ilnked to acoess is the state of the labor market in the countiy and its relationhip to the
education system Demand driven fding, for instance wil make less sense when labor
markets are heavily ditorted.

--doR n of fndIo souWes Resources at insdtutions should be more diverse.
Minimizng dependec on any one source reduces pottial sbo of eventua danges in
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available public resources. nsdtutions bave more funds f tbhy have a wider resoure base,
and tuition ensures that resources are proportional to the number of students Thus,
institudons should be free to enge in such acdities, ce integration increases the
relevance of material covered in institutions.

Tuition (combined with student support) as a sipgificant source of income establihes
a sound frameworkwithin which instiutions can operate. Fit, tuition creates incentives for
increased cost efficiency since institutions must be ale to their users, especially if
there are oDmpetitor institutionS Tan and Mingat (1989) revealed a signficant negative
correlation between the level of tuition in public universities and their unit cost in Asia
That is, bigher tution leads to lower unit costs. if tuition policy is in the hands of
institutions, rather than governments, the incentives for efficiency are stronger. User charges
also encourage students to finish on tie. Finally, tuition encouwaes institutional diversity,
since institutions must cater to different student demands.

Autonomy. In order for insttution to cary out their duties efficiently and effectively,
they need to have autonomy to be innovadve, to redeploy their resources and to respond
to market demands. Autonomy should be fiutered in many instanes with regrd to
enrollmInts, internal allocations and the ability to seek additional income. Autononm does
not exclude the need for accountability. Accountability, however, can be achieved through
inceties related to the citeria of fundin& peer review and accreditation, rather tha
institutional regulation.

Criteria and Conditions of Fu_ En Ing fiien and Diversiy

Channelig funds to institutions, particularly with increased autonomy, should
encourage and reward institutions that are both efficient as well as those which develop
areas of s ation Funding mchanisms should minimiz budgeting on the basis of
political criteria, and transfer funds in line with costs and instittional criteria. But this
cannot be done unless admissions policies allow for predictability. The funding mechanism
should also recognize that actvities cost different amount and that instuction and research
be funded according to different sets of criteria, and possibly throug different institutions
(Le. research councils).

EIelcy Inev twnned with fbndlng stabft. Insdtutions need to have constant
incentives to try to lower their costs, and yet a mecanim must be in place to enure that
efmlciency gpins are not quality losses Tuition is one device, but some of the alternatives
used in indust ed countries would be feasible in developing countes as well. Public
fiuds can be adjusted accding to throughput or pefornce criteria. In many instanoes,
competition for funds can promote efficiency. But ompetition has to be based on criteria
other than politicking. In addition to introducing performanc incentives, governments
should eliminate peormance disincentives, such as resricdons which penale insitutions
that generate income throug fee charging sewices.



Encouraging mponsluuias and dlverdiy. Istitional diversification is a crucial tool
through which er s can mobilize their resources for higher education more
effectively. And yet, many norm based formulas discourage diversification. Several options
to further diversit are dicssed below.

Diverscation can oocr at seve levels On the one hand, institutions can have
broadly different missions, eg. reseach institutions vs. ictional instions. On the
other hand, institutions can be encouraged to seek areas of specializaion, rather than
duplicating epertise and compromislig overall quality. Finally, institutions can try to adapt
their course offerigs to sudent demands and local labor market needs. While graduates
should certainly come away from their education with skills that enable them to find
employment, labor markets in developing countries often do not operate on the bas of
market mecanisms,

The first step to promote diversity and responsdveness should be to remove
disienives for insdtution to forge links with their local muities. Th means not
penalizing intutios that engage in profit making service and research activities. The

--- imp rofmoving dincentiv alone can be tremendous: universites in both China and
Vietnam have rpidly integated into their local envronments as a consequences of simply
allow them to keep rvenues. Furthermore, positive incentives, such as matching funds,
could be phasd in. Australia and rel both utlize a system of matching grants for outside
fiuds raised, and thus encourage adaptation to local needs.

Second, in lager higher education systems, resources should be concentrated by
allocatng research and instructonal funds using separt criteria Separate funding bodies,
or m for a t of funding needs, should be in place.

ird, departmental diftiation and adaptation to local demands could be
promoted through competltively awarded funds to begin new progams. These proposals
shoud be reviewed on a merit basis. This strategy has been implemented in India (the
Center of Excellence Scheme), Hungay, and many US state iitutons.

Fialy, tuition dfferentato can be used to introduce a demand driven higher
education system, which requires instituons to set their tuition in ways that respond to

* external demands (Stager 1989). The introducton offee-for service courses in Vietnam has
provided powerful signals to institutions as to what they should teach as their economy
moves from a plamed to a market system Tuition fees could vaiy within institutions
according to program costs, and by priate rates of reun to a given field of study. Business
courses, for instance, with relatively low costs, can cre bigh fees because of the high
private rates of ret Money can be used to aoss-ubsidize other more expensive fields.
Such a demand driven system ay be more desirable where graduates are working in both
public and private sectors, and where labor demand is related more to market pressures.
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Where possoble, govmt should seek ac from higher education
System through fuding lntves, not rWd erollment irequiremnts or ependitue
policies Those isitutions suffering the most sere financ problem wiEl be unlikely to
witness improvements until these hges are made.

Mhe Tandtion to a New Fundig System

Movemet frm some of the past prmies in finding to a new system that
encourages instutions to receive funding on a more normatve bas and to bave the
capacity to respond to a new envioment gov by efficiency incentives and a need
to be adaptive is cannot be. flly achieved ovenigbt. Often there are a myriad of legal
pracdees that need to be changed in order to garatee university autonomy. But two
important considerations need to be kept in mind.

Fus many insttions will need to develop strong m ment capacity to surve
in a new funding Overwheling dependec on gover t has often left
Istittions il equipped to m ge teir afa vetivly. Capacity building rough
mement Imastaff taining and the dvel f a man
culture within universites will hae to comple financ reor Nevereless, it may
not be productive to invest in managt capaty without a hane in the fuding

ironment that would yield incentvs for efctive nt

A second consideraton Is the need for a tansition period. Under a new finding
regime, isttbutions may find that a formula does not allocate sufficient funds to pay staff
salres, staff that they may not be free to dismiss ensory adjustment finds may be
necessay to cilitat he transWit to a new type of sem.
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Chapter 7
Payment In Kd: The Role d National Service

The preious cha have examined ways to resolve financial pressures at
institutions via alteraties to povement reve as wel as chang the m anisms for
allocatig gernment rowurces to Improve the efficiency of nstidtutons In this chapter,
we broaden our perspective beyond th issue of purely financial flows to universites. If
students are to contribute to the coxs of educaon born b society as a whole, there are
other ways in which the gduate may 'epay his debt". Here we adopt a broader, societal,
focus: since it is soety as a whole (via the tapayer) that ultimately subsidizes bigher
education. The graduate, therefore, may be seen as owing a debt not to the university
sstem as sudu but rather to scety as a whole. This view paves the way for the
consideration of an addiional form of cost recovy repayment in kInd through service to
the community. While thero are schemes for Dational or community serWice in place im
many developing countries, for the most part, these are aimed more at the personal
devlopment of the inddual than emphsizing his sodal contribution. The use of eidstng
national service schemes primarily, as a form of cost recovery i kind, would require some
change in their orienation and focus

Forms oft Repasymn In Kind

Schemes for repayment In k may differ along two dimensions, in tes of timing
and In terms of relevace to a unirtys budget acount. In-kind student repayments may
be coincident with study ( kwork or may be effected after graduation,
as Is more typical of natonal srice schemes in pace. Again, r ment in kid
arages may have direct, and positiv, effects on the financal position of universities
or, as is more common, they may be separated from university finances.

Work Study

"Workiog ones way through colege" is a well established method of self fin g
uniesity educaton in dveloped COunie, especially in the USA. Many universities
provide part-tme jobs for student as librarian asstants, dlerks, grdeners or in

usmaly for wagepayment but in some universities Inleu of tuition or ling
spot A quite radical sitatio is exempiUfed by Berea College, in Kentudly, USA which
prowvides free tuition and living to sudets that work in on school enterrse (Box 7.1).
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Such aragmnsseem to be rare in many developing countries, althoughi in recent
Years, pave been min the Phppines and in Ugnda. Such work-studiy

- - arrangem nts my therefore be a usefu means for pursuing partial cost recovery, by
allowing student-employee to recive exemption (or apropriate reductions) from university
fees In Chapter 3 we arged that work-stdy programs may be an effectve mechanism for
self-targetingthe allocation of financia aid to students

Cost recovery and budget savings for the university is achieved in so far as students
would replac regula workers in their tasks The effect of student employment is to reduce
staff costs and therefore overal universty expenditure (rather than contributing to
teenues); It would thus have a beneficial effect on the net budgetary position of
universities. Student employment of this type also would be consistent wit public policy,,
in many countries, that aims at reducing the numbers of goenetworkers On the other
hand, such changes may be less readily acceptable in countries with small modern sectors
and limited emlyetopruiisand in which few alternative job opening would be
available for the freseiand unskiled university employees that students would

Student employment of the tye discused above is conceptually different from
commnityservice in that it does no yield externa benefits to society as a whole. Work-
suyis simply payment throgh an emiployee-worker arnentHowever, in a number

of countries there are other work-stdy schemes that offer students the opportunity of
earinful or partial exemption from universty fees in return for service to the community.

T'hese. activities are not generally cwrie out within the framework of the university,, nor do
they conutrbte to any improvement in the financial standing of the universites. However,
society as a whole benefits from the provision of services that It deems to have high societal
value but which might not be available otherwise.

An Intereting example of a work-study scheme of this kind Is provided by the Perach
('flower") scheme in IsraeL Israeli students may work as tutors to dsvatgdteenagers,
for which they receive payment equivalent to half of their university fees (in turn covering
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about 20 percent of university costs). Some twenty percent of Israeli students are enrolled
in the program, which offers a valuable service that the free market seems unable to
provide.

Nationl Servie Sche_m Cost-Benefi Framework

Not all forms of nadonal or community service may be considered payment in kind
for universit education. Graduates enrolled in national Service programs may be
regarded as repaying a debt to soiety only if one of two conditions acually hold. The first
condition is one in which labor markets work effectively and wages approximate productivity.
If graduatesin employed at below-market wage levels m certa designed positions, such
as ci service posts, then the difference between regular wage rates for these positions and
the eani they receive under the scheme represents the repayment for subsidized higher
education. In Bouwana, students can receie "bonded" bursaries, to cover tuition and lving
expenses, under which they are required to accept a job assignment in government or a
parastatal organizstion for a period equal to the length of their study plus one year, at a
wage fie percent below normaL

However, while a regime of below-market wages may be part of a national service
program, it is not necessarily an integral part of such a scheme. A second condition is one
where the societa value of any particular labor market employment exceeds the current
market wage; the employment of graduates in these activities would constitute a fvwm of cost
recovery for higher educaton, that acumes to society as a whole. This excess could arise
becase of externality eff (as disusd in Chapter 1) stemmg from the employment
of educatd induals in coert activities, but more frequnty it is the result of the
imperfect working of distorted labor markets in certn employments.

We give two eamples of relevat labor market distortions One is provided by
situaions where inflexible civfl service wage rates do not permit the payment of a suffiient
diferentia to derstaffed o ions (that are deemed to have bigh societal value, such
as secondary school teachers of science or mathematis) in order to clear markets Another
instance of labor market dirion occurs when, within a given occupations (say primar
school teachers or health workes), standard wage rates do not offer sufficient incenives to
work in rual areas

In all these cases, labor market distorions are present in the sense that occupations
or actities of high societal value are undemanne because of difficulties in recruitmet,
stemmi fom inflexible labor marketL The classic solution for particular labor market
shortages - the raising of relative wages in shortage activities - is not available where
relatie wage differenls are made insensitiv to such shortages. In these situaions, society
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gans by assigning graduates to fill these shortage positions for a year or two4 as part of
a scheme of national senvie. Tne difference between the value to society of these activities
and the wages received by graduates constitutes a form of parti repayment for resources
devoted to the higher education of these graduates.
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we havm cateporized programs into three basdc type First, compuksoy programs for all
highr education student (or a speaifed portion, such as medical students); second,
voluntary programs that rWeprsnt an alterntive to the paymnt of fees (that lead to a fee
waiver); third voluntary progams which are either charitable co ntrbuio by the student
or recognized as an alternative to tradtional classoom activties For our purposes, the
ftirst two aegsories of progrms potentially represent cos recovery; the thrd becuse it is
essentialy a charitable contribution, would not It should be emphasized that simply
because a program fits Int the category of compulsory, for example does ntM mea that ft
can be regaded as an equivalent to cos recvery. Quite fth contrary, most are not.

Table 7.1 describes 26 programs that exist, or at one time existed. Thevy are sorted
accordinig to the three broad types outlined above. The programs are widely distributed
throughout the world, in all regions, and In all income groups. This list is far from

comlee,as virtually all coutries have6 small programs associated with individual
universties on a voluntary basis. Most programs are either compulsoY requirements related
to a degree or its completion, or purely voluntary programs. Howeve, thre nmotable
programs, one in the United States, one in Botswana, and the other in Israel, are voluntary
programs whereby student can provide "socially valuable' service, or reduced wage servce,
in exchange for forgiveness of part or all of their tuition.

Program Objetiesm

The firs column In Table 7.1 summarize the, primary objective of the overall schme
in each contry. Objectives fall into several catgories development, of the sftudent through
awarenes of national needs and priorities; development of student skils through internship,
programs that wil improve both learnig and future poutit;and thrd service to the

comuit t pomtedeelpmntofpatiulr res r roecs.Mostof the progrms
have as ol4ectiv all of these elements althogh there is usually a clear primary rationale
(Mond 1984; Fussel and Quarmby 1974). One should note, however, that virtally all

progams,and, particularly the African ones have another fnaetlobjectves which is
to create natonal unity and integration.

Awarness has been a primar function of progrms in Mabiu,Tanzania,
Kemya Nd to some extet in the Phlppmines often a programn reflect a particular ideoog
of a ovrmn,and seeks to instill certain values into students. In Mabie,Tanzania.
and Kenya, such values are fostered through hard physical labor. Most programs, however
do hope to sensitize student to their contip problems In the, hope that conicern with a
nation's future and the needs of other wil affect their lives.

Internships hav been the primary functio of programs in Mmoroc and Nigeria,
wher student are respow1sble, for finding mlyet typically in a goVernment minstry,
to assist them in caee decison makln and to lear practical skill before moving on to
a mor perumaent position. The Nigerian program bega more as a nation building aknd



rur development program, playing a particuarlly crucial role In achieving unwenl primay

Dratio of Sevice and mingto Relation to Studies

Programs require senice from students either on a part-time or hJfi time basi for
periods ranging from a few week to to years The shorter progms of a few m ths are
typically part-time programs that are concurrent with studies as in Indonesia, where students
work in villages neaby the university, as part of their overall degree reqirement.

Table 7.1 Sample of E tng Service Prorms Reated to Higher Education
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Tbe longer proams, typicaly for a year. require service as an entrance or exit
e qn I ~ atfor university, and sometines both. Although in Botswana, two tpes of service

are required fo: some students. The first is a one year service requirement for all stxdents.
The second b an optional bonded service requirement, whereby students agree to work in
exdhn for busaries for a period equal to their study plus an additional year at a wage
five peret below the standard for their job. In exchange they receive a bursawy for their
tuition and lving expenses.

In Ghana, students are required to perform one year of service before attending
uiversity, and a second year upon completon. In Nepal, the National Development Seice
required one year of fll-time rural developnent work in the middle of studies. While the
primary emphasis of the program was proviion of sevce to isolated rural vilages, the
program was used as a feedback mechanism both for the govermment and the University
curriculum.

Fucton of Student

Te range of actvities tha students perform varies from tfeching to construction to
publc health campaigs and mobilizing local resources to work on Agriculural or
ifAstruvcture projects. The most common activity, particularly in Africa and Asia is as a
local school teacher. Typically, it is difricult to atrct high quality teachers to nrual
secondary schools, thus studes ca fill an area of critical manpower need. In Yemen, for
iance, a scarcity of secondary schocl teahers, pardtularly in rural areas, forwed the
governmet to hioverseas teachers at a consderably higher cost. The service progam
now in place allows the g ent to replace the high cost overseas tachers with lower
cmst university graduates, thus generating considerable savings for the government. (here
is concern, however, as to whether the quality of graduates as teachers is as high as the
overseas teachers). In Latin America, several countries (Mexico, Peru, Guatemala) require
physicians to perform a period of their residency in rural hospitals. Fmally, a few programs,
partiuarly those that are primarily interested in providing an intenship for students, allow
the student to dhoose his or her area of focus.

Comnsation ibfor Senice

Virtually all progams offer some form of compensation to students, either in the
fom of paymet for liing expenses, or a small stipend in addition to expenses. When
students do receive a stipend, it is typically below the traditional wage for the service. For
example, the programs in Morocc and Nigeria paid students sub civil service wages during
their sevice period. In Yemen, whifle graduates are paid full teaching salares, this cost is
for less to the gov ent than hirig rei as teachers. Despite png full salaris,
the g nt generates a real fiscal savings The altenative form of compensation for
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wvrice are the tuition waivers In the 1.1 National Health Service Corps progm, and the
Israel Perach progrm.

Are a pwam gnratg amets In kdnd'?

No formal cost-benefit anabyis has been conducted with these programs, and indeed
it would be extremely difficult to do so with any acacy because many of the benefits are
non-quantifiable 'externaties". A few progams bave had particularly important impcts
on societal and national development Yemen's program which uses university grduates
to replc secondaiy teachers hired abroad at sicanty higher cost probably does
generate gficant fiscal savn Nigea's National Youth Service Corp faciitated the
expansion of primary educaton that would have been impossible without the valuable labor

nAriUt from students. s onal and Health corps had positive impacts on
the corge and qualty of thee serices in many parts of the county (Fussel and Quamby
1974). Botwaas program of bonded bursaries exact a payment in the form of a graduate
tax, whereby student forgo a maty five perceat of their anmnal earning for each year
Of study.

A iage majority of the progam, however, fail to achieve significant societal benefits,
as many are simply intershps, indoctaton exerdses or displace other workers from
ampl~ment. In Ethiopia, as well as Ghana, initially successl programs, began to displace
other uiversit graduates from scarce job slots (Fussel and Quarmby 1974). Many,
programs, particularly those in Lain America, are poorly managed, and are riddled with
ip01lemetation problems whereby the bulk of students avoid service in one way or another.
In the next seCtion, however, we examine a few programs that seem to hawe had a positive
impacL

Prgms la-Depth

in this secdon we exaine two prgms in depth, a compulsory service program in
Nepal, and a tuition fee waiver as an option for medical students in the United States.
These two progms point to the potential and pitflls of national service. We begi with
the Na_onal Dedopmet Service in Nepal

Nepals Natina Developmen Sesee

Between 1974 and 1980, the Nepalese government implemented a program of
requrd rural service for all higher degree university student The primay emphass of
the National Development Service Program (NDS) was twofold: to supply educated
manpower for rural development and to improve the higher educadon cuTiculum and the
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releace of stdent training. Each participatng student worked for one year under both
uniersity and local supervision, partly as a teacher in a rural secondary school and party
as a general community development worker in the suounding community. Participants
were responsible for mobilizing local resources and manpower for community project,
including health and nutrition educadon, reforestation campaigns, adult literacy teaching,
improved sanitation, water supplies, bridges and schools, family planning promotion, and
agricultural and horticultural demonstrations

A pilot national-student service program was implemented in 1973, using 22 degree
level (masters) students. The following year, the program was successfully extended as a
graduation requirement for all students in the middle of their degree level studies. The
program mobilized 209 students in 1974 and nearly 800 students in 1979. The NDS planned
to expand coverage by requiing service for first degree students, thus bringing the
participation up to more than 3,000 students per year. These figures should be put in the
context of Nepalrs population of 13 million, with approimately 4,000 village areas (or
Panchayats).

The societal benefits assodated with the program were high. Rural school
enrollments rose shWly, particularly for girls. Literacy campaigns proved successl, and
clean drnking water and public health campaigns improved living conditions. Students were
able to tranport materials to remote villages, as well as providing a feedback mechanism
for the government.

In addition to its manpower function, the NDS was planned as a tool to make higher
education itself more relevant to resoling the most pressing needs of the society. University
relevance had come into question as the curriculum retained much of the colonial legaqc.
The NDS was seen as a means to adapt the university curriculum to national concens

fang people outside Kathmandu (where 95 percent of the population lives). The NDS
therefore served as an important feedback mechanism for university planners and teachers.

The program ran smoothly until 1979. Unanticipated benefits came from student
reportst the government on rural needs (as communication with rural areas are alot
non existent in Nepal). The program, however, became politically coversial as sudents
became valuable tools for newly emerging political pafies and were regarded by the
government as a disruptive force in the countryside. In 1980, the government abandoned
the program, reducing it to a skeleton one month voluntary scheme. The current
governmmt is considering reinstating it

Mechaics of the program Service was compulsory for all degree level students
before the last three semesters of academic study. Students were assigned to remote vllages
in development regions by random ballots to avoid complaints of favoridm In selecting
the villaes for asignments, prioity was given to the most remote and least-developed areas
of the couny. Only students with health problems were allowed to work near towns or
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main roads. The list of activities which students were involved in varied according to the
skill, energ and commitment of the student as well as the needs of the vilage itselL But
all studants were expected to teach in a primary or secondary school, and supplement
teachin with general development activities. To Imprve the effectiveness of student input
to url development, all students would spend two monts out of twelve in orientation and
tralin Limited field support was also provided. Individual students were evaluated with
'academic" grades based on their perfmance and earned credit twards their degree.
Participants were also required to write a profile about the vilae in which they worked.

Costs and Benefits. Tribuhavan University administered the NDS, wnth a complement
Of full-dme staff supplemented by lecturers. The progm was financed by the government
fthrough the University budget, and also received small supplements from UNICEF. The
principal osts of the program were basic admintation, covering student exene
(tansport and a minimum stipend) and training Students were paid a subsistence wage
according to the cost of liing of the vilage to which they were assigned. The monthly wage
varied between US$ 25-3750, while the average total cost per student in the program was
calculted at $437 per year. The true economic cost of the program, however, would have

to consider the opportunity cost associated with a student forgoing work for a year.

While fcial values associated with costs can be determined, it is virtually
Iupossible to do so with the benefits. The observed benefits of the program incude a
dramatic rise in school enrollments, espedaly for girls; improved irrigation and agricultural
producdon; improved water supply in many vilages; improved health and nutrition; and a
mechanism to trasmit village needs and goverment supplies to and from vilages.
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The United States Natonal Health Serice Corp

An altemative form of payment through sevice allows students to choose betwen
direct fees and servi In 1973, the United States govern began the National Health
Service Corp (NHSC) sdolarsip pro as a competitive program of seice conditional
awards for studet of medicine, dendstry and other health professions. The scholaship
provides payment for tuition and fees, and a monthly stipend to cover other e on
expense in return for future service In desgnated manpower shortge areas The required
servce is equal to the period for which students received their awards. That Is, for each
year of the hola rhip, reis must provide one year of service, the minimum service
obligation being two years. In 1979, 6,408 awards were allocated. ITe number of students
accepted in that year represented app ely 32 percent of applicants

Mehaics of the Progam. Seleion of applicants is competitive, and based on an
assessment of student commitme to pry health care. Te criteria for selecdon Include
career goals, work eaperience, community bacgound and academic peromance The
award size varies with the cost of a particuIar progm. In 1981, the total award was capped
at $16,000 per year.

The NHSC determines geographic areas and target popultons which students must
serve upon completion of fteir studies (and intermsbip period for phyicians). Service can
be rendered in three different manners: frst, directly through NHSCs publicly funded
health cliics; second, via private pracice (fee for service basis in specified areas); thir, via
private plem as in which the participants are employed by an entity that
receives gan support from the Community Health Cemer. Psure to limit cost of the
program, beginnng in 1981, led the NHSC to encourage indivduals to opt for the priate
sector. In 1986, owing to budgetary pressures, and the beLief in Congress that manpower
:hortages were being filled, the program was scaled back sgnificany.

Costs and Benefiet No cost benefit analys on the program has been underten
Costs for the program, however, inlude the $16,000 per student year of the scholarship plus
some amount for ion. In terms of benefits, no information was available on the
health impact of the progam, as service obligations often lag well behind the time of
scholarip awards. What is wn is that between 1973 and 1979, the program accrued
service obligptions for over 22,000 person years (U.S. Department of Health and Human
Resources 1980).

ImpletIn Ises

While the idea of study service seems an attrve policy option for secuing a form
of societ payment for higher education, there are many implemenion issues that need



to be addessed in program dedgn and practical obstacles that may need to be overcome.
We disuss a few below.

IIan of societl ned Thee is the need (not always a s orwrd
matter) to idenwfy those jobs and actities that have high sodetal benefitL It wvlI usually
not be posble to measure, other th vey rough, the gap between societ value and
wage paid; prepayment is not a precise concept as in the case of student loans.

Es ante %yout' Would all students attending subsidized courses be required to
partidpate in the scheme - to both benefit from the education subsidy and participate in
the progrm of national serice? Or, cold some students 'buy-out' at the outset by paying
higher tuidon fees? Thi might be regarded as socially divisive and the program in general
would lose much of the potential gain for the Individual in the form of personal
development, broadened life expeiences and so on that are a major objective of some of
these schemes.

Ex post empifionn Some graduats would be trained in high productivity fields -
such as engineeing expor-reated aciities Indeed, their value may exce"d that of the
national service dedsaed ocations, where indeed their talen would be underutilized.
In tis case, it would be solay inefflcent to reque them to jin the progam of natonal
servic. Should such individual be fomay exempt from national serice, again given the
problems of borzont equity, isues of indvidual developmt, etc? hIdeed, there is a
more genera isue of whether indixduals may be pemited to buy xmptions after
graduation. One ie related to this point I that wealfier students will be more likely to
benefit from such exemptions, as they tend to be accepted in the more selecve flds In
addition, once loopholes are allowed, a program is more easily Frgn e

Tranig for studens Stdents may not be particulary well suitet to the
development task asked of them. Many, for istnce, do not have any experience or
knowledge about pedagogical tniques, and thus many of the benefits of the program may
be wasted Some programs, such as the NDS, prvide studen with brief training periods
to improve the qualty of service If service periods are too short, however, the cost of
providing trining may outweig the benefits of the program

Deault nd evadon: Pograms that allow students to defer their educadon costs
throug service run many of the same rik as do student loa Students may default on
their promised service (as has happened in the US), or simply evade requirements becase
of family comnections Te US medical progam imposes penalties for failure to comply
with a srice agreemet Penalties were perhaps not bigh enough as privte salaries made
it attrctiv for many students to opt out Default on such progams could become a
problem in man developing country seting In some instance, therefore, governments
require semrice before completion of the degree, to ensure complia
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Poti and * A final issue relats to h likely resstance that a prograns
may prate The Nepal epeience poat to several obstes FI stue may be
opposed to a new burden, just as they would oppose fs Second, teachen may oppose
progams on the grunds of i disbubing the nomal teahing routine, and delaying o
Thin non-democratic socies, the polt actvism of stdn could cause opposition
to be geeated witin the gor
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Chapter 8
Conclusion: The Paths to Reform

Higher education financial problems persist in many countries, although reform is
underwy in all parts of the world. Wbile the roots of these problems generaly lie in a
rpid expansion of public institutions, lacking the autonomy to control resources and
enrollmens, the roads to reform have been, and wil continue to be, diverse.

Where reforms should begin, will depends the current structure of a country's higher
education system, the'counts level of economic development, and its political culture.
Counties that still have small elite university systems confront a different set of options than
do wide access systems and they can avoid some of the pitfals encountered by others.
Those that have over expanded capacity relative to their resources face more difficult
questions. They perhaps must confront questions such as: can institutions be privatized,
closed or merged?

in less eonomically developed countries, options are also limited. Delayed
repayment progrms are unlikely to function due to a lack of iscte necessary to
manage them. Labor markets are likely to be highly distorted, and thus a regime of higher
fees and private sector development, without qty regulaion, is likely to lead to the sale
of diploma rather than education. A first goal in reform should be to establish priorities
for the system as a whole, and to integate nstional ctiities with the overall plans for
economic development.

While stressing that there is no one formula, all reforms should share two common
elements. First, efforts should be made to mobilize more nongovernment resources for
higher education to prmide a stable source of funds, given the tasks that universities are
pected to perform. Second, the resources available to institutions need to be used more

producvely. Such a reform wiNl require a fundamental shift in the relation between the
government and institutions, by creating an enironment in which insitutions are free to
make decisions, but responsible for managing themselves better.

The Substance of Refrm

Revemne diversification wiJl be fundmental to bring more resources into higher
educaion sstems. Revenue diversification can be fostered via direct cost recovery from
studen, trough the levyig of varous fees In many nstae, progress needs to be made
in recovring the costs of peripheral activies at unersdties - housing, meals, books, etc.
By redirecting expenditures from these actvities, far more resourcs woud be available for
invstments in instuctional and research needs. in other instances, direct tuition charges
could become an important source of income. The most financiall stable public institutions
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In the developing and industralized world now reove between 15 and 25 percent of their
total rrent costs from studens

To assist the proces of cost recovery, payments may be made from the future income
streams of students, via a ystem of loas or a graduate tax Such schemes, however, should
be regarded with caution, as subsidies usually implicit in them may ficantly reduce the
returns on cost recovey, and blunt the impact of revenue diversifcation. If loans are
introdued, relance on strong insdtutions to manage them, with appropriate incentives, a
willigness to charge poste ierest rates, and a reform of the time path of payment
streams to parallel a gmduates income, wI sgnificantly increase overall reurs

As a general note of caution, in some instances, there can be a tendency to focus on
cost reovery as an end itsel Such a stregy can be as detrimental to education as the
benets are positive. Cost recovery should not be divorced from the context in which it is
being implemented hat is, fees are a means to supplement government resources for
education to improve the functioning of systems by requiring them to operate in a
competitive narket, and to facilitate demand oriened deision making within education
insttutios But even with sgificant moves toward cost recovery, most elite universities
wi be dependent on gove for the buk of their resoes Tis leaves a large
potenta for reforms that will improve the internal allocation of resources.

Finally, uiersies shoud be encrged to enge in activies with the loca
communiy, and they should charW the full enomic cost of these activities. Otherwise,
service type revenue diversfflcation will only worsen the universitys fncial position.
These actvites should be seen more as an importa exchange of klowledge and priorities
between commties and higher educaion institutions, and perhap as a small source of

rnal profit or universities, rather than as a means of relieving serious finnci pressures.

Reform ought to begin by improving the broad policy envronment witbin which
institutions operate. This tpe of reform should be given emphasis over cost recovery so
that the raising of studt fees has its desired effect. That is, insdtutiom should bhve the
freedom to recover privae fimds (so they will do it) and the freedom to operate in an

_vironment where they must be competitive and efficient. Unless institdons are free to
redeploy their own romurces, lhey wfll not strive to become more effcient. In addition,
a general stabization of resources for institutions wi only occur if there is a linkage
-between resources and enrolents For this to occur, institutions will need to have more
cntrol over the inlow of new entrants.

-In general, offering universitys ieasd budgetary autonoWm wil be crucial for
mobing the supp of uniersty leaders ad many of their stf If a university rector
or vice chancellor has more control over budgetary allocations, internal reforms can be
initiated, and the institution is more likely to develop a management culture with regard to
resources.
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In addo to rfomig the nviom a es the degee of autonomy of
it"tions, transfers of public subsides should be effected in wayp that encourage efficiency

and relevance to ecomic demands. Efiienq can be promoted through Inrased
competito bfor funding or funding on the bas of Wluadon of the effectveness of an
institution In performing its activites. An impoant way to stdate compeo is to
begin to trser subsides via student, on the basis of their choice, within a sstem that
offers more options to students Such a move would bave to be supplemened by Import
qualty oontrol m i Altnav, resour can be alcated on the basis of cost,
either for inputs or outputs, adjusted on the baos of per review aluatons

Goverment ufding sbould also enourag divesty among institions so that tiey
are more responsive to local needs Fostring inkes witi the economic envionment
should be a goal of fumding reformL Funding formulas in themselves tend to inhibit
drsity. To counteract this tendenqc, separate ds can be allocated to inae the likely
bi ton between Idtudons and com ies Matc gra for reveMnUe geOnration,
e.g, contact research or tailor made courses, could be an important step. Fee charging can
also proote diversity by encouraging instutions to seek quality niches in which they have
a advantage.

The Process of Rebra

a s boUdin gher education reform is virtually ahla a politically dive
procss, and thus needed refoms a often postpnd as long as possible. Even when
mplemeted manyreorm progamgnerateinrasingopposition tomdated policie

and dnt bave to be scaled bak Despite suh drwbacs, refom i possible, and progrms
ca be bmrktedt so that consensus most, although perbaps Ot all, actors can be
addcived

Qualt is the key element for conensus builng. It in he interests of all major
actors and can be the crucl ralig point for movig towars a new, more stable, more
effiient ytm. Quality relates to instruction for sftdents, he waig conditions for staff
(Including their ruao the standards of housng and meals offered to students. In
th pocss of reform, those who pardcipat should be rewarded trough accso to capital
funds to invest in needed upgrade Quality, howeer, will not be achieved thrugh a quidc
fix, but rather tough the tent of poliies that will permit sustainable
imprvments

Autonomy is a crucial eleme in s buiding bue it provIes univerdty
with powerf leverg Inde uniersites tbrough control over dicretonay

bugets. Such control will he necesst to implement rdom and to generat a
management culture within universiti.
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Staff members (as well as their unions) may oppose reform for fear of losing
employment and salaryguarantees. Prperly defined, forms can offer active staff members
important plemeits to salaries wbich tend to be low. Control over discretionary budgets
may allow for salay es t are aocated on the basis of perormance. In addition,
university autonomy will allow staff members to supplement their Income via contract and
other revenue generating activities Such measures should be encged, although
universities should be careful to recover overhead costs from the contract beneficiaries.

Students wM be the most diicult actors to Wpease In the process of reform, but they
should be bght into the proco, ad sestized to the radonale behind it If fees are to
be inoduced, support programs huld be offered in paalel, but these program must be
limted to the minort of stude most likbely to suffer. Students should be made aware
that their financial corutionwill assist the lower income students. Fees should be seen
as a way to allow expanded access and increased qualty for progams that are more likely
to lead to meaninful empl%yment n geneal, reforme need to enpgge in a proces of
political mArketig to circumven apposition.

adal s. a reOn Each government must confo the decision of
whether to iMplement full or partial re Partial reform runs the risk of not resolving
undl*yg problem, sim posning them unti a more conenient date, or Impleting
pallative measres that will not serve the system well over the long run. Repeatedly having
to return to refom measures can be a painfdul political process, and there are never any
gurant that a future government wil be wig or able to continue a process that has
only beg

ical rcform, which attempt to redress the bulk of problems through being more
complete and substante, r the risk of creating dissension, even violent oppition. In
the long run, such dssen might undermne he woe reform process, and if the
government i t strong wied enoug to see refom toug, compomises may be made
that undermne any real progress In some instanoes, the traumatic shocks of a more radical
change, however, prvides te stimulu nccsay to provoke proound ons rater
than moderate ad e

The reform process wil almost certiny requiro a transition period with capital
fiunxds to enable adjtmets and reorientations. Mheie fuds should be resed for those
institutions willing to take reform seiously, and should poide and iortant incentive for
consewsu building for reform
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Appendix 1

lethodolglca Note for Calculating Subsidies anl lfn a me 1 Eorms

Assmptios used In calculations for Table 42.

1. Studens receive equal real value loans over a four year disbursement period in
lump sums at the beginning of each year.

2. Administative costs are spread out evenly during the life of the loax

3. Defiult is the frequency of loans that fail to repay. It is expressed as a probabilt
for each year of repayment

4. Grace periods have been rounded to the nearest year.

S. Repayments are in equal nominal amounts in yearly installments, at the beginning
of each payment period.

6. Inflation is constant throughout the life of the loan.

7. Defaulted loans carry an administrative cost equal to good loans.

(1) Calclati the Student subid

PV= present value
D = disbursement value
i = initial interest rate (during lending period)
I = Interest rate during repayment period
g = graceperiod in years
Al = repayment length
N final repayment year
r = opportunity cost of capitaL from time of lending onward
1 disbursement length
L final disbursement year

IL

A aDE (I + 
Amortization value = g

The annual payment=
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The cash flow is as follows:
4 years of loan disbursements of equal real values (adjusted for
inflation each year),
0 during the period of the grace, and
P during the repayment length (n)

14 DI

PV disbursement = ful (1 + -'

PV repayments X 4 ( l + L-1*

$ Subsidy to student =PV4ib - PV
% Subsidy to student = (PVdisJ - PV,W)/PVMI,

(2) Calculating loss with default

The calculations are the same, except that payment amounts are reduced to
include the probability that they are not made. Thus, the cash stream uses
the following repayments:

PW = P(1-d) where d is the probability of defaut.
- Thus the cash stream is only adjusted during the year of repayment.

(3) Calculating the totaI loss to thie govrnent

Each year of the cash stream is adjusted to reflect the cost of administeri
the loans. This is calculated by using the anmnal percent cost of sercing
oustanding debt.

od = outstanding debt on loan
ac administrative cost of servicing loan, as percent of

outstanding debt each year
t = year in the loan life
cf = previous cash flow, including deductions for likelihood of

default
CF = adjusted cash flow, including deductions for both default and

administrative costs.

Thus in each year, the cash flow is adjusted:

CF2, = cf - [(odJ(ac)]

and the PV and subsidies are calculated as in section (1).
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